AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 8, 2021 -7:30 p.m.

CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Joe Gallo
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG:
ROLL CALL:

KAREN MCHALE, NICK BUDMATS, KEVIN O’BRIEN, JENIFER VINEZEANO,
JON BISESI, MANDY REYEZ, LARA SANOICA

MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF MAY 18, 2021 COMMITTEE-OFTHE-WHOLE MEETING AND MAY 25, 2021 CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MOTION TO DEVIATE:
NEXT ORDINANCE NO. 21-29
NEXT RESOLUTION NO. 21-R-50
MAYOR’S REPORT:
WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 21-29 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (2nd Reading)
B) Ordinance No. 21-30 – Approve a Temporary Special Use Pursuant to Section 122-233(3) of the
Code of Ordinances City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois to Allow a “School” Use in and Existing
Single-Family Home in an R-3 Zoning District as a Training Facility for Construction Trades,
Subject to Conditions, on the Property Commonly Known as 3500 Bluebird Lane (2nd Reading)
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
C) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
D) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances to Provide for
a New Restaurant Incentive (1st Reading)
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E) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances in Order to
Create a Retail Home Rules Sales Tax Incentive (1st Reading)
F) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend the Alcohol Liquor Code to Increase the Number of Licenses
Permitted Under the Class A1 Liquor License - Hickory Roosters, Inc. located at 5440 New Wilke
Road (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
G) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 6/08/2021
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
H) Resolution No. 21-R-50 – Award a Contract for the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) – Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project Phase 2 for Construction Engineering
Observation Services
I) Resolution No. 21-R-51 – Award a Contract for the Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project, Phase 2 (FY2021 Construction Project)
J) Resolution No. 21-R-52 – Award a Contract for J.U.L.I.E. Utility Locating Services to US
Infrastructure (USIC)
OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:

Planning & Zoning Commission
• Clark Agcaoili

Mayor's Proclamations:

None

City Clerk's Report:

None

City Staff Reports:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Community Items of Interest
Traffic Review Committee Report - May
June 15, 2021 Committee of the Whole Draft Agenda
June 22, 2021 City Council Draft Agenda

RECESS TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE:
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE:
1)

Elected Officials Training by City Attorney

RECONVENE THE CITY COUNCIL MEETING:
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MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
CLOSED SESSION
1) Union Negotiations – 5ILCS 120/2 (c) (2) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
2) Land Sales – 5 ILCS 120/2 (c) (6) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
3) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2 (c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
ADJOURNMENT:

COMMITTEE-OF-THE-WHOLE
MINUTES

May 18, 2021
DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Committee-of-the-Whole meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:30 p.m.
COUNCIL IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: Aldermen Karen McHale, Nick Budmats, Kevin O’Brien,
Jenifer Vinezeano, Jon Bisesi, Mandy Reyez and Lara Sanoica
COUNCIL MEMBERS ABSENT: None
STAFF IN ATTENDANCE REMOTELY: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki, Fire Chief
Jeff Moxley, Deputy Fire Chief Rick Acosta, Director Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Director Public Works
JoEllen Charlton, Business Advocate Martha Corner, City Attorney Melissa Wolf
Those who are joining us via Zoom or in the City Council Chambers will be afforded the opportunity for public
comment to address the City Council on matters that are on tonight’s agenda after the City Council discusses with
Staff.
Members of the public present in the City Council Chambers listening to the meeting will be afforded the
opportunity to provide public comment in accordance with the procedures applicable to public comment at an inperson meeting of the City Council. Namely, members of the public must have signed-in before the start of the
meeting.
Public comment will also be afforded to the public who are joining us on this conference line as long as they
provided their contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before the
deadline as noted on tonight’s agenda. Written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will also be
read out loud after the topic is discussed by Council.
We ask that persons wishing to address the City Council keep their comments to 5 minutes in length. Comments
must be addressed to the Council as a whole through the Mayor, and profanity will not be tolerated.

1) Community Development Update
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - “Getting better every day” is a new saying in the Public Works Department,
and an easy reminder to our staff to be constantly on the lookout for resources that result in better service delivery
to our residents. Sometimes those resources involve new technology or a new piece of equipment. New or refined
processes, forms or public information campaigns are additional examples of how we are getting better every day.
We challenge ourselves and our staffs to continuously question why we do things the way we do. If, at the end of
that consideration, we are satisfied with our results, change is not pursued. If, however, there is merit to a new
idea, we are encouraging our team to “own it”, by putting in motion the steps necessary to carry out appropriate
change that makes us better.
Every year since 2017, when Public Works was tasked with taking over Community Development operations, your
leadership team has been documenting and reporting annually to the City Council its efforts to be responsive to
certain improvement goals. Great strides have been accomplished in that time. Changes have been comprehensive
and well thought out, not partial and rushed. This report will contrast a brief history of where we came from in
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2017, a quick summary of what we accomplished between 2017 and 2019, with a focus on accomplishments
achieved since our last report in early 2020.
History (Prior to 2017)
•
•
•

Community Development was its own department
Full-time Director
Community Development had developed a reputation for rigid, unfriendly, poor customer service

Early 2017
•
•
•

•

A survey commissioned by the City in early 2017 was sent to 997 businesses
148 responses were received (15%)
Community Development Results
o Excellent or Good:
72%
o Average:
11%
o Unsatisfactory or Negative 17%
Results did not expose the real problems.
o Some felt inspectors had “power hungry” attitudes and were disrespectful.
o Some expressed frustration that they felt other received preferential treatment, with unfair or
unequal application of rules, fines, regulations, etc.
o There was a fear that information was purposefully provided incorrectly to lead to violations and
fines.
o Some applicants felt they were penalized for checking on permit status.
o Many cited a lack of follow-up communication.

Problems at the time were not due to bad people, but rather a bi-product of not being supported, or feeling undervalued and unappreciated. Lines of communication were not well connected.
May 2017
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Development Director abruptly retires in early 2017
Community Development becomes a division of Public Works, who enjoyed a reputation for “getting things
done”
CD staff morale was low
Resignations and pending retirements were an issue.
Public Works Director (Vogt) and Assistant Director (Horne) shared CD Director duties (Vogt –
Planning/Zoning) (Horne – Daily Operations) in addition to their regular PW duties and responsibilities
The CD Director positon was replaced with a Business Advocate in the Manager’s Office, with focus on
Economic Development issues only
One (1) Public Works employee was temporarily assigned to CD

Early Reconnaissance Work
•
•

Defined Purposes of Community Development
Review of all processes, procedures, codes, fees, and forms. Resulted in 9 page report that identified issues
that required attention
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•
•
•

Instituted weekly meetings to improve communication
Regular discussion on codes, rules, policies, and regulations
Decentralized inspector functions by encouraging cross training

2017-2019
A. Staffing Changes
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2 inspector positions filled (reassigned from PW to CD)
Retired Permit Coordinator position filled by Business License Clerk
Business License Clerk filled by part time Finance Clerk
Retired Administrative Services Coordinator position fill by CD Secretary
Part time clerical (2), 1 at each facility/interchangeable
2 newly hired part time clerical employees resigned within 6 months, citing they were “overwhelmed”
Introduction of contractual plan review/inspection services for non-residential projects to maintain
expected response times
PW Internal Services Superintendent reassigned to CD in July 2018 to provide day to day support and
leadership, and prepare for impending retirement of PW Director in 2019
Assistant PW Director promoted to Director in June 2019, with recruitment of new Assistant Director
(outside candidate with Community Development experience) also completed in August 2019

B. Major Projects/Accomplishments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comprehensive Plan Update (16 month project)
AFSCME and Local 150 Initial Unions formed and initial contracts negotiated and ratified
Ordinance amendments for gaming, chickens, little libraries, cannabis, billboards, signs, outdoor
seating, microbreweries
Empowered staff to make decisions with a “can do” disposition and customer service focus. (“Assist
First/Enforce Second”)
Implemented Inspector Zones for Code Enforcement
Updated application and informational forms
Implemented Over-the-Counter (immediate) and Express Permits (high priority attention), to decrease
permit turn-around times.
Began distribution of customer satisfaction surveys to permittees to request feedback on Division
performance
Inspector onboarding, training and development. Reduced complaints about inspectors from 3-5 per
week in 2017 and 2018 to ZERO in 2019.
Established protocols for permits and plan review processes, and when to send to 3rd party consultant
Implemented improved planning and zoning processes, and on-line packets
Identifying projects that require “TLC” up front, and utilized the Business Advocate as a resource for
the applicant.

2020 Accomplishments
•

COVID – 19 Pandemic – The impacts to this operation, like all City operations were significant and too
vast to list in this report. For three to six months, the department was in a state of reaction and adaptation.
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•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Complete rewrite of Zoning Ordinance completed (14 month project) per recommendation of the Comp
Plan (Great Place to Be – highest priority, page 91)
Developed and implemented a no-contact permit acceptance, review, and approval process in response to
the Covid-19 pandemic
Developed a Complete Streets Policy per Comp Plan recommendation (Getting Around, highest priority,
page 92)
Pushed survey cards during permit issuance, inspections and issuance of certificates of completion to solicit
opinions about their experience with Community Development. Despite almost begging people to return
the surveys, only 4 surveys were returned, and they were all very positive, with one comment being “I
obtain permits in many towns. Meadows is the easiest, most professional.”
Completed comprehensive Zoning Ordinance and Map update
Used social media to inform and educate residents about processes and services per Comp Plan
recommendation (People – medium priority, page 90)
Completed Special Use and Lot Consolidation process for City purchased property, and helped manage
interior renovations of that space to expand file storage capabilities
Plan Review, Building Permit, Business License, and Zoning Fee Overhaul (greatly simplified client
understanding and necessary staff time calculating fees.)
Assisted City Manager’s Office with development of Video Gaming text amendments and adult-use
cannabis regulations
Expanded use of social media and newsletters to inform residents about important building safety tips,
permitting requirements, etc.
Amended codes to allow restaurants greater flexibility for outdoor dining during COVID.
Modified contract with Fire Safety Consultants so they bill us instead of waiting for the contractor to pay
them THEN doing the review to expedite fire permits and allow for better tracking
Added permit and code enforcement summary metrics to certain weekly manager’s reports to show changes
over time
Began buildout of EnerGov for permitting and licensing – part of ERP overhaul. Expected go-live in end
of 2021.
Comp Plan accomplishments
o Apply stormwater management best practices for multi-property drainage solutions – Park St,
Northwest Industrial Center (Environment and Infrastructure – highest priority, page 93)
o Continue long term planning for strategic infrastructure improvements through the Capital Plan
(Environment and Infrastructure – highest priority, page 93)

2021 Goals
•
•
•
•
•

Recruit, hire and train new Superintendent of Community Development Operations to provide stability to
the staff and the Division’s operational needs.
Update the City’s Building Codes to the 2018 versions for adoption by City Council in last quarter, with
codes to become effective January 1, 2022.
Complete EnerGov programming and data conversion for “Go Live” in the last quarter
As preparations are finalized for EnerGov to “Go Live” in the last quarter, identify opportunities where the
technology can be used to make data-driven decisions with an emphasis on how we might become more
effective, while being careful that the focus isn’t on efficiency only
Continue to assist citizens, developers and Council in making informed decisions regarding development
and redevelopment in the City
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Summary: The beginning of 2021 presented the Department with an abrupt and unexpected retirement of the
supervisor who had been assigned to manage the division in 2018. With that being the second abrupt disappearance
of the person in the leadership role for that division, management quickly determined the need to recruit a candidate
who could not only address the immediate operational and on-going training needs of the staff, but also prioritized
the importance of identifying a candidate that could bring strong leadership skills and stability to that position. An
individual from the City’s contractual building plan review/inspection firm (B&F Technical) was identified to come
in four days per week on an immediate but interim only basis until a full-time candidate could be identified. This
arrangement has been extremely successful, and the experience has informed us about the type of individual that
is needed to fill that role and keep us on track for our 2021 goals.
Alderman Sanoica - There was a slide that you had earlier that was discussing the trends comparing 2019 and
2020. In the upper right-hand corner where we have the difference between construction valuations, you were
surprised at the difference in construction valuation between these two years, can you provide more clarification
on what construction value means in this context and then why you were surprised by that difference?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I’m sorry if I misspoke, my surprise was that the differences for the permit
fees and the number permits and inspections wasn’t more different. The valuation was the number that I felt was
indicative of what we would expect because the reality is most of the commercial construction stopped. There was
no commercial construction. The valuation is important because that provides us a) that’s what our building permit
fees are driven off of, and b) that’s an indication of the amount of work that’s occurring in the City. It was almost
$20 million less so I did believe that the valuation would be less, I just thought that permit fees and the permits etc.
would be equally as different from year-to-year but it really wasn’t. That’s what I meant.
Alderman Sanoica - I think I understand. When referring to the valuation or construction values, is that a City
engineer function? I guess I’m confused as to what that function is for the department.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Every permit that gets issued must list the total cost of construction.
Valuation is a fancy way of saying total cost of construction. The total cost of construction in the City in 2019 was
about $57 million whereas in 2020 it was about $38 million. The higher cost construction projects were not as
prominent in 2020 as they were in 2019.
Alderman Budmats - Earlier in the presentation I heard you say that there was 750 surveys sent out.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – Yes, that’s an approximate number.
Alderman Budmats – I’m looking at the number of permits and it looks like there were about 2000 permits issued,
so why didn’t we have 2000 surveys sent out? Are we only doing that for certain kinds of permits or when do
surveys go out?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Quite honestly, that was a miscommunication. Maybe mid 2020 or end of
2020 we started handing them out with every single application regardless. I can’t explain as to which one’s we
were and which ones we were not doing it for, I think we started sending them out with every permit and we weren’t
getting anything returned so quite honestly I think it just stopped getting done. Right now, the survey goes out with
every permit no matter what.
Alderman Budmats - Has the number of responses increased for this same time period commiserate with the
number of surveys being sent out?
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Rob Horne, Director Public Works - That’s a good question, I’m only answering no because I can see Elizabeth
on my screen shaking her head no. If you wanted more details behind that we’d be happy to get them for you.
Alderman Budmats – I would just numerically follow if you have twice as many surveys go out you would
probably get twice as many responses.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I think initially our bigger concern was the plan review process so we were
asking applicants to fill them out before they left so I think that’s why we were getting them more often. I think the
big issue quite honestly is that people that are not specifically upset about something are unlikely to fill out a survey.
I’m not any specialist in that area, I just think that’s what it is. We rack our brains pretty regularly about a way to
get feedback from the community. I want surveys out for almost everything we do. We do that with capital projects
as well, I want to know what residents would like to see us do differently because it points out areas that we should
start keeping an eye on. We are not afraid of surveys at all.
Alderman Budmats - I suggest that if we don’t get the survey back from somebody especially after the inspection
process is over it might be worth sending one out again only because I think residents may be fearful of retribution
in having an inspection that doesn’t go as well. I’ve had people say that they’re not going to complain because the
last thing they need is an irritated inspector coming to my home or business. However we can do this to make the
process anonymous so that people can give us the honest feedback that we’re looking for as it might make it as
forthcoming as possible too. One way or another we need to get honest feedback.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - That’s why we started handing them out we tell them to submit them
whenever they feel comfortable submitting them. We are looking at the ability to use ERP for that, we do send
letters to applicants after the permit is issued reminding them of certain processes and procedures that take place
as part of the construction process. We certainly can put a line in that letter asking them to please help us by filling
out the survey when their project is over. We certainly will look into that suggestion.

2)

Rolling Meadows Business Buzz Website Update

Martha Corner, Business Advocate - This item, which deals with City business assistance for all Rolling
Meadows businesses during recent economically adverse conditions, is an update to the City Council.
During October 2020, in order to mitigate negative economic impacts of the unforeseen COVID-19 pandemic on
the Rolling Meadows business community, City Staff following an Economic Development Committee (EDC)
discussion initiated efforts to quickly provide advertising and communication assistance free of charge to all
Rolling Meadows businesses, at a presumably low cost for the City to provide, pursuant to City Council general
direction and consistent with EDC initiatives and objectives. Staff reviewed proposals from a few firms and the
lowest responsible bidder (also a Rolling Meadows business), Divine Design, was selected. This ongoing website
marketing effort includes coupons, special offers, information on City and business events, employment
opportunities and business features/accolades.
On a weekly basis, approximately four (4) hours of cumulative City staff time are spent on maintaining current
website information and adding new content. The following actions are made by City Staff on a weekly/monthly
basis:
•
•

Ensuring that general information on City businesses remains current in the “Directory”;
Updating coupon values and expiration dates as needed in the “Special Offers” tab;
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•
•
•
•
•

Posting upcoming event information for the City and local partnering organizations;
Ensuring the City business job postings remain current;
Updating material for the “Business of the Month” and “Business Accolades” tabs;
Continuing to encourage participation from businesses;
Regularly advertising the RM Business Buzz.

Currently, 747 licensed businesses are listed on the website Directory section and to date, 51 business
representatives have provided advertisement materials for posting on the website. Also, 35 businesses having listed
special offers/coupons. Efforts to increase business participation are ongoing. Notably, the initial coupon listings
expired on April 30, 2021 with all but two (2) business owners agreeing to extend their coupon expirations until
October 31, 2021. There is also active job opportunities posted on the website with approximately 32 more postings
from Sortimat.
In the future, there will be ongoing networking opportunities for all Rolling Meadows Businesses; continued
collaboration to support all Rolling Meadows businesses; publicity for upcoming September 23, 2021 Business &
Community Showcase participating businesses; and special features on new businesses.
The Rolling Meadows Business Buzz website has launched a citywide initiative to “Shop, Buy & Dine” locally.
By shopping, eating, drinking, playing and utilizing local services within our City, we work towards making the
City’s local businesses be successful and vibrant. We hope that you will visit the City website and link to the page
or go directly to www.rmbusinessbuzz.org.
Alderman Bisesi – I want to thank Martha for the work she’s doing and progress that’s happening with this
whole site. Keep up the good work.

3)

New Restaurant Incentive

Barry Krumstok, City Manager - The Economic Development Committee for the past few months have been
discussing implementing a new restaurant incentive in the City. This “tool” is based on an old incentive that did
expire by policy. There are a few new changes from the old program and policy. As a short summary for this new
five year incentive:
1) Up to $5,000 split in equal amounts for purchase and opening.
2) If in good standing, for non-Kirchoff Road locations – this is described in the ordinance) after the first
year, a food and beverage refund of 40%; second year would be 20% and new for this incentive would
be a third year at 10%. For those restaurants on the Kirchoff Road plan, the rebate rates would be 60%,
40% and 20%.
3) Facade and interior incentive would be up to $10,000 and split in equal amounts (staff will review the
amount and financials).
Mayor Gallo – Before I open the floor up for any members of the Council, is there any information or feedback
that the two liaisons from the Council want to incorporate or if Manager Krumstok captured it in its essence then
that’s fine but I’ll allow these two to go.
Alderman O’Brien – Manager Krumstok really summed it up. Some of the notes that I captured here is one of
the questions that EDC talked about is what are we envisioning as a need? We really did look at that. I think
there’s 13 vacancies within the Kirchoff corridor. Just some ideas that were thrown out and we also worked with
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Business Advocate Martha as well, an idea of a bakery, a pet store, a dry cleaners, a doctor’s office regrettably the
current eye doctor that was here passed away in the last six or nine months. Those are just some of the ideas but
the big idea is more of entertainment, a lot of people miss that draw. With having local small business owners on
the EDC, the question we discussed is what would bring you to the Rolling Meadows area? Regrettably, a lot of it
is out of our control such as rent control by the landlords and that is cost prohibitive. The four items that Manager
Krumstok mentioned that received full consensus from the Economic Development Committee of things that were
within the City’s control that we can help and is not a huge financial impact. We do know rent/landlord is a big
factor which might be in phase 3 or 4 of this, to see if we can work with landlords on dropping their rates based on
the pandemic affecting commercial real estate. This is just step one.
Alderman Vinezeano – Manager Krumstok and Alderman O’Brien pretty much summed it up with the intention
that the focus for this really was to help the small businesses, the mom-and-pop, we really wanted to emphasize
that we’re not looking to extend these incentives to corporate or multiple franchisees. That was really what our
focus was. The one thing we did go back-and-forth with a lot of discussion was the façade and interior work money
and how that would be distributed whether it would be the $10,000 upfront and or $5000 in that breakdown. We
did have a lot of discussion on that and this was the summary of what you see before you, it’s kind of a happy
medium is what we kind of thought. If the new business were able to get a little bit upfront at their certificate of
occupancy than that would help them with that first month of business when we know income can be a little rough
and then obviously a year later once they’ve been established and hopefully open for that year they would get that
additional $5000 if they qualified for the entire $10,000. That’s not to say that every business would qualify for the
entire $10,000 so I just want to reassure Council that the intention is not to give every single business $10,000.
Alderman Sanoica - I have three items I will start going through but if other hands go up I’ll make sure that I will
make time and we come back to them. The first item I wanted to ask our members of Economic Development
Committee, in these discussions if there was any discussion on a proposed tax penalty for owners who are having
prohibitive rental costs or leasing costs that are preventing vendors and businesses from coming into the City in the
first place?
Alderman O’Brien - We had very, very early discussions around that and we thought that it would be too big to
bite off, to be completely transparent, to try and get it done in the short term future. There was talk about that but
that is probably a later phase but we have talked with Martha, Director Gallagher and Manager Krumstok at EDC
about what we could leverage potentially with landlord/property owners. Even some of the small business owners
that sit on EDC have slowly started to use their networks to start talking with landlords about ideas. There’s been
no other official discussion other than it’s a problem and it’s something we’ll look forward to at this time.
Alderman Sanoica - Alderman O’Brien, were there any roadblocks like initial preliminary roadblocks to that? It’s
kind of painting the trepidations of the Committee to even begin to enter that discussion?
Alderman O’Brien - I think it was primarily just in terms of a timing thing is that we could discuss that at the June
meeting. The only initial thing was that it is so controlled right now, I’ve heard anywhere from $30-$90 per square
foot so we haven’t gotten that detailed and had a sample provided to us of what it would cost to build out the
average space. I think the old Blockbuster on Kirchoff was the example that was provided. There was no major
roadblocks other than how we wanted to ask staff to direct their time and focus for what we could get the low
hanging fruit of where we saw it.
Alderman Sanoica - If there is time to approach that or begin to have those discussions at your June meeting I
would be very interested in any results that come from those discussions. The second item that I would like
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clarification on is the emphasis on the Kirchoff Road corridor as opposed to Golf Road, Algonquin and Plum
Grove.
Alderman Vinezeano - The intention was and even in Council we’ve said that Kirchoff Road is our downtown
area. So we really wanted to focus on the fact that we have as of right now roughly 13 vacancies on the Kirchoff
corridor from Rohlwing to the New Wilke Road. If we focused our attention on the larger incentive in filling up
that corridor than we can see how this incentive works and possibly extending it for the larger incentives to
Algonquin Road, Golf Road, to the other areas. We still wanted to offer some kind of incentive among the entire
community but we really wanted to focus our attention to filling that corridor and making our downtown area filled
and making it a downtown area.
Alderman Sanoica – Alderman Vinezeano, you mentioned that you wanted to have a sample set to see how
successful this policy is for Kirchoff to see if those increases in rebates could then be administered to other
commercial corridors in the City, is that correct?
Alderman Vinezeano - This incentive is offered to the entire community but the corridor from Rohlwing to New
Wilke is at that higher percentage rate the 60/40/20 and the rest of the community is at the lower percentages.
Alderman Sanoica - What I would want clarification on is that just a priority from a City planning standpoint to
say this is the corridor that we want to emphasize and fill?
Alderman Vinezeano - Yes
Alderman Sanoica - It’s not based off of that we know that it’s going to require this additional rebate in order to
be successful based off of past years when this policy was in place?
Alderman Vinezeano - No, it’s the focus of our attention, we wanted to fill the downtown area and make it a focus
the downtown area very much like we were going off of the downtown Arlington Heights and the downtown
Palatine those were kind of our examples. We thought that if we have a higher incentive to fill that corridor
compared to Algonquin Road that we would have a better likelihood of filling those 13+ vacancies at a higher rate
than the other spaces around town.
Alderman Sanoica - I understand that this is a policy that had been in place in the past, do we have any data as to
the success or application of this policy in the past?
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - Each of the restaurants that participated are still in business and doing well. It
did get certain people to look at Rolling Meadows. There are two of them in the downtown area and the others are
throughout the community. This is just another tool and it’s something that makes us a little different from other
municipalities. It’s not a lot of money, the highest payout we had was little over $9000 and that was for one of the
Kirchoff Road businesses.
Alderman Sanoica - Do we know that if there was any significant difference between those that came to look at
Rolling Meadows and decided that they wanted to be in a different corridor but this rebate is not significant enough
for us to make that investment or any type of indication as to why this discrepancy exists throughout the different
commercial zones?
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager - When any type of restaurant or retailer is looking for space they are looking
for traffic counts. They want to be on that Algonquin/New Wilke/Golf Road corridor and that’s why we have so
many different sections. They do look for the traffic counts and this is a way to help the Kirchoff Road corridor to
have people take a second look at that area. Again, this is a tool for staff to utilize to bring in potential businesses.
Alderman O’Brien – This is in the EDC packet that is available on our website. As part of our prep for it, Business
Advocate Corner pulled together a listing of 12 area suburban locations near us and what their incentives are
because we asked that same question, how would compare or give us a leg up over Hoffman Estates or Schaumburg.
It was actually very educational, only four nearby Des Plaines, Mount Prospect, Niles and Wheeling offer
incentives. They have something similar to this, Wheeling has one for restaurants and the other ones offer overall
businesses versus being restaurant specific but none of them offer the incentives that we do. Some of them are close
in terms of façade, build out or helping with signage and things like that. We do have the details available in the
packet from 12 other suburban locations that had a program like this but only four were considered close neighbors.
Alderman Sanoica – How this policy then will be disseminated to the business community in the same way that
you were able to access those policies?
Alderman O’Brien - That’s our next step, if it gets support at the Council, Manager Krumstok or Martha Corner
was going to develop a one-page fact sheet where it lists the incentives. Some might be interested in all three or
four options or some might be interested in only one or two. That would be the next step as we didn’t want staff to
dedicate time that if it didn’t get approval from Council.
Alderman Sanoica – Prudent.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - We will also make sure that it’s on your website. When we deal with some of
the brokers we make sure that they know all the tools that are potentially available to new businesses.
Alderman Sanoica - I know I said that I had three items and many items had been touched upon but I am
approaching my final item and I think this is a question for Attorney Wolf. The policy states that there are a list of
qualifications for who would qualify for this particular incentive and if they don’t match that the City Manager has
the discretion as to who receives this rebate and who does not, does that language or discretion put any compliance
risk for the City by not stating that hardline for this particular incentive?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - The language is intended to allow for and I think the issue was accurately defining
those restaurants or businesses that would qualify for the incentive. As Alderman Vinezeano had stated that the
intent of this was to afford this opportunity to the mom-and-pop shops or not larger corporate entities or operations.
This language is intended to allow the Manager to properly evaluate whether they qualify that way. As you
accurately pointed out, it’s always better to even though manager discretion is allowed and appropriate especially
in a manager form of government and I can work with the Manager on establishing some clarity in the language so
that his determination is to meet the intent of the ordinance and those businesses that are appropriate as opposed to
completely making it discretionary on the Manager. The Manager doesn’t want that anyway because he doesn’t
want to be accused of discriminatory application of this. I can work with Manager Krumstok on clarification of
that language so that there’s some leeway in the application of it so it can meet the intent of the ordinance and the
incentive that the Economic Development Committee wants to provide.
Alderman Sanoica - I’m not sure if that requires a formal motion for you to look into that for the City Council to
support that but I would be in support of further review only because I believe when we were going through our
original gaming licenses and accessory licenses for certain restaurants it was a very broad policy that required over
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a year of revision and if we’re going to have a rebate or some sort of economic or financial benefit I would want
to make sure that the intent is followed and that the Council is very consistent and in agreement with the intent that
is being proposed tonight. I have no further questions at this time.
Alderman McHale - The only thing that I would say that I think the plan looks good but there’s something sitting
with me about the Kirchoff Road versus everywhere else if we’re really trying to help mom-and-pop shops. I
understand that we don’t want to give McDonald’s incentives if they’re going to go on Algonquin Road but if
there’s a bakery or something like that and they felt that their location would be more beneficial in a certain area
of the City I don’t know if that would look as them being penalized.
Mayor Gallo – Did that similar style question or the essence of that question come up during your conversation
with the EDC in terms of what happens if there’s a small business that has an ideal location because it’s suitable
for their market or the demographics for their industry and if they find it unfavorable that they don’t qualify for the
same proportion as what the Kirchoff Road corridor receives? Did any conversation occur on that?
Alderman O’Brien - Yes, we did have discussion around that. What we did was basically focus on our lead here
as a Council and that’s what we talked about of how we’re making this the holiday light stretch now and all the
activity we talked about approving longer term plan of having the lights, stop lights, streetlights so that’s really
where this base came from. That’s also coming going to what Attorney Wolf said, that’s why we purposely worded
some of the discretion in there from Managers perspective. My understanding is that any of these would come back
to us as a Council for approval so we would be able to look at the business and consider it for an exception basis.
That’s the reason why we worded it the way it is because it would gave Manager Krumstok some leniency as well
as the Council as well. We don’t have a ton to detail on that. Three of the representatives of the EDC are small
business owners, two are in the Kirchoff corridor and one is not. That really followed our lead as the Council
saying how much we want to hype up the downtown area from when we talked about the parades and the block
party.
Alderman Vinezeano - I think the EDC really did take their guidance from a lot of input from the Council in that
we want to build up Kirchoff Road as our downtown area. Like I said, we were using Arlington Heights and
downtown Palatine as our examples when we were trying to come up with examples. We did share with EDC our
individual meetings with Director Horne and Assistant Director Charlton on what the downtown area for the long
term comprehensive plan could look like. Like what Manager Krumstok had said, small businesses coming in ask
about the traffic, the foot traffic and driving traffic. We know that we are a pass through on Kirchoff Road and
Algonquin Road and Golf Road kind of sells itself and we were trying to give a higher incentive for Kirchoff Road
to try and fill that corridor up because Algonquin Road and Golf Road in that aspect kind of sells itself because of
the higher traffic that’s already there. That’s kind of where we got that lead from.
Mayor Gallo – If there aren’t any further questions or comments I will take the straw vote. All those in favor of
moving this restaurant incentive program forward. 7 in favor; 0 opposed.

4)

New Sales Tax Generator Incentive

Barry Krumstok, City Manager - The Economic Development Committee for the past few months have been
discussing implementing a new sales tax generator incentive in the City. This new “tool” is based on the restaurant
incentive. As a short summary for this new five year incentive:
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1) Up to $5,000 split in equal amounts for purchase and opening.
2) If in good standing, for non-Kirchoff Road locations – this is described in the ordinance) after the first
year, a sales tax refund of 15%; second year would be 10% and new for this incentive would be a third
year at 5%. FOR those sales tax generating businesses on the Kirchoff Road plan, the refund rates
would be 25%, 20% and 15%.
3) Facade and interior incentive would be up to $10,000 and split in equal amounts (staff will review the
amount and financials).
Alderman Budmats – In reading through the packet, the packet doesn’t do as good of job as the proposed
ordinance in explaining that it’s just the City’s portion of the sales tax. I would hate for some business to think that
they’re going to get a refund of the 10% sales tax which could easily exceed the portion that the City would ever
collect. We need to be really specific that the only thing we’re going to be rebating is from the portion that the
City receives and no way could it ever exceed what the City has received for income. I don’t know how many
businesses realize that the City’s piece of the sales tax is very small compared to the State’s sales tax.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – We will revise number 2 of the ordinance to explain that the refund is based
on the portion of the sales tax the City receives.
Mayor Gallo - If there aren’t any further questions or comments I will take the straw vote. All those in favor of
moving this new sales tax generator incentive program forward. 6 in favor; 0 opposed; 1 abstain.

5)

Renewal Proposal for Recycling Services

Rob Horne, Director Public Works - This item is brought to the Council tonight in response to the attached letter
from Flood Brothers, Inc. (the City’s current recycling services contractor) that was provided to staff on April 26,
2021. As the letter states, the current contract ends on June 30, 2021, but includes the opportunity to extend the
contract up to 24 months should the City choose.
As part of tonight’s conversation, a variety of topics are likely to be discussed, but ultimately, the items listed below
will be of most importance.
•
•
•

Council interest in extending the existing contract with Flood Brothers, Inc. for up to the allowed 24 months.
Council interest to only extend our contract with Flood Brothers, Inc. for as long as it will be required to
rebid the services.
Council interest in staff exploring an opportunity with Flood Brothers, Inc. (or others) to provide refuse
containers (totes) to residents, and implement an automated collection operation.

The letter provided by Flood Brothers indicates a per month price for providing a recycling (cart) container. This
is because Staff has been contemplating a way to provide residents with a refuse container alternative while at the
same time, reducing or eliminating costs associated with supplying refuse containers.
Staff and representatives from Flood Brothers were briefly involved in discussing a variety of options that might
present an opportunity to provide recycling services to the City, while also allowing for them to supply refuse
containers for every resident at a minimal or no cost. Unfortunately, those opportunities were interrupted by a lease
transfer that was required through the United States Department of Justice as part of the merger that occurred
between Waste Management and Advanced Disposal Services. Any future consideration of this alternative will
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require significant time and assistance by the City’s Legal Counsel and potentially waiting until the first five-year
term expires.
As that alternative was not feasible, the other opportunities that are presented are to either rebid the recycling
collection services, or grant the extension identified in the current recycling contract and incorporate a refuse
container program at that time.
One option staff has considered is to utilize resident’s current recycling containers that were provided to them by
the City, for refuse in the future. As part of an extended contract with Flood, or a rebid service contract, the
contractor would be required to provide a new recycling container for every customer, thus allowing their current
container to be used for refuse. There are approximately 5,975 customers that the Public Works Department serves.
Each container costs approximately $60, therefore, if the City were to absorb the cost of the containers, the entire
cost associated with providing the cart for an automated program would be approximately $360,000. It is very
common that during these types of transitions that communities ask the resident to pay for the recycling container.
As part of Staff’s discussions with Flood, it was requested that a proposal be provided that spread the cost of a
container over a period of time to lessen the impact on residents. As a result, the cost incurred for this program
would be approximately $10.35, per year, for five (5) years, at which time, the fee would no longer be required for
the recycling container.
Below is a list of the advantages/disadvantages associated with supplying refuse containers to residents.
Currently, on average, 80% of the residents served would likely be able to fit 100% of their refuse in a refuse
container, and was used in calculating the potential time savings identified in the information below.
Advantages of utilizing automated collection operations:
o Increased efficiencies for ~80% of serviced customer pick-ups. Staff expects to save approximately 3 to 5
seconds per stop, so conservatively, staff estimates saving approximately 225 minutes per week or
approximately 3.5 hours of staff time per week.
o Reduce exposure to Worker’s Compensation claims. Refuse collection is a very dangerous activity. Each driver
enters/exits their vehicle almost 400 times/day. This, along with weight, protrusions and dangerous materials
collected, increases the susceptibility to injury which is far greater than other Public Works employees.
o Reduces the long term physical impact experienced by refuse collection employees. Refuse collection activities
are very physically demanding. Because of this, the common practice is to have newly hired Streets/Refuse
employees start in refuse operations and eventually transition to other areas of the department.
o The two primary concerns expected in the future include a significant difference in pay from an PW entry-level
employee (~$45,000) and private refuse collection companies (~$75,000, not including OT), and reduced
department movement opportunities. These opportunities stem from department vacancies resulting from
retirements. The Department has seen 15 retirements in last 5 years, meaning over half of the workforce has
less than five (5) years of experience. This will reduce transitional opportunities in the future, and may result
in loss of employees or employees staying in refuse operations for extended periods of time, which increases
the likelihood of worker’s comp cases and accelerates the deterioration of public works employee’s physical
well-being.
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o Enable increased rotation of employees to cross train in other areas of public works. As noted above, due to
the physical and mental demands of refuse operations, staff has grown to understand that employees have
difficulty switching to refuse operations for brief periods of time. The ability to automate the operation will
lessen the impact on employees, which should allow for easier rotation of duties.
o Reduces animal infestation into garbage bags, thus reducing staff time spent cleaning up afterwards. The
benefits of this item are obvious. The City regularly receives complaints about littering issues caused by rodents
due to a lack of refuse containers. Time savings related to cleaning up litter from these instances equates to
approximately 55 minutes per week.
o Increased value expected at time of vehicle resale. While the City has yet to replace a front-load refuse vehicle,
staff’s expectation is that the combination of a front-load vehicle, with automated equipment will have a
significantly higher resale value, as it will be more desirable equipment at trade-in.
o Operational cost savings over time. From an operational perspective, the Department stands to save
approximately 4.5 man hours per week by using an automated system. The time savings are a result of the
automation and the time saved from picking up loose debris caused by rodents or loose refuse placement. This
savings results in approximately $15,000 per year in manpower costs.
o Cleaner Recycling. Many times residents accidentally (and in some cases intentionally) place regular refuse
in the recycling container with other recycling materials. This results in contaminated recycling, which can
drive up the City’s recycling collection costs, because there is less value in the recycling material collected.
Having separate containers for each type of material will have a positive effect on future recycling collection
costs.
It is important to note that the $15,000 cost savings are considered indirect savings that result from freeing up staff
to assist in other areas of the Department operations. These savings are also perpetual, in that, provided additional
responsibilities are not added to the department, these savings will be realized and improve current operations
every year, indefinitely.
Disadvantages of utilizing tote operations:
o Initial capital investments. Outfitting an existing front-load truck with a Curotto can and arm assembly can
cost as much as $50,000. However, because the Council took a proactive approach in the purchase of new
refuse vehicles, the cost are significantly less. The new cost would be approximately $30,000/ front-load vehicle
and approximately $10,000/rear-load vehicle (1 in fleet). Total capital investment, approximately $100,000.
o The current capital plan may be able to be amended to accommodate this addition by shifting existing refuse
vehicle replacements one (1) year, pending discussion at the Vehicle Replacement Committee.
o Initial pushback from residents concerned about storage space and service levels. Many residents with smaller
homes have concerns during the first several months of implementation of this type of program. However,
history has shown that within six months of implementation, residents discover a solution to the issues related
to the space the extra container requires in their garage/behind their home.
o Short term increase to costs for recycling collection ($.86/mth or $10.32 annually for five (5) years).
Implementation of a cart system will cost residents approximately $10/year. However, given direction, staff
can investigate potential opportunities to offset these costs.
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o Slight increase to operational costs in Refuse Fund. Operational costs are expected to increase slightly
(~$5,000 annually) for purchase of extra containers needed for repair/replacement container situations.
Lastly, Council is reminded that during discussions related to the possibility to reinstate a brush collection program,
a question was included in the brush collection survey to gauge resident interest in their desire to have refuse
containers. While initial survey results indicated that residents would not be in favor of increased refuse costs or
containers, there is concern that residents taking the survey were confused by the meaning of the question. Several
themes ran through the comments section of the survey results related to this question, including; “don’t eliminate
Rolling Meadows Refuse”, “don’t reduce service”, and “be considerate of seniors”.
It should be made clear, the intent of utilizing automated equipment is not to impact current service levels or reduce
the Public Works workforce. If the Council chooses to implement an automated collection system, it will not
impede resident’s ability to have unlimited pickup, as long as it complies with current regulations. Backdoor service
for residents that qualify for the service would also continue to be available. Additionally, if the Council chooses
to pursue the automated system, staff will work with Flood Brothers to provide appropriately-sized containers for
those scenarios.
This operational enhancement is an alternative that the Public Works Department feels is worthwhile for the
Council’s consideration. There are significant advantages that can be realized by allowing this operation to evolve.
The contract with Flood Brothers will expire by June 30th, and as a result, the City must decide whether to extend
the current contract or rebid services. The Public Works Department is also requesting consideration be given to
providing refuse containers. Staff has attempted to provide a sufficient amount of information in support of
pursuing this technology, as the Department has much to gain by its implementation. This is an issue that we
regularly hear about from residents and it may be the best time, at least in the near future, to start taking advantage
of the technologies that have existed now for quite some time.
Mayor Gallo - Before I get into questions because this has been a passion pursuit of mine for years, Manager
Krumstok and I have discussed this over two years ago, Director Horne and I have discussed this more than year
ago at least from the operations and logistics perspectives and then as an Alderman for the 4th Ward when the first
round of chickens came up and the residents that were in an uproar about that talking about attracting more coyotes,
raccoons and varmint of that nature. The key to reducing the rmint of that kind is to control our refuse so I’ve been
really addressing this behind the scenes since I was an Alderman. I do believe that the evolution of our process and
the mechanization promoting the efficiencies and the savings that it will provide for us is very important for us as
a City to move forward. I do now with our discussion that you and I shared with Assistant Director Charlton,
Manager Krumstok and Finance Director Gallagher that this transition from my position will not be put on the
residents from a financial perspective that’s not what we’re intending to do, it’s not at all where I wanted to go with
this, this is a transition in service that will be consumed by the City. As far as increasing costs that we’re going to
see going forward we have an increase in costs just from a new contract from that perspective with our current
Flood Brothers contract it has been escalating from the time we had the three years in this initial round, it went up
incrementally throughout that duration and whether we stick with Flood Brothers or pursue another vendor the
price and the cost to the residents is not going to stay what it is today anyway. I do think that the most important
thing which you took all the points that we make sure to drive home is that there is no deviation in our services
since the refuse is collected in house. We don’t have any restrictions on what goes to the curb and that wouldn’t
change just because we have these plastic totes and the savings we do generate from a weekly to annual perspective
is in the tens of thousands. It doesn’t sound like a lot when you say only 1.5 hours or 2 hours a week but when you
look at it annually that is savings though it might not be physical tangible dollars it’s dollars that are not being spent
and not going out of pocket and so it does amount to something important as we move forward with this. I do want
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to open it up to the Council so they can speak on behalf of the constituents in their Ward and clarify any ambiguity
or confusion or concerns that might be around but there isn’t anything that shouldn’t be a positive when we look at
our human resources, the toll that the refuse takes on our workers and the longevity you try to get out of them in
addition of how we can keep our streets and neighborhoods clean if we’re keeping our refuse contained a better
receptacle.
Alderman Bisesi - I do appreciate that you mentioned that if we have a resident who decides that they just want to
stick this thing in the backyard and never use it, that’s okay. My one concern is that I know the refuse bill may
have to go up just because of the state of our Refuse Fund regardless of whether we do this or not. It was clear in
the survey that residents do not want any increase period in their refuse bills. With that said, I would support this.
I’m struggling with my own things that our Council decided that we did not care about the residents regarding the
chipper program but I would definitely support this and I think it’s a good way for us to be heading.
Alderman Vinezeano – Director Horne, I had a couple seniors ask me if we potentially went to a canister system
within the community, would there be an opportunity for seniors to essentially opt out of it as I know a lot of seniors
put out a Jewel size garbage bag. I know we offer the backdoor service but so that they even potentially don’t have
an increase in their bill? Is that something we can potentially do?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I certainly would be willing to talk to our current contractor as well as Bill
Suchecki who is the Public Works Superintendent. At first blush, I would feel like I would be a lot more open to
that especially seniors or disabled residents who don’t generate the amount of refuse as opposed to someone who
just doesn’t want to do it. Again, I would like to talk about that impact on our operation. I don’t think it would be
that dramatic. I talked at length with representatives from the community just north of us and they had huge outcries
and huge changes in service and within six months it was nothing. Everybody had a spot in the garage and there
were no issues. As you know we try to help our seniors anytime we can so my expectation is that would not be a
problem. I would just want to talk about it before I give a definitive yes or no.
Alderman Vinezeano - That would be my only real reservation just to help with the fixed incomes. I totally agree
for family just because they don’t want the increase so I don’t want the can because I don’t want to increase that’s
not the option we’re offering. For seniors or fixed income or disabled type situations, I would like to see if we can
offer some options. Other than that I am in full support and I think as councilmembers we have all heard that from
residents what we can do about the animals etc. so I think we’re moving in the right direction.
Mayor Gallo - I think it’s important that we either hear from Manager Krumstok or Finance Director Gallagher
based on the position that as we move forward and we’re concluding this current contract and we have to pursue a
new contract whether it’s with the current vendor or a potential new vendor and the rates that are currently out in
the market are not what we’re currently paying. What is that impact to residents and our refuse bill in the future?
Are we going to see an increase whether it’s a slight nominal increase or a significant increase based on whatever
rates we see with either the renewal of this contract or if we get a new contract with a new vendor? Where do we
stand on the projection for refuse costs in our bills?
Barry Krumstok City Manager - The current projection that we have had for multiple years held that rate and
we’re at the bottom of the fund balance policy there would be a slight increase that would be necessary to maintain
that fund where it is. Again, that is from estimates that we keep on seeing. We’ve kept the rate consistent for
multiple years and it was always the idea that some of the fund balance would go down but we are at the bottom
level at this point without any changes so it would need an increase for next year.
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Mayor Gallo - So an influx is necessary regardless of totes or not and in that case this is just from my perspective
in conversation with residents. If there’s an influx necessary anyway and residents do have to make a contribution
at some capacity we may as well make the least amount of contribution financially for the greatest impact to our
service and what we receive as residents and this is the time to explore that opportunity and for getting another tote
in our garage there’s residents now who continue to buy the paper bags and take their plastic bags out of their
kitchens and put them in paper bags this may be able to forfeit that purchase of those paper bags however often
they do to offset whatever incremental costs goes up in our refuse bill. There are trade-offs with the finances if our
cost does increase because it’s ultimately inevitable but if we have these totes then we don’t have to make an
individual cost to purchase the paper bags that we stick our plastic trash bags in our garbage until it’s our weekly
refuse pickup time.
Alderman O’Brien - I am in support of this going forward based on the calls I received. Can you explain the
process? Can people put the plastic or paper bag in the refuse container? It doesn’t have to be contained because I
know last year when I spoke to you a resident can go buy a 30 gallon Rubbermaid but then it would still have to be
tied. Can you explain the process? One of the residents that contacted me that is in the industry said that recycling
may not be the thing of the future because it is getting so contaminated as you clearly called out that in the next
five years if we do go forward with this are we potentially going to be paying for something that might not be
needed if it really is contaminated and other countries don’t want to buy.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I’m really glad you brought that up. Five years from now? I don’t know if
I can answer that. I think I’d be doing us all wrong if I tried to come up with an answer for that. As far as the price
right now I will say that is one of the concerns and I had noted it and I wanted to bring it up to the Council before
we get to the questions, what I’m hearing from our Executive Director at SWANCC and from what I hear from
area communities is they’re having their contract price escalators that they had to institute to increase the recycling
pickup costs. I’m not here to say that the proposal provided is great or bad or whatever, I’m just hearing that costs
are increasing so to get a proposal like that is well within the range that our community is used to spending I think
is a good thing. To your point Alderman O’Brien my fear is that by going out to bid we might end up paying a lot
more for it as a result but that’s just my guess. The other part of your question was regarding containers, with solid
waste we don’t want to use a plastic bin or whatever in lieu of placing the bagged garbage in the parkway at this
time. When we have the containers we would request that the solid waste be bagged and placed in the container as
it is not a garbage can it is a refuse container. A lot of residents use it as a garbage can and it gets dirty and smelly
and it’s in their garage and they don’t like it so we always recommend that you put your garbage in a garbage bag
and then put it into the refuse container. When it comes to recyclables they are okay with you putting the
recyclables loose in the recycling container provided it is clean. That’s one of the big things that we’ve gotten so
used, the mentality used to be just throw it in there and the sorter will clean it out and that’s changed dramatically,
now they want you to rinse out everything you put in the recycling. We could put that loosely into your container,
that’s the difference.
Alderman O’Brien - If this is approved by Council clearly we would have to retrofit because we couldn’t approve
one without the other. If we say yes let’s get the totes but not outfit the trucks obviously there would be a delay
because we can’t outfit the trucks overnight so the new rate would be effective in theory June 1, totes might be here
by the fall and the trucks would be outfitted by the end of year?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - We would have to talk to the vendors. You definitely want to give yourself
4 to 6 months of time to implement the program. You don’t want to rush this out as it causes confusion and panic
so it would be a 4 to 6 month process regardless of the capital equipment. Once we find out about the capital
equipment, what it would take and as you know with building supply materials and things backed up everywhere I
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have no idea of how long that might take but once we get the word that this is worth pursuing we’ll have our guys
start getting this information.
Alderman O’Brien – Great, that would be helpful. Being a resident myself I’ve seen my bill go up for six months
but I haven’t gotten my container yet and I haven’t seen the trucks come out and pick up the containers.
Mayor Gallo - Alderman O’Brien, Director Horne did put a footnote in about the potential timeframe from 6 to
12 months for outfitting the vehicles. We’ll have more information as the vote’s progress and know which way
we’re going. Director Horne will be able to provide Council with a more detailed timeline on when the
implementation and when actual installations will occur so we could keep residents apprised if this is the avenue
we go down.
Alderman Budmats - I recall when we signed the contract with Flood Brothers originally that there was incentives
about repairing our old bins and that there was money for bins. So the question is if we were to go out to bid with
other contractors even though we might pay a little bit more in the long haul for the recycling pickup is there a
chance that the overall cost incurred in getting bins might be lowered because of the incentives that some of these
companies offer by sending a five year deal that you are going to get X number of dollars towards repair or
replacement of bins?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - Maybe Manager Krumstok has an answer.
Mayor Gallo - Director Horne, we did discuss this in our meeting and I think it would be important for you to
share the approach you’re planning to take in order for us to make the appropriate decisions when we take the straw
votes.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager - As you alluded to, we have been thinking about that. We’re not a large
municipality and the companies buy the bins in bulk. You are correct, many times when we go out for an RFP for
recycling we do look for some additional incentives and to include the recycling bins. We can extend the contract
with Flood Brothers short-term to allow us time to get out an RFP to include all the incidentals. There are ways of
reducing the price it’s just how do we want to package it to include the bins. After the straw vote we can continue
to do the research.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - If we do go out to bid if that’s the choice of the Council then we certainly
would put language in the contract that insured that we have containers for ourselves and also make sure they’re of
a quality so that wouldn’t be a concern. I don’t feel like I’m answering the question but I do agree with Manager
Krumstok we would do that. I have no connection to Flood Brothers but there is a section of the memo that talks
about the customer service that is provided to us as the customer from Flood Brothers. I want to make sure that
the Council is aware that they are a locally owned company and they actually hired the previous driver from the
company that they won the bid from when they were the contractor and as a result the transition was seamless. I
think we received one or two complaints during that transition. When it happened years prior when there was a
transition from one contractor to the next there were enormous problems with the service. Manager Krumstok
called a meeting with Flood Brothers to make sure that didn’t happen with this new contract. I just want to be clear
that there is a level of service that we expect out of these contractors and as contractors continually merge with
each other and get bigger and bigger and bigger, the level of service to communities goes down and down unless
you pay a dramatically higher rate. That is my only fear about rebidding the contract is that it comes back at a
higher rate than it is proposed and we have lesser service problems with the new pick up company and things like
that.
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Mayor Gallo – To that point Director Horne, in terms of quality control and the transition and if Council were to
pursue renewing the contract with Flood Brothers for a longer period of time then just enough time to rebid for a
public RFP to multiple vendors, would there be an opportunity in this renewal to Flood Brothers to have them be
the provider of new recycling totes and these current totes that we have just be alternated or we keep the current
tote as a recycling bin or if Flood Brothers was to provide new totes in this new contract that we then use the new
tote for the trash and vice versa? Is there opportunity for that if the Council needs to know this in advance?
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - That was the idea of our Superintendent Bill Suchecki and I think it’s an
outstanding idea. What we would ask is that Flood Brothers provide new recycling containers. The standard size
would be 65 gallon unless we could talk to them about a different size based on desire by a resident. All the
recycling containers that are currently out there today are actually owned by the City of Rolling Meadows, what
we would do is we would go around after the recycling containers are distributed by Flood Brothers and we would
put stickers over the section of our lids that say recycling and those would be the new solid waste container. As a
result, we would not have to get new containers for our use and the new containers would solely come from the
recycling company for their use. If for some reason 4 or 5 years from now whatever contractor you choose to allow
and we have a different vendor Flood Brothers would pick up all their containers and the new vendor would
distribute their own containers. That way we’re completely out of the recycling container business and we don’t
have to worry about turnover on containers as that will be a requirement of Flood Brothers in the future.
Alderman Bisesi - I have a question regarding the flip-flop, I know there’s residents and me being one of them
that have more than one recycling bin. We had to purchase the second one at a cost of I think was $60, would both
of those then become refuse containers? We actually fill two recycling bins almost every week so I’m kind of
wondering if we would have to buy a second bin if we wanted to.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works - I’d like to get that information from our vendor and Bill. My guess is that
answer would be no since you already paid for it. I just don’t want to say until I discuss that issue operationally.
There might be an opportunity to get a larger container in lieu of your two refuse containers. I think our containers
are 65 gallons and I think they make a 95 gallon container and that might be an opportunity for you to start out with
and see if that’s sufficient for you and then we can move forward from there. I’ll definitely find out what the
impacts of that would be for residents who have multiple containers.
Mayor Gallo – Are there any other questions, comments or concerns on this subject before I get into the straw
votes for direction for staff? Seeing none, I will go ahead and take the straw votes.
Straw votes are as follows:
1.

Does the City Council want staff to pursue the implementation of automated refuse collection?
7 in favor; 0 opposed.

2.

Staff will need to extend the current contract Flood Brothers. However, for what duration is preferred?
o Just enough time as is required to rebid collection services? 3 in favor; 4 opposed.
o Five (5) years with the intent to incorporate the ability to provide automated collection services?
4 in favor; 3 opposed.

3.

The City container is currently a 65 gallon container that would be used for regular refuse. Does the Council
wish to offer a larger container, should a resident choose to pay the City for the added cost? Smaller, if
available? 7 in favor; 0 opposed.
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Mayor Gallo – Privately, when we had our meeting between Assistant Director Charlton, Director Horne, Manager
Krumstok and Finance Director Gallagher, I did make mention that we do have a couple of new revenue streams
with the legalization of cannabis for recreational use in additional gaming but I did pose the question that I do want
staff to help us with a strategy in defining or identifying specific funding opportunities that the Council should hear
about. So if there any ideas from the Council that would be appreciated but I do want staff to help the Council
understand what staff can do creatively having intimacy with the budget and daily operations and where we can
find different opportunities or revenue areas.

6)

Elected Officials Training

Alderman Sanoica - I would like to move to reschedule the Elected Officials Training for a separate meeting. Is
it possible to reschedule this for a meeting with the City Council and Attorney Wolf so that staff is not required for
this section?
Mayor Gallo - We can explore that. I did talk with Manager Krumstok last week when reviewing the agenda items
and knowing that this would go long. Unfortunately, next month’s Committee of the Whole is getting equally as
long and so I’m not sure if you’re asking us to schedule a completely different day where we hold this for the
Council so staff doesn’t need to participate necessarily but moving it to next month would only rob Peter to pay
Paul.
Alderman Sanoica - Understood. My motion would then be to reschedule item number six from tonight’s agenda
to a separate day within the next two weeks so that it’s just City Staff and the City Attorney so that way we can let
staff go home for tonight.
Mayor Gallo - Just to be clear we will have to post the meeting and follow all OMA rules just so you know that.
Alderman Sanoica – Correct.
Mayor Gallo – Attorney Wolf, do you believe this is better for you and the presentation for us to deviate or what
is your thought on this?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney - I will defer to the will of the Council on this. I do know it is late. As stated in the
summary provided I intended also on meeting with individual members of the Council to do one-on-one or twoon-one training so I’m happy to do that as well. We can do that in addition to a special meeting if that’s what the
Council would like to do. Either way I’m willing to move forward at your direction.
Mayor Gallo - We can go ahead and take a straw vote to change to a different day like Alderman Sanoica
recommended within the next two weeks. What we can do is work off-line to schedule that date and follow all the
OMA rules for posting the meeting for the public’s knowledge.
Alderman Bisesi - I just wanted to second Alderman Sanoica’s motion and suggest the date of June 1st as we don’t
have a meeting that night.
Mayor Gallo - That’s a date to consider so we’ll work on identifying a date off-line if the Council does wish to
reschedule. All those in favor of postponing this agenda item to a later date within the next two weeks? 6 in favor;
1 opposed.
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager – Keep in mind that June 1st is also the Planning & Zoning Commission
scheduled and posted meeting.
Mayor Gallo - That’s why I think there has to be a little bit of planning off-line. The good news is that we do meet
remotely so there shouldn’t be a hiccup or a hurdle and I do know that some staff has to be at PZC so we’ll identify
a date off-line.
Is there a motion to adjourn? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman
Vinezeano. Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this meeting is adjourned.
There being no further business, by unanimous consent the Committee-of-the Whole meeting was adjourned
at 9:56 p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
May 18, 2021 Committee of the Whole Minutes Approved by Council on June 8, 2021.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

CITY COUNCIL
MEETING MINUTES

May 25, 2021

DRAFT
Mayor Gallo called the Council meeting via Zoom Teleconferencing to order at 7:31 p.m.
The Pledge of Allegiance

ROLL CALL:
Present: McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez*, Sanoica
Absent: 0
*Alderman Reyez entered meeting at 7:37 p.m.
With 6 present and 0 absent there is a quorum.
Members of the virtual audience are reminded that these proceedings are being recorded for current and
future broadcast.
Staff Members Present Remotely: City Manager Barry Krumstok, Finance Director Melissa Gallagher,
Deputy City Clerk Judy Brose, Assistant to the City Manager Lori Ciezak, Police Chief John Nowacki,
Director Public Works Rob Horne, Assistant Public Works Director JoEllen Charlton, Business Advocate
Martha Corner and City Attorney Melissa Wolf
Public comment will be afforded to the public who are joining us on this conference line as long as they
provided their contact credentials and the subject matter for which they would like to speak about before
the deadline as noted on tonight’s agenda.
Members of the public present in the City Council Chambers listening to the meeting will be afforded the
opportunity to provide public comment in accordance with the procedures applicable to public comment
at an in-person meeting of the City Council. Namely, members of the public must have signed-in before
the start of the meeting. In addition, any written comments that were submitted prior to the meeting will
also be read.

MOTION TO APPROVE MINUTES:
The first order of business is to approve the minutes from the May 11, 2021 City Council Meeting. Is there
a motion to approve these minutes? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman O’Brien. Are there any corrections, additions, or deletions to the minutes? Seeing none, will
the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
0
Reyez*

*Alderman Reyez entered meeting at 7:37 p.m.
With 6 in favor; 0 opposed, the minutes are approved.
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MOTION TO DEVIATE:

None

MAYOR'S REPORT:
I wanted to mention last week’s May 18th 2nd round of vaccine for Rolling Meadows residents and anyone
else who needed two doses of the COVID-19 vaccine. I want to thank everybody again who volunteered
their time or provided some sort of material or service for us making this event possible. It went smoothly
just like the first time on April 27th.
We have Memorial Day coming up this weekend on Monday. Please join us for the parade on Saturday
as well as the City Market where myself and other Council members will be as well as in the parade on
that Saturday.

WARD REPORTS:
Alderman Budmats – I received several calls about the closure or the proposed closure of the Chase
Bank and residents asking if the City can do anything to preserve their relationship that Chase has in
Rolling Meadows. I had discussions informally with some staff about the Chase Bank leaving and I’m
just curious if there’s any report from staff or if there’s anything that we can report to the citizens about
the Chase Bank leaving on Kirchoff. The second thing is, I did receive a call from a resident (for the
Traffic Committee) about going west on Kirchoff just past Hicks where a number of residents from the
Brookwood Condominium Association turn left immediately after the median and it creates a danger
because just as people are starting to go through the intersection they’re forced to stop because somebody
is making a left hand turn immediately after exiting the intersection. Wondering of the Traffic Committee
thinks it’s necessary to either extend the median strip or put a no left hand turn sign into the Brookwood
driveway because they’re presently crossing over solid yellow lines to do this.
Mayor Gallo – Let’s revisit these two questions on Matters Not on the Agenda and propose them to staff
in order for dialogue and feedback so that way members of the Council can respond to residents when
they do have these questions about Chase Bank and then you can get back to those residents about the
Traffic Committee’s feedback. I also want to note before I continue on that Alderman Reyez has joined
the meeting.
Alderman Vinezeano – Since our last City Council meeting we have had two more traffic accidents off
of Kirchoff and New Wilke Road. I did speak to Chief Nowacki and so Matters Not on the Agenda he
will be giving us an update on more information that came forward. I obviously received several phone
calls and emails that was already on the forefront of peoples concerns and minds. So with more accidents
I did reach out to Chief and we’ll get more information in Matters Not on the Agenda.
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MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
The next step is to open the meeting to the public and there is a signature on the sign in sheet. In order to
secure the rights of the citizens of the City to a fair and just representation before their elected officials,
and to guarantee to the elected officials an order and dignified form in which to conduct the City’s
business, no person shall be allowed to engage in any activity that will disturb or disrupt the orderly
proceedings of the City Council.
Per Rules of Procedures the public is to address the City Council, and the fact that no member of the City
Council responds does not mean that the City Council or any member thereof agrees or disagrees with the
comment.
In order to attain this objective the following rules of conduct are hereby established:
1. Any person who seeks to address the City Council at this time for public comments, shall be
permitted to speak only upon recognition of the Presiding Officer and such person shall adhere to
the following provisions:
a.

Each person addressing the City Council shall state their name for the record.

b.

Each person shall be granted no more than 5 minutes of the allotted 20 minutes
in order to address the City Council.

c.

Questions and/or commentary shall be limited to City business. Comments
supporting or opposing a nominated person’s candidacy for elective office of
the City shall be out of order.

d.

Commentary shall be directed to the Presiding Officer unless the Presiding
Officer permits the individual to address the Council Members or other City
officers present.

e.

Discussion shall take place in a professional manner which displays mutual
respect.

f.

Profanity shall not be used in any form or manner.

Megan Knight, Director of Academic Programs and Pathways in Township High School District
214 – I’m here to represent the District this evening regarding item C. We’re very grateful for the
consideration of the City with regards to our proposal to utilize 3500 Bluebird Lane as a training facility
for our Practical Architectural Construction Program and I’m happy to answer any questions that you may
have this evening.
Mayor Gallo closed the floor.
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 PENDING:
A)

Ordinance No. 21-28 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the
State of Emergency within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19
Pandemic (2nd Reading)

Is there a motion to adopt this Ordinance? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman McHale. Is there any discussion? See none, the question is shall the Ordinance
be adopted, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Ordinance is adopted.

 CONSENT ORDINANCES (1st Reading):
The next item on the agenda are the Consent Ordinances in for first reading. It consists of two (2) items,
items B and C. Does any Alderman wish to remove an item from the Consent Ordinances?
Alderman O’Brien – Item B.
Mayor Gallo - We will now take these individually as there are only two.

B)

Ordinance No. 21-00– Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the
State of Emergency within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19
Pandemic (1st Reading)

Is there a motion to consider the Ordinance for 1st Reading? Alderman O’Brien has made the motion and
it has been seconded by Alderman Vinezeano.
Alderman O’Brien you pull this so you have first comments.
Alderman O’Brien – With everything in the news recently about potentially the State’s state of
emergency ending on either 6/11 or 6/17, I just want to clarify. I believe our work has been done as the
City in terms of recouping the money that was potentially or in the process of for the American Recovery
Act or any state or federal funding. I know we had to have a special meeting to call the declaration of
emergency for the City of Rolling Meadows in March 2020. I don’t know if there is wording we can put
in this where it would just sunset at the same time the State’s ends or would we have to call a special
meeting if we approve it on 6/8 extending it and it’s over on 6/11. I don’t know if it’s a protocol or
process.
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Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – I believe the way the ordinance is written is that it is valid until the next
meeting or until the state of emergency is over as declared by the State so that language should already be
in there. As you know, these matters continue to be addressed by the Governor on a 30 day basis so it’s
probably prudent to move this ordinance for first reading in the event the Governor does proclaim an
extended state of emergency at that time we can pass it for second reading but if at the time of second
reading the state of emergency no longer exists there will be no reason to take action on the ordinance at
that time.
Alderman O’Brien – Or if we do take action at that time on 6/8 and it sunsets on 6/11 from the State’s
perspective since the ordinance is drafted that way ours would just end too, correct?
Melissa Wolf, City Attorney – Correct and I’ll verify that that language is in there.
Mayor Gallo - Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall the Ordinance be moved
forward for 2nd Reading? Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Ordinance will be moved forward for 2nd reading.

C)

Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve a Temporary Special Use Pursuant to Section
122-233(3) of the Code of Ordinances City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois to Allow
a “School” Use in and Existing Single-Family Home in an R-3 Zoning District
as a Training Facility for Construction Trades, Subject to Conditions, on the
Property Commonly Known as 3500 Bluebird Lane (1st Reading)

Is there a motion to consider the Ordinance for 1st Reading? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and
it has been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, the question is shall
the Ordinance be moved forward for 2nd Reading? Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this Ordinance will be moved forward for 2nd reading.

 NEW BUSINESS:
D)

MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 5/25/2021

The next item of business is a motion to approve the Warrant from May 25, 2021 as presented by the
Finance Department. Is there a motion to approve the Warrant? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and
it has been seconded by Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please
call the roll?
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AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed. This Warrant is approved.

 CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
The next items on the agenda are the Consent Resolutions. It consists of four (4) items, items E thru H.
Does any Alderman wish to remove any item from the Consent Agenda for Resolutions? Seeing none,
the Chair declares it in order for one motion to consider the Resolutions in one motion without debate. Is
there such a motion? Alderman Sanoica has made the motion and it has been seconded by Alderman
McHale.

E)

Resolution No. 21-R-46 – Authorize the Purchase Asphalt for FY2021

F)

Resolution No. 21-R-47 – Award a Construction Contract Related to the
Sunset/Brookview Sanitary Sewer Improvements – Phase 1

G)

Resolution No. 21-R-48 – Award a Professional Engineering Contract for
Construction Observation and Related Engineering Services for the Proposed
Sunset/Brookview Sanitary Sewer Improvements – Phase 1

H)

Resolution No. 21-R-49 – Award a Multi-Year Contract Providing Forestry
Maintenance Services for FY2021-FY2023

The question is shall the four (4) Resolutions be adopted? Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, the Resolutions are adopted.
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OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
1)

Capital Projects Committee – Appointment
• Nick Budmats

I would like Council’s approval for the appointment of Nick Budmats to the Capital Projects Committee.
Is there a motion to approve this appointment? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman Vinezeano. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the
roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Nick Budmats is appointed to the Capital Projects Committee.

2)

Fire & Police Commission – Reappointment
• Ted Loesch

I would like Council’s approval for the reappointment of Ted Loesch to the Fire & Police Commission.
Is there a motion to approve this reappointment? Alderman O’Brien made the motion and it has been
seconded by Alderman McHale. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Ted Loesch is reappointed to the Fire & Police Commission.

3)

Veterans Committee – Reappointment
• Chuck Ohrn

I would like Council’s approval for the reappointment of Chuck Ohrn to the Veterans Committee. Is there
a motion to approve this reappointment? Alderman Budmats made the motion and it has been seconded
by Alderman Vinezeano. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Chuck Ohrn is reappointed to the Veterans Committee.
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Veterans Committee – Reappointment
• Ron Willer
I would like Council’s approval for the reappointment of Ron Willer to the Veterans Committee. Is there
a motion to approve this reappointment? Alderman McHale made the motion and it has been seconded
by Alderman Vinezeano. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Ron Willer is reappointed to the Veterans Committee.

Veterans Committee – Appointment
• Dana Betzner
I would like Council’s approval for the appointment of Dana Betzner to the Veterans Committee. Is there
a motion to approve this appointment? Alderman McHale made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Dana Betzner is appointed to the Veterans Committee.

4)

Environmental Committee – Appointment
• Dr. Michael Koehler

I would like Council’s approval for the appointment of Dr. Michael Koehler to the Environmental
Committee. Is there a motion to approve this appointment? Alderman Sanoica made the motion and it
has been seconded by Alderman McHale. Is there any discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call
the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

O’Brien, Vinezeano, Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, Dr. Michael Koehler is appointed to the Environmental Committee.
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Mayor’s Proclamations:

None

City Clerk’s Report:

None

City Staff Reports:
Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

1)

Community Items of Interest
1)

Remember that the sprinkling restrictions are set to begin on May 15th. To conserve water
throughout the community, lawn sprinkling is prohibited between noon and 6:00 pm daily, and
on consecutive days.

2)

The next schedule Blood Drive with Vitalant is set for Thursday, June 24th from 1:00 pm to
7:00 pm in City Hall (Council Chambers). Due to the need for social distancing, appointments
are really needed for this event and may be scheduled by contacting Vitalant at 877-258-4825.
Wearing of a face covering (mask) is required. Walk-ins will only be accommodated if no
scheduled appointments are present in the Council Chambers. (Future Blood Drives for 2021
are now scheduled to be conducted on August 26th, October 28th, and December 23rd).

3)

Thank you to everyone who attended the Rolling Meadows Garden Club Plant & Craft Sale
that was held on Saturday, May 15th, after a one year hiatus due to COVID-19 concerns.

4)

May 29th – City Market (1st for the season) from 10:00 am to 2:00 pm at Community Church
(2720 Kirchoff Road).

5)

May 29th – Memorial Day Parade & Ceremony starts at 11:00 am on Kirchoff Road.

6)

June 11th – Annual Block Party to be conducted on Central Road (Barker Avenue to Jay Lane)
from 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm. [Be prepared for a road closure]. Jet Set 4 Chicago (a Latin band)
will be playing from 4:30 pm to 5:30 pm and American English (Beatles tribute band) will be
playing from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm.

7)

Friday, June 18th is the first scheduled Friday Rock and Roll in Meadows. This event takes
place from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm at Kimball Hill Park (3266 Kirchoff Road). Music will be
provided by the musical group Hi-Infidelity (80’s cover band).

8)

Just a friendly reminder that in the State of Illinois we have Scott’s Law which is also known
as The “Move Over” Law. This regulation mandates that when approaching any police or
other emergency vehicle stopped along the roadway, you must proceed with due caution,
change lanes if possible, and reduce your speed. Please do your part to keep our first
responders safe. (Scott’s Law is named after Chicago Fire Lieutenant Scott Gillen, who was
struck and killed on December 23, 2000 while assisting at an accident scene).
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9)

Please Shop, Dine and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important than ever). During
these times, it is significant to remember our big boxes, restaurants and small businesses.

10)

A flag retirement ceremony will be conducted by the Boy Scouts on Monday, June 14th at 7pm
at the Kimball Hill fire pit. You can drop off old or torn American Flags or any type of flag if
you would like it disposed of correctly here at City Hall and we’ll make sure that it gets to the
flag retirement ceremony.

11)

Happy upcoming retirement to Ruth Wagner of the Rolling Meadows Library and City Plan
Reviewer and Inspection Supervisor Keith Anderson, both are retiring on Friday, June 4th.

12)

Future topics at June Committee meetings:

Economic Development Committee – (Monday, June
Chambers): tentative items for discussion consist of: 1) new

7th at 6:00 pm in the Council
business feedback and contact
distribution; 2) a 6b Request From 5300 Newport; 3) Chamber Co-Op Presentation;; 4) 2021 Goal
Discussion Continued; 5) Business Advocate Update; and 6) other items of interest in the City.

Planning and Zoning Commission (Tuesday, June 1st at 7:00 pm): There are three tentative
items at this meeting and they are: 1) a Public Hearing and Consideration of a Text Amendment to add
outdoor storage as an allowed special use in the M-1 and M-2 zoning districts to Section 122-331 of
City Zoning Code of Ordinances, City of Rolling Meadows, Petitioner, this was continued from the
May 4th meeting; 2) a Public Hearing and Consideration of a Special Use pursuant to Section 122301(3) of the City of Rolling Meadows Zoning Code of Ordinances to allow outdoor storage of
company vehicles, and other relief necessary to accommodate the outdoor storage, in an M-1 Zoning
District, 3835 Industrial Avenue, Scott Arnett, Spring Green, Petitioner, with permission from Mike
Moloney, Lehmann Peterson, as property owner, this was also continued from the May 4th meeting;
and 3) a workshop discussion regarding text amendments that would authorize digital signs for nonresidential uses in residential districts.

Melissa Gallagher, Finance Director went over the following:

2)

April 2021 Financials

This Budget Comparison Report covers the first four months of FY 2021 (January through April 2021)
[this data is unaudited]. The report shows results of operations through April, 2021. All reports are
presented on a cash basis (i.e., modified accrual accounting) – meaning that some revenues received and
expenditures incurred are attributed to the previous fiscal year. Comments will focus primarily on three
key operating funds: the General Fund, the Utilities Fund and the Refuse Fund as of April 30, 2021.
This report is not intended to be a financial estimate. As a reminder, the City’s Auditors will present the
City’s FY 2020 Audit at the June 15, 2021 Committee of the Whole.
Year-to-date revenue in the General Fund is $15.6 million which is 45.9% or approximately 13% better
than budget for the year-to-date. This is predominately due to receiving the 1st installment of the property
tax levy and the budgeted transfers into the General Fund. (The City typically receives approximately
50%of the Property Tax Levy by the end of March. The property tax levy is approximately 36% of the
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City’s annual General Fund Revenues.) Please remember that per a rule from the State of Illinois,
marijuana sales taxes are considered confidential and are included with sales taxes.
Real Estate Transfers have had some larger, one-time revenues over the last few years. For FY 2021, the
trend continues. There is one large transfer to the City of $189,480 for Carriageway Condos/Apts in FY
2021). In April, the property at 3250 Kirchoff Road (Chase Bank location) was sold with a transfer fee to
the City of $10,500. At the time it was noted to stay as a bank. However, as an update on May 19th, the
City (like many Rolling Meadows Chase Bank customers) received notice that the bank will be closing
on August 11th. The City has a call out to Chase Bank and the new property owner for more information.
Total General Fund expenditures amount to $12.7 million for the year-to-date which is 35.8% (slightly
above the target by 2.8%). With the City in receipt of the allotment of the property taxes, a corresponding
expense is recorded for pension benefits of about 50% for the police and fire pension funds. In addition,
per the FY 2021 Budget, the City transferred $693,150 to the Debt Service Fund and $100,000 to the
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund from the General Fund.
Utilities Fund Notes: Total year-to-date revenues for the Utilities Fund are $3.4 million (similar to FY
2020) which is approximately 3.8% below the target for the budget for the year-to-date. Expenditures are
trending at about 10% below budget and total $2.9 million year-to-date. As a reminder, there are no late
penalties or shut offs for past due water bills. The City continues its capital projects in the warmer months.
Refuse Fund Notes: Refuse Fund revenues and expenditures are fairly stable through the year. Revenues
are $2.1 million which is on target with the budget. Expenditures are trending slightly lower at $681,163
or 28.2% for FY 2021, due to less dump fees in the winter months. With landscape collections to start in
the spring and expenses will increase. This Fund is at the bottom end of its fund balance policy and there
has not been a rate increase for the past few years.
City’s Fund Structure: As a reminder, each of the City’s Funds complies with accounting standards per
the Governmental Accounting Standards Board (GASB) and the City produces financial statements which
follow the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles (GAAP).
Economic Data: From the Illinois Department of Employment Security: The current unemployment rate
for the Rolling Meadows’ area is 7.7% https://www2.illinois.gov/ides/LMI/Pages/Year_to_Date.aspx.
Cash & Investments (Unaudited): The City’s estimated, unaudited cash position at April 30, 2021 shows
$30.0 million across all funds. The General Fund shows $10.7 million which is approximately 35.6% of
the total cash on hand is the primary source to pay salaries and City expenses. Continued monitoring of
cash reserves will be essential in the upcoming months and in FY 2021.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

3)

April 2021 New Businesses
1.
2.
3.

Little Caesars – New Owner – Pizza Carryout
Greenix Pest Control – Pest Control
Superior Lawns d/b/a Spring Green – Lawn Care Services Residential & Commercial
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Barry Krumstok, City Manager went over the following:

4)

June 8, 2021 City Council Draft Agenda

MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF MAY 18, 2021 COMMITTEE-OF-THEWHOLE MEETING AND MAY 25, 2021 CITY COUNCIL MEETING
MOTION TO DEVIATE:
MAYOR’S REPORT:
WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (2nd Reading)
B) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Special Use pursuant to Section 122-233(3) of the City of Rolling Meadows
Zoning Code of Ordinances to Allow a “School” use, and Other Relief Necessary to Accommodate
the Use of an Existing Single Family Home in an R-3 Zoning District as a Training Facility for
Construction Trades at 3500 Bluebird Lane (2nd Reading)
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
C) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
D) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances Creating a New
Restaurant Incentive (1st Reading)
E) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances Creating a Retail
Sales Tax Incentive (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
F) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 6/08/2021
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
G) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for 2021 Community Development Block Grant (CDBG)
- Construction Observation Services for Arbor Drive – Phase II
H) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Construction Contract for 2021 Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) for Arbor Drive – Phase II
I) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for Utility Locate Services
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OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Community Items of Interest
Traffic Review Committee Report - May
June 15, 2021 Committee of the Whole Draft Agenda
June 22, 2021 City Council Draft Agenda

RECESS TO THE COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE:
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE:
1)

City Attorney Elected Officials Training

RECONVENE THE CITY COUNCIL MEETING:
MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
CLOSED SESSION:
ADJOURNMENT:

Rob Horne, Director Public Works went over the following:

5)

Public Works Art Contest

Staff has initiated an annual art contest for Rolling Meadows students and residents in which two age
groups of kids and teens (Age 1-12 and Age 13-18) can submit their drawings for a chance at having their
artwork turned into a banner. The banner will be displayed at Public Works, as well as displayed at select
City events. The theme this year is how do you think that the Rolling Meadows Public Works Department
is Stronger Together? The contest will be judged on the best depiction of that slogan.
Public Works Jobs & Ideas:
• Garbage Men / Refuse Collection
• Street & Snow Plowing Operations
• Sewer & Fire Hydrant Maintenance
• Vehicle and Building Maintenance
• Permitting & Inspections
• Emergency Management & Preparedness
• Design & Engineer Projects
Submissions will be accepted through Monday, July 26, 2021. All entries can be submitted to City of
Rolling Meadows Public Works, 3900 Berdnick Street, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008. Two winners (one
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from each age group) will be notified on Monday, August 9, 2021. Additional details can be found
at https://www.cityrm.org/301/Public-Works.

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
Mayor Gallo – At the beginning of tonight’s meeting with Ward Reports, Alderman Budmats I would
like to circle back to you so you can pose those questions again about Chase Bank and the other about the
yellow lines so we can get some feedback from staff and you can provide direction and feedback to your
residents.
Alderman Budmats – If somebody from staff who has been able to contact Chase Bank or talk to our
representative to find out the rationale behind closing this branch and what can be done extending our
relationship whether it’s at that location or a new location within Rolling Meadows. If someone could
report to us from staff that would be awesome. The second item would be for the Traffic Committee to
consider the area just west of the intersection of Kirchoff and Hicks Road where residents or guests to
Brookwood Drive would be turning left on going south into the northern driveway of the Brookwood
Condominiums. It seems to cause traffic issues and near misses, etc. because it’s so close to the
intersection. If the Traffic Committee could look at that and give us a report or maybe they have already
done this and I’m just not aware of it.
Rob Horne, Director Public Works – I don’t have any insight other than the fact that I know the area
that Alderman Budmats is speaking to. I have a clear understanding of what he’s looking for and so we
will add that to our Traffic Review Committee agenda and we will review those aerials and those traffic
patterns to see what solutions could be provided for that issue.
Barry Krumstok, City Manager – I just want to give a little more feedback to what we know about
Chase Bank. Just like many of the customers of Chase Bank, the City of Rolling Meadows received a
letter the same day everyone else did. We reached out to our current representative from Chase Bank and
he did not know what was going on and he didn’t even know that one of our branches was going to be
closed down. We also reached out to the property owners who just recently purchased the Chase Bank
property and they were not aware of anything so we were sort of their wake up call. This was a business
decision that they made but we continue discussions with them. For transparency purposes, next year we
are scheduled to put out our banking RFP and that is still the plan. Roughly nine years ago the City of
Rolling Meadows put out a banking RFP and we moved from BMO Harris to Chase Bank. We had a long
relationship with Chase Bank and they do have a lot more services and the majority of our funds fare at
Chase Bank.
Alderman Budmats – It sounds like it’s a done deal. It’s just a disappointment especially if the owners
of the property had no idea. It doesn’t sound like there’s a solution already for filling that space. Whatever
our representative at Chase can tell us or give us any further insight that would be great.
Mayor Gallo – Alderman Vinezeano, just circling back to your comments about Kirchoff Road and the
accidents that we are all aware of from the course of the past two weeks, do you have more insight or is
it time for Chief Nowacki?
Alderman Vinezeano – I’ll let Chief Nowacki take over, he has more information than I do.
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John Nowacki, Police Chief – I definitely understand the concern of the residents that live on Kirchoff
or around that area. As you mentioned, we did have two significant crashes in the last month. One did
involve a rollover vehicle that was traveling at an extremely high rate of speed and the motorist was also
operating the vehicle under the influence of alcohol. We did arrest that individual and there is a pending
court case. We also had a rollover by the Jewel that involved a motorist who had dropped and item and
tried to retrieve it and veered off the road and the car rolled over. That we don’t believed involved any
high rate of speed, however we do take the concerns of the residents very seriously. I have been doing
daily assignments on Kirchoff and just this month we had issued over 100 citations for various violations,
some speeding and some other violations. Actually, just a couple of hours ago we did arrest a motorist
for traveling over 70MPH on Kirchoff so we’ve been very active and we will continue to do so. As
mentioned at a previous City Council meeting, we will be doing some speed studies, I’m just waiting for
some support posts to be installed so I can put the equipment up and once I do that I will have a report to
the City Council regarding my findings.
Mayor Gallo – It’s a very dangerous situation. I know from my children right now summer is
approaching, the end of the school year is this week for District 15 elementary level kindergarten through
8th grade so I know they’ll be more kids out at play and we want to make sure that they are safe when
they’re crossing roads especially Kirchoff Road. I appreciate you sharing that information and stepping
up enforcement of our speed policies.

CLOSED SESSION:
1) Personnel – 5 ILCS 120/2 (c) (1) of the Illinois Open Meetings Act
There is a request to go into closed session and it does require a motion and a roll call vote. Is there a
motion to go into Closed Session? Alderman Budmats has made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman O’Brien. Is there any discussion?
Alderman Budmats – I will be voting against going into closed session, we received the information for
the closed session very late and I haven’t had time to adequately review it so that we can have a fruitful
session I would like to hold off until we’ve had enough time to review it properly.
Alderman Bisesi – I actually saw that we did just get it. To me, it appears to be more of an update so I
believe we should just go into closed session.
Mayor Gallo – Is there any further discussion? Seeing none, will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, O’Brien
Vinezeano, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats
0

With 2 in favor and 5 opposed. We will not enter into Closed Session.
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ADJOURNMENT:
Do I have a motion to adjourn? Alderman Vinezeano made the motion and it has been seconded by
Alderman Budmats. Will the Clerk please call the roll?
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:

Bisesi, Reyez, Sanoica, McHale, Budmats, O’Brien, Vinezeano
0
0

With 7 in favor and 0 opposed, this meeting is adjourned.

There being no further business, by unanimous consent the City Council meeting was adjourned at 8:30 p.m.
Respectfully submitted: Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk
May 25, 2021 City Council Minutes Approved by Council on June 8, 2021.

Judy Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Council Action Summary – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Pending (2nd Reading)
A)

Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency Within the City of Rolling
Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (2nd Reading and Passage 6/8/21)

Attachments:
•

Proposed Ordinance

Background:
Council is being asked to adopt a certain Ordinance, which if passed, would further extend the declared
State of Emergency and Executive Powers through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled meeting
of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the Ordinance shall immediately cease to be
effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor that the state of emergency related to the COVID19 pandemic no longer exists.
Previous Council Action:

May 25, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-28
May 11, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-24
April 27, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-22
April 13, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-20
March 23, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-15
March 9, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-11
February 23, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-07
February 9, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-03
January 26, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-02
January 12, 2021- Ordinance No. 21-01
December 15, 2020 –Ordinance No. 20-53
December 1, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-53
November 24, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-51
November 10, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-46
October 27, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-44
October 13, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-41

Recommended Action: Adopt this Ordinance.

September 22, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-39
September 8, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-38August
25, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-37
August 11, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-35
July 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-29
July 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-26
June 23, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-24
June 9, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-23
May 26, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-21
May 12, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-20
April 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-17
April 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-16
March 17, 2020 - Ordinance No. 20-10 established
temporary executive powers of the Mayor and
Resolution No. 20-R-28 adopted the Proclamation
Declaring a Disaster Emergency in the City of
Rolling Meadows.

ORDINANCE NO. 21-29
AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING AND EXTENDING
A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY
WITHIN THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
WHEREAS, since early March 2020, the entire United States has faced a pandemic due to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a novel acute respiratory illness that that has caused
extraordinary sickness and loss of life and spreads rapidly and continues to be without an effective
treatment or vaccine; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois issued a Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring a state of emergency throughout the State of Illinois as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; which disaster proclamation has been extended and continues; and
WHEREAS, at all times but especially during a public health crisis, protecting the health
and safety of residents of the City of Rolling Meadows is among the most important functions of
City government; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows issued a
Proclamation declaring the existence of a state of emergency throughout the City of Rolling
Meadows as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows passed
Resolution No. 20-R-28, approving and adopting the Proclamation made by the Mayor and
consenting to continue and extend the state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) passed Ordinance
No. 20-10, establishing temporary executive powers and the Mayor of the City declared a state of
emergency within the City pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-1-6; and
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-16, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-17, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-21, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-23, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 23, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-26, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 11, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-35, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 25, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-37, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on September 8, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-38, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and WHEREAS, on
WHEREAS, on September 22, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-39, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on October 13, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-41, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on October 27, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-44, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on November 10, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-46, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on November 24, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-51, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on December 1, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-53, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on December 15, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-54, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on January 12, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-01, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on January 26, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-02, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on February 9, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-03, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on February 23, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-07, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-11, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-15, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on April 13, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 27, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-22, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 25, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-28, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows must take actions to contain and mitigate the
local impact of the virus outbreak and provide for the continuity of government, activation of the
City emergency operation plans, provide for the continuation of essential services and provide for
the health and safety of all City residents; and
WHEREAS, while the City is currently responding to this COVID-19 pandemic, it is
deemed necessary and in the interest of the people of the City, in accordance with the City’s
responsibility to ensure public health and safety and pursuant to the authority vested in the City
pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, including Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/11, and Section 11-1-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code
and Chapter 26 of the City Code, to declare that a disaster emergency exists within the City and
renew and continue the emergency powers of the Mayor.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
1.
RECITALS. The facts and statements contained in the preambles to this Ordinance
are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance.
2.
DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER. It is hereby
determined that it is advisable, necessary and in the best interests of the City that the findings,
determinations and declaration of the Mayor on March 16, 2020, as approved by Resolution 20R-28, and subsequently extended by the City Council, that a state of emergency and a disaster exist
due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak are hereby affirmed and that the actions taken
by the Mayor resulting from and in furtherance of that declaration are hereby ratified and affirmed.
It is further determined that the state of emergency and disaster due to the COVID-19 outbreak
continues to exist in the City of Rolling Meadows.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER. The Mayor shall be and is hereby authorized and directed
to continue to exercise by executive order the extraordinary emergency powers and authority as
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originally authorized in Ordinance No. 20-10, as extended, and as may be reasonably necessary to
respond to the emergency during the time that this state of emergency exists.
4.
DURATION. This Ordinance shall remain in effect through the adjournment of
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the
Ordinance shall immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor
that the state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
5.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE AND ENFORCE. The officials, officers,
employees and agents of the City are authorized to take such actions and execute such documents
as are necessary to carry out the purpose and intent of this Ordinance. The Mayor, police officers,
and all other officers and employees of the City shall enforce the rules and regulations so adopted
and orders issued by the Mayor pursuant to this Ordinance.
6.
NOTICE. This Ordinance extending the declared state of emergency shall be filed
with the City Clerk, be made available for public inspection and to any news media situated in the
City, and shall be posted at the City Hall and on the City’s website.
7.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Ordinance, or the application of any
provision of this Ordinance, is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such occurrence shall
not affect other provisions of this Ordinance, or their application, that can be given effect without
the unconstitutional or invalid provision or its application. Each unconstitutional or invalid
provision, or application of such provision, is severable, unless otherwise provided by this
Ordinance.
8.
REPEALER. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions
of this Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of the conflict.
9.
EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Passed and approved this 8th day of June, 2021.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Pending (2nd Reading)
B)

Ordinance - Approving a Temporary Special Use Pursuant to Section 122-233(3) of the
Code of Ordinances City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois to Allow a “School” Use in and
Existing Single-Family Home in an R-3 Zoning District as a Training Facility for
Construction Trades, Subject to Conditions, on the Property Commonly Known as 3500
Bluebird Lane.
•
•

Proposed Ordinance and Ordinance Exhibit 1
PZC Application Materials

Summary: You are being asked to provide second reading of an ordinance that would approve a
special use for a “School” to accommodate the use of an existing single-family home in an R-3 Zoning
District as a training facility for construction trades at 3500 Bluebird Lane.
STAFF COMMENTS
LOCATION AND EXISTING ZONING:
The Subject Property is located on the
southeast corner of Bluebird and Hawk. The
property is zoned R-3 and is completely
surrounded by properties also zoned R-3.
The 9,802 square foot corner lot contains a 63
year old one story, single-family structure and
a detached two car garage, both of which face
Bluebird.
THE REQUEST/PROJECT
School District 214 purchased this property in
January of 2019 as part of its Practical
Architectural Construction (PAC) course. The
purpose of this program is to provide
vocational
architecture,
construction
management and building trades experience
to high school students who are overseen by
a District 214 PAC teacher. Licensed subcontractors are hired by the District to complete the work
that students cannot do.
The program has been around for 30 years, and in that time, the District has constructed more than
20 new single family homes throughout Arlington Heights, Buffalo Grove, Mount Prospect, Prospect
Heights, Rolling Meadows and Wheeling. This renovation would be the third complete renovation of
a single family home.
The class would begin in August of 2021, with work expected to be completed by May 2022, after
which time the District would put the home on the market for sale. The granting of this special use
will therefore be “temporary”, with revocation of the special use to occur upon the issuance of a
certificate of completion or the end of May 2022, whichever occurs first.

Approximately 42 students are enrolled for this timeframe. Approximately 20 students and two
teachers will be at the PAC house at one time, and all classes will meet in the morning, with activity
between 7:30 AM and 11:00 AM only on school days, with work by sub-contractors being performed
in the afternoons. The majority of students will be transported to and from the house via school bus
and taxi cab service. On average, they expect not more than five personal vehicles. The instructors
do drive themselves to and from the site. With permission, some students may provide their own
transportation to and from the site.
The detached two-car garage will be used for storage and classroom space for practicing skills that
will be performed in the house. Follow-up correspondence from the District indicate that the driveway
will contain a dumpster and a trailer that will hold materials and supplies. Both inside and outside
work on the structure will be completed. Outside work will include new siding, and windows, and the
roof will be replaced. The project also includes some landscaping work.

There is room for about 3 cars on the east side of Bluebird in front of the home, which leaves about
20 feet before the stop sign. Similarly, there is room for about 3 more cars on the south side of Hawk
along the north side of the Subject Property. Staff recommends the District attempt to avoid on-street
parking beyond these areas so as to minimize negative impacts on the neighboring properties.
SPECIAL USE STANDARDS AND FINDINGS OF FACT
The Rolling Meadows Zoning Code authorizes special uses when the Planning and Zoning
Commission holds a public hearing and makes a recommendation, and after the City Council
approves an ordinance which includes evidence that the proposed special use makes “findings of fact
on each standard listed in the Zoning Ordinance. The Planning and Zoning Commission considered
each standard (enumerated below in bold) and recommended the findings for each in their motion to
approve the special use (following each standard and shown in italics).
1. Potential impact: The special use shall not unduly impact adjacent or nearby properties
or the general health, safety, and welfare of the general area and overall community.
Impacts to be considered include ingress and egress to the site, potential traffic impacts
from cars and trucks, and impacts to the appearance and character of the area.
Impacts to the area are not significantly different than that of any residential property undergoing
renovation, except that more people may be on site than otherwise might be expected. The
applicant has indicated that most students will arrive by bus or taxi, with teachers and some
students driving to the site separately. These trips are limited only to school days and only in

the mornings. Weekends will not have active construction. On-street parking for 6 cars is
available on the east side of Bluebird and the south side of Hawk immediately adjacent the site
to accommodate those teachers and approved students who travel to the site separately.
Additionally the project scope will be completed by May of 2022.
2. Consistency: The proposed special use shall be in keeping with the recommendations
and intent of the City's Comprehensive Plan, Official Map, and all other plans and policies
adopted by the city.
Renovation of existing single family homes consistent with other homes in the area is consistent
with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan. No bulk requirements outlined in the
zoning ordinance will be modified as a result of this project. Additionally, the applicant will
comply with all City building codes.
3. Trend of development: Special uses should be a logical extension of the trend of
development in the area around the subject site and not interfere with the use and
development of adjacent or nearby properties.
The proposed renovation will not modify the existing home or the trend of development that
exists on adjacent and nearby properties.
4. Public facilities: Adequate public facilities and services shall be available to serve the
special use and the property on which it is located; including, without limitation, storm
water, sanitary sewer, water service, public safety service, and waste disposal services.
The existing single family home is already provided with all facilities and services, including
water, sewer, and storm. The City already serves the property with public safety and waste
disposal services.
5. Site design: The on-site development design shall be understandable to users, safe, and
maintainable in terms of road and pedestrian patterns, preserve natural features and
incorporate such features into a maintainable development, and provide adequate
parking, loading, and site maintenance.
No modifications to the exterior site design will occur as a result of the granting of this special
use. On-street parking will be limited to school day, morning only construction hours. Negative
construction impacts will not occur in the on weekends and school holidays. A condition limiting
on-street parking to only those spaces immediately adjoining the property should mitigate
concerns during morning hours on school days.
PZC PUBLIC HEARING, FINDINGS OF FACT, AND RECOMMENDATION
Public Hearing:
The public hearing for this case was held on the May 4, 2021 Planning and Zoning Commission
meeting. The following members were in attendance at the April 6, 2021 meeting and represented a
quorum: Commissioners Buckingham, Chubirka, Duvall, Fink, Sheehan, Sipple, and Chairman
Rataiczyk. Commissioners L Morrison and S. Morrison were absent.
Megan Knight and Marta McCullough represented the petitioner for the case. They summarized the
project, noting that the project was the “capstone” project for seniors who have followed this trade
program throughout their high school career. She noted that any work being performed by subcontractors would be done in the afternoons. They also noted they were in agreement with the
conditions proposed in the staff report.

Provided below is a summary of the PZC’s discussion:
•
•

•

Many commissioners support the concept of the program, which introduces students to the
trades.
Questions about safety protocols with students using various construction equipment were
answered by the petitioner, who noted that all students have been trained in the use of power
equipment in previous years of the program. Additionally, the students are supervised at all
time by fully trained teachers, who are also certified in AED and CPR.
Commissioners agreed that on-street parking should be restricted to those on-street spaces
immediately adjoining the property (about six spaces), and that on-site supervisors should
make sure the area near the stop sign remain clear (approximately 50’).

Resident Jordan Moshinsky asked the following questions that were answered by the petitioner or
City staff.
•
•

•

In response to safety concerns, the petition noted that they have had zero safety incidents or
student injury. The petitioner also noted there is high expectations on student behavior.
In response to a question about the content of the work that will be done in the house, the
applicant responded that the interior will be completely redone, by adding a 3rd bedroom,
changing the location of the front door, and a complete remodeling the kitchen and bath. New
siding, windows, roofing and landscaping will be added to the exterior of the home. Any skilled
trade work (plumbing/electrical) is completed by sub-contractors, with students shadowing their
work.
The applicant confirmed that work will continue throughout the school year according to the
school calendar.

PZC Recommendation:
By a 7-0-2 vote of the members present, the PZC voted to approve the following motion:
Based on the submitted petition and testimony provided, I move that the Planning and Zoning
Commission recommend to the City Council they accept the findings of fact provided in the staff
report prepared for the May 4, 2021 Planning and Zoning Commission meeting and approve a
temporary special use permit for a “School” at the property located on property zoned R-3 at 3500
Bluebird Lane, subject to the following conditions:
1. On street parking shall be located on the east side of Bluebird and the south side of Hawk on
where adjacent to the 3500 Bluebird Lane property.
2. The Temporary Special Use shall expire upon the issuance of a Certificate of Completion or
May 31, 2022, whichever occurs first.
STAFF SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATION:
Staff supports the request to grant a special use for a temporary “school” facility on the Subject
Property. The project provides a unique opportunity for high school aged students to learn useful
trades and life skills, under the direct supervision of District teachers. Students will also learn from
City staff who are necessarily part of this “real life” project. The end product will return a previously
vacant property to productive use, and the impacts are similar to the impacts the neighborhood might
experience if an owner was completing a project with multiple contractors. Local codes regulate that

construction permits are good for six months from the date of last activity, and this project per the
schedule will be completed in an appropriate time frame.
Recommendation:
To approve the ordinance on second reading.
Previous Council Action:
•

This item was approved on first reading at the last council meeting.

Ordinance No. 21-30
AN ORDINANCE APPROVING A TEMPORARY SPECIAL USE PURSUANT TO
SECTION 122-233(3) OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS,
ILLINOIS TO ALLOW A “SCHOOL” USE IN AN EXISTING SINGLE-FAMILY HOME IN
AN R-3 ZONING DISTRICT AS A TRAINING FACILITY FOR CONSTRUCTION TRADES,
SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS ON THE PROPERTY COMMONLY KNOWN AS 3500
BLUEBIRD LANE
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows is a home rule municipality with the power
and authority conferred upon it by the Illinois Municipal Code and the Constitution of the
State of Illinois; and
WHEREAS, Megan Knight, Township High School District 214 (herein referred to as
"Petitioner"), has petitioned for approval of a special use for a “School”, as regulated by 122233(3)3) of the City Code, for the property located at 3500 Bluebird Lane, legally described
in Exhibit “A” (herein referred to as “Subject Property”); and
WHEREAS, pursuant to proper legal notice, a public hearing on the special use was
conducted by the Planning and Zoning Commission (“PZC”) on May 4, 2021 at the City Hall,
3600 Kirchoff Road, Rolling Meadows, Illinois; and
WHEREAS, after taking and consider all testimony presented at the public hearing,
the PZC made the findings of fact below and recommended that the City Council approve
the petition for a special use on the Subject Property subject to conditions;
Special Use Standards (in bold) and Findings (in italics)
1. Potential impact: The special use shall not unduly impact adjacent or nearby
properties or the general health, safety, and welfare of the general area and
overall community. Impacts to be considered include ingress and egress to the
site, potential traffic impacts from cars and trucks, and impacts to the
appearance and character of the area.
Impacts to the area are not significantly different than that of any residential property
undergoing renovation, except that more people may be on site than otherwise might
be expected. The applicant has indicated that most students will arrive by bus or taxi,
with teachers and some students driving to the site separately. These trips are limited
only to school days and only in the mornings. Afternoons and weekends will not have
active construction. On-street parking for 6 cars is available on the east side of
Bluebird and the south side of Hawk immediately adjacent the site to accommodate

those teachers and approved students who travel to the site separately. Additionally
the project scope will be completed by May of 2022.
2. Consistency: The proposed special use shall be in keeping with the
recommendations and intent of the City's Comprehensive Plan, Official Map, and
all other plans and policies adopted by the city.
Renovation of existing single family homes consistent with other homes in the area is
consistent with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan.
No bulk
requirements outlined in the zoning ordinance will be modified as a result of this
project. Additionally, the applicant will comply with all City building codes.
3. Trend of development: Special uses should be a logical extension of the trend of
development in the area around the subject site and not interfere with the use
and development of adjacent or nearby properties.
The proposed renovation will not modify the existing home or the trend of development
that exists on adjacent and nearby properties.
4. Public facilities: Adequate public facilities and services shall be available to
serve the special use and the property on which it is located; including, without
limitation, storm water, sanitary sewer, water service, public safety service, and
waste disposal services.
The existing single family home is already provided with all facilities and services,
including water, sewer, and storm. The City already serves the property with public
safety and waste disposal services.
5. Site design: The on-site development design shall be understandable to users,
safe, and maintainable in terms of road and pedestrian patterns, preserve natural
features and incorporate such features into a maintainable development, and
provide adequate parking, loading, and site maintenance.
No modifications to the exterior site design will occur as a result of the granting of this
special use. On-street parking will be limited to school day, morning only construction
hours. Negative construction impacts will not occur in the afternoons, on weekends
and school holidays. A condition limiting on-street parking to only those spaces
immediately adjoining the property should mitigate concerns during morning hours on
school days.
And;
WHEREAS, the City Council has reviewed the recommendation and findings of fact
of the PZC; and
WHEREAS, the City Council accepts the findings of fact recommended by the PZC
and has determined that the granting of the special use will not impair an adequate supply of
light and air to adjacent property or unreasonably increase the congestion in public streets
or increase the danger of fire or endanger the public safety or unreasonably diminish or

impair established property within the surrounding area, or in any other respect impair the
public health, safety, comfort, or welfare of the inhabitants of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Illinois, as follows:
SECTION ONE: The recitals set forth in the preamble are hereby incorporated herein
by reference and made a part of this Ordinance.
SECTION TWO: This Ordinance is limited to the Subject Property legally described
in the attached Exhibit 1.
SECTION THREE:

A special use permit for a school is hereby granted for the

Subject Property.
SECTION FOUR: The approvals of the special use granted herein are subject to the
following conditions:
1. On street parking shall be located on the east side of Bluebird and the south side of
Hawk only where adjacent to the 3500 Bluebird Lane property, and not within 20 feet of
any stop sign.
2. The Temporary Special Use shall expire upon the issuance of a Certificate of Completion
or May 31, 2022, whichever occurs first.

SECTION FIVE: All ordinances or portions thereof in conflict with this ordinance are
hereby repealed.
SECTION SIX: Should any provision of this Ordinance be declared invalid by a court
of competent jurisdiction, the remaining provisions will remain in full force and effect the
same as if the invalid provision had not been a part of this Ordinance.
SECTION SEVEN: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form
by order of the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Illinois.

PASSED AND APPROVED by the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Cook County,
Illinois this 8th day of June, 2021.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
__________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 9th day of June, 2021.

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Ordinance Exhibit 1

LOT 2070 IN ROLLING MEADOWS UNIT NO. 13, BEING A SUBDIVISION IN THE SOUTH
½ OF SECTION 36, TOWNSHIP 42 NORTH, RANGE 10, EAST OF THE THIRD
PRINCIPAL MERIDIAN, IN COOK COUNTY, ILLINOIS.
Commonly Known as: 3500 Bluebird Lane

March 31, 2021

City of Rolling Meadows
Planning and Zoning Commission
3600 Kirchoff Rd.
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008

Dear Planning & Zoning Commission and City Officials,

Please accept this letter as authorization that I, Cathy Johnson, Associate
Superintendent for Finance & Operations, give permission and authorization for Megan
Knight, Director of Academic Programs & Pathways, to file the Application to Appear
before the City of Rolling Meadows Planning and Zoning Commission for Special Use
Permit for district owned property at 3500 Bluebird Lane, Rolling Meadows, IL 60008.
Please contact me if additional information is required. Thank you for your consideration
of our request.

Respectfully,

Cathy Johnson
Associate Superintendent for Finance & Operations
Township High School District 214

Council Action Summary – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
C)

Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency Within the City of Rolling
Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading 6/8/21 and Passage 6/22/21)

Attachments:
•

Proposed Ordinance

Background:
Council is being asked to consider first reading of a certain Ordinance, which if passed, would further
extend the declared State of Emergency and Executive Powers through the adjournment of the next
regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the Ordinance shall
immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor that the state of
emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
This Ordinance is being presented for first reading only at this time.
Previous Council Action:

May 25, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-28
May 11, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-24
April 27, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-22
April 13, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-20
March 23, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-15
March 9, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-11
February 23, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-07
February 9, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-03
January 26, 2021 – Ordinance No. 21-02
January 12, 2021- Ordinance No. 21-01
December 15, 2020 –Ordinance No. 20-53
December 1, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-53
November 24, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-51
November 10, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-46
October 27, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-44
October 13, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-41

September 22, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-39
September 8, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-38August
25, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-37
August 11, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-35
July 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-29
July 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-26
June 23, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-24
June 9, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-23
May 26, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-21
May 12, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-20
April 28, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-17
April 14, 2020 – Ordinance No. 20-16
March 17, 2020 - Ordinance No. 20-10 established
temporary executive powers of the Mayor and
Resolution No. 20-R-28 adopted the Proclamation
Declaring a Disaster Emergency in the City of
Rolling Meadows.

Recommended Action: Approve first reading of this Ordinance so that it may be considered for adoption
at the next meeting of the City Council on June 22, 2021.

ORDINANCE NO. 21- 00
AN ORDINANCE CONFIRMING AND EXTENDING
A DECLARED STATE OF EMERGENCY
WITHIN THE CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
DUE TO THE COVID-19 PANDEMIC
WHEREAS, since early March 2020, the entire United States has faced a pandemic due to
the Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19), a novel acute respiratory illness that that has caused
extraordinary sickness and loss of life and spreads rapidly and continues to be without an effective
treatment or vaccine; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2020, the Governor of the State of Illinois issued a Gubernatorial
Disaster Proclamation declaring a state of emergency throughout the State of Illinois as a result of
the COVID-19 pandemic; which disaster proclamation has been extended and continues; and
WHEREAS, at all times but especially during a public health crisis, protecting the health
and safety of residents of the City of Rolling Meadows is among the most important functions of
City government; and
WHEREAS, on March 16, 2020, the Mayor of the City of Rolling Meadows issued a
Proclamation declaring the existence of a state of emergency throughout the City of Rolling
Meadows as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows passed
Resolution No. 20-R-28, approving and adopting the Proclamation made by the Mayor and
consenting to continue and extend the state of emergency; and
WHEREAS, on March 17, 2020, the City of Rolling Meadows (“City”) passed Ordinance
No. 20-10, establishing temporary executive powers and the Mayor of the City declared a state of
emergency within the City pursuant to 65 ILCS 5/11-1-6; and
WHEREAS, on April 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-16, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-17, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 12, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on May 26, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-21, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 9, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-23, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 23, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 14, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-26, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on July 28, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 11, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-35, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on August 25, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-37, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on September 8, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-38, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and WHEREAS, on
WHEREAS, on September 22, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-39, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on October 13, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-41, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on October 27, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-44, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on November 10, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-46, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on November 24, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-51, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on December 1, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-53, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on December 15, 2020, the City passed Ordinance No. 20-54, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on January 12, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-01, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on January 26, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-02, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on February 9, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-03, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on February 23, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-07, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 9, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-11, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on March 23, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-15, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
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WHEREAS, on April 13, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-20, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on April 27, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-22, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 11, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-24, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on May 25, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-28, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, on June 8, 2021, the City passed Ordinance No. 21-29, confirming and
extending the declared state of emergency through the adjournment of the next regularly scheduled
meeting of the City Council, due to the COVID-19 pandemic; and
WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows must take actions to contain and mitigate the
local impact of the virus outbreak and provide for the continuity of government, activation of the
City emergency operation plans, provide for the continuation of essential services and provide for
the health and safety of all City residents; and
WHEREAS, while the City is currently responding to this COVID-19 pandemic, it is
deemed necessary and in the interest of the people of the City, in accordance with the City’s
responsibility to ensure public health and safety and pursuant to the authority vested in the City
pursuant to the laws of the State of Illinois, including Section 11 of the Illinois Emergency
Management Agency Act, 20 ILCS 3305/11, and Section 11-1-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code
and Chapter 26 of the City Code, to declare that a disaster emergency exists within the City and
renew and continue the emergency powers of the Mayor.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT ORDAINED by the City Council of the City of Rolling
Meadows, Cook County, Illinois, as follows:
1.
RECITALS. The facts and statements contained in the preambles to this Ordinance
are found to be true and correct and are hereby adopted as part of this Ordinance.
2.
DECLARATION OF AN EMERGENCY AND DISASTER. It is hereby
determined that it is advisable, necessary and in the best interests of the City that the findings,
determinations and declaration of the Mayor on March 16, 2020, as approved by Resolution 20R-28, and subsequently extended by the City Council, that a state of emergency and a disaster exist
due to the coronavirus disease (COVID-19) outbreak are hereby affirmed and that the actions taken
by the Mayor resulting from and in furtherance of that declaration are hereby ratified and affirmed.
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It is further determined that the state of emergency and disaster due to the COVID-19 outbreak
continues to exist in the City of Rolling Meadows.
3.
EXECUTIVE ORDER. The Mayor shall be and is hereby authorized and directed
to continue to exercise by executive order the extraordinary emergency powers and authority as
originally authorized in Ordinance No. 20-10, as extended, and as may be reasonably necessary to
respond to the emergency during the time that this state of emergency exists.
4.
DURATION. This Ordinance shall remain in effect through the adjournment of
the next regularly scheduled meeting of the City Council of the City, provided, however, that the
Ordinance shall immediately cease to be effective upon a declaration by the Governor or the Mayor
that the state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic no longer exists.
5.
AUTHORITY TO EXECUTE AND ENFORCE. The officials, officers,
employees and agents of the City are authorized to take such actions and execute such documents
as are necessary to carry out the purpose and intent of this Ordinance. The Mayor, police officers,
and all other officers and employees of the City shall enforce the rules and regulations so adopted
and orders issued by the Mayor pursuant to this Ordinance.
6.
NOTICE. This Ordinance extending the declared state of emergency shall be filed
with the City Clerk, be made available for public inspection and to any news media situated in the
City, and shall be posted at the City Hall and on the City’s website.
7.
SEVERABILITY. If any provision of this Ordinance, or the application of any
provision of this Ordinance, is held unconstitutional or otherwise invalid, such occurrence shall
not affect other provisions of this Ordinance, or their application, that can be given effect without
the unconstitutional or invalid provision or its application. Each unconstitutional or invalid
provision, or application of such provision, is severable, unless otherwise provided by this
Ordinance.
8.
REPEALER. All ordinances or parts of ordinances in conflict with the provisions
of this Ordinance are hereby repealed to the extent of the conflict.

[REMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANK]
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9.
EFFECTIVE DATE. This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and
after its passage, approval and publication in pamphlet form as provided by law.
AYES:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
ABSTAIN:
Passed and approved this 22nd day of June, 2021.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Council Action Summary – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
D)

Ordinance - Amending Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances to
Provide for a New Restaurant Tax Incentive

Attachments:
•

Ordinance – Recommended by the Economic Development Committee and discussed at
the May 18th Committee-of-the-Whole meeting

Background:
The Economic Development Committee presented a new restaurant tax incentive to the City
Council, which was discussed at the May 18th Committee-of-the-Whole meeting. This “tool” is
based on an old incentive that did expire by policy. There were a few changes made at the
Committee-of-the-Whole meeting mostly adding some more parameters (administrative review).
As a short summary for this new five year incentive:
1) Up to $5,000 split in equal amounts for purchase and opening.
2) If in good standing, for non-Kirchoff Road locations – this is described in the
ordinance) after the first year, a food and beverage refund of 40%; second year would
be 20% and new for this incentive would be a third year at 10%. FOR those
restaurants on the Kirchoff Road plan, the rebate rates would be 60%, 40% and 20%.
3) Facade and interior incentive would be up to $10,000 and split in equal amounts (staff
will review the amount and financials).
Previous Council Action:
•

May 18, 2021 - Committee of the Whole Discussion

Recommendation:
Approve 1st Reading to the proposed Ordinance and to forward it to the City Council meeting on
June 22, 2021 for 2nd Reading consideration.

ORDINANCE NO. 21-00
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 102 “TAXATION”
OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES TO PROVIDE FOR
A NEW RESTAURANT TAX INCENTIVE
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined it is in the best interests of the City to provide
an incentive for additional restaurants to do business in the City; and
WHEREAS, the City Council desires to provide a reduction in certain permit fees and a
period of time for reduction in the City’s food and beverage tax.
NOW THEREFORE, be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows,
Illinois, as follows:
SECTION ONE:

Chapter 102, “Taxation”, Article IV, is hereby amended by addition

thereto, the following:
Section 102-147 – Restaurant Tax Incentives.
A. Purchase Incentives.
1. Any person, partnership, corporation or limited liability
company which purchases or leases property within the
City, provides the City with a business and marketing
plan and opens a restaurant on the purchased or leased
property within 12 months of the closing of the purchase
or lease of the property shall qualify for the incentives
provide for herein. Upon the City issuing a Certificate
of Occupancy for the restaurant, the City will refund to
the restaurant owner the fees paid to the City (exclusive
of costs incurred by the City for fees paid to outside
contractors of the City for permit reviews) up to a
maximum of $5,000.00. The distribution will be done as
follows: up to $2,500 after the opening and up to $2,500
a year later.

2. After the first anniversary of the restaurant opening, and
provided the restaurant is open through its first
anniversary, the City will refund the restaurant owner an
amount equal to 40% of the food and beverage tax paid
2

to the City. After the second anniversary of the
restaurant opening and provided the restaurant is open
through its second anniversary, the City will rebate to the
restaurant owner an amount equal to 20% of the food and
beverage tax paid to the City. After the third anniversary
of the restaurant opening and provided the restaurant is
open through its third anniversary, the City will rebate to
the restaurant owner an amount equal to 10% of the food
and beverage tax paid to the City. The food and beverage
tax refunds provided for herein shall only be rebated if
the restaurant owner is not delinquent in paying the City
any taxes, fees or penalties.
3. A restaurant which meets the above requirements and is
located along Kirchoff Road between Rohlwing Road
and Wilke Road shall receive a food and beverage rebate
of 60%, 40%, and 20% after the first, second and third
years in lieu of the 40%, 20%, and 10% set forth in
paragraph 2, above. The food and beverage tax refunds
provided for herein shall only be rebated if the restaurant
owner is not delinquent in paying the City any taxes, fees
or penalties.
4. For façade and interior work, there is established up to,
but not to exceed, a $10,000 grant (applicant does not
have to repay to the City). The first, up to $5,000 is paid
upon the City issuing a Certificate of Occupancy for the
establishment and the second, up to $5,000 a year later.
To be eligible for this amount the business must show
construction costs and show how much the landlord
provided for construction. Staff will evaluate the grant
amount to be provided if one is able to comply with this
section.
5. For the purposes of this Section a “restaurant” shall be
defined as an establishment with a wide selection of food
and beverages in which customers can be served meals
at their table and pay at the end of their meal.
6. This incentive is available only for non-corporate,
independent, mom-and-pop type restaurants that
typically have no more than three locations in the State
of Illinois. If the restaurant is established in more than
three locations in the State of Illinois, the City Manager
may determine, with prior notice to the City Council, that

3

the restaurant is a non-corporate, independent, momand-pop type restaurant that qualifies for the incentive.
SECTION TWO:

This program will run for five years after passage.

SECTION THREE:

This incentive program may also be utilized by a restaurant being

opened in a closed business area (backfilling a closed restaurant that has been closed for twelve
consecutive months).
SECTION FOUR: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form by
order of the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Illinois.
SECTION FIVE: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval and publication as provided by law.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 22nd day of June, 2021.

________________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_____________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 23rd day of June, 2021.

_____________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Council Action Summary – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location – Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
E)

Ordinance Amending Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances in Order to
Create a Retail Home Rule Sales Tax Incentive (1st Reading)

Attachments:
•

Ordinance Recommended by the Economic Development Committee and discussed at the
May 18th Committee-of-the-Whole

Background:
As discussed at the May 18th Committee-of-the-Whole meeting, the Economic Development
Committee recommended a new home rule sales tax generator incentive in the City. This new
“tool” is based on the restaurant incentive and only rebates the portion of the City’s home rule
sales tax.
As a short summary for this new five year incentive:
1) Up to $5,000 split in equal amounts for purchase and opening.
2) If in good standing, for non-Kirchoff Road locations – this is described in the
ordinance) after the first year, a home rule sales tax refund of 15%; second year
would be 10% and new for this incentive would be a third year at 5%. FOR those
home rule sales tax generating businesses on the Kirchoff Road plan, the refund rates
would be 25%, 20% and 15%.
3) Facade and interior incentive would be up to $10,000 and split in equal amounts (staff
will review the amount and financials).
Previous Council Action:
•

May 18, 2021 - Committee of the Whole Discussion

Recommendation:
Approve 1st Reading to the proposed Ordinance and to forward it to the City Council meeting on
June 22, 2021 for 2nd Reading consideration.

ORDINANCE NO. 21-00
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING CHAPTER 102 “TAXATION”
OF THE CODE OF ORDINANCES IN ORDER TO CREATE
A RETAIL HOME RULE SALES TAX INCENTIVE
WHEREAS, the City Council has determined it is in the best interests of the City to provide
an incentive for additional retail businesses to do business in the City that generates sales tax; and
WHEREAS, the City Council desires to provide a reduction in certain permit fees and a
period of time for a rebate in the City’s home rule sales tax.
NOW THEREFORE, be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows,
Illinois, as follows:
SECTION ONE:

Chapter 102, “Taxation”, Article IV, is hereby amended by addition

thereto, the following:
Section 102-148 – Retail Home Rule Sales Tax Incentive.
A. Purchase Incentives.
1. Any person, partnership, corporation or limited liability
company which purchases or leases property within the
City, provides the City with a business and marketing
plan and opens a retail business that generates sales tax
for the City on the purchased or leased property within
12 months of the closing of the purchase or lease of the
property shall qualify for the incentives provide for
herein. Upon the City issuing a Certificate of Occupancy
for the retail business, the City will refund to the owner
the fees paid to the City (exclusive of costs incurred by
the City for fees paid to outside contractors of the City
for permit reviews) up to a maximum of $5,000.00. The
distribution will be done as follows: up to $2,500 after
the opening and up to $2,500 a year later.

2

2. After the first anniversary of the retail sales generating
business opening, and provided the retail business is
open through its first anniversary, the City will refund an
amount equal to 15% of the home rule sales tax paid to
the City. After the second anniversary of the retail
business opening and provided the business is open
through its second anniversary, the City will rebate to the
owner an amount equal to 10% of the home rule sales tax
paid to the City. After the third anniversary of the retail
business opening and provided the business is open
through its third anniversary, the City will rebate to the
owner an amount equal to 5% of the home rule sales tax
paid to the City. The sales tax refunds provided for
herein shall only be rebated based upon the City’s share
of the sales tax collected and if the restaurant owner is
not delinquent in paying the City any taxes, fees or
penalties.
3. A retail sales tax generating business which meets the
above requirements and is located along Kirchoff Road
between Rohlwing Road and Wilke Road shall receive a
rebate of 25%, 20%, and 15% after the first, second and
third years in lieu of the 15%, 10%, and 5% set forth in
paragraph 2, above. The retail home rule sales tax
refunds provided for herein shall only be rebated based
upon the City’s share of the sales tax collected and if the
business owner is not delinquent in paying the City any
taxes, fees or penalties.
4. For façade and interior work, there is established up to,
but not to exceed, a $10,000 grant (applicant does not
have to repay to the City). The first, up to $5,000 is paid
upon the City issuing a Certificate of Occupancy for the
establishment and the second, up to $5,000 a year later.
To be eligible for this amount the business must show
construction costs and show how much the landlord
provided for construction. Staff will evaluate the grant
amount to be provided if one is able to comply with this
section.
5. This Retail Home Rule Sales Tax Incentive is available
only for retail businesses that have no more than three
locations in the State of Illinois.

3

SECTION TWO:

This program will run for five years after passage, after which time

this Ordinance the provisions of this Ordinance will automatically expire.
SECTION THREE:

This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form by

order of the City Council of Rolling Meadows, Illinois.
SECTION FOUR: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its
passage and approval and publication as provided by law.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and Approved this 22nd day of June, 2021.

__________________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

_____________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published this 23rd day of June, 2021.

_____________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
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Council Action Summary – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Consent Ordinances (1st Reading)
F)

Ordinance – Amend the Alcoholic Liquor Code to Increase the Number of Licenses
Permitted under the Class A1 Liquor License (Hickory Rooster Inc. located at 5440
New Wilke Road)

Attachments:


Proposed ordinance

Background: Council is being asked to approve an Ordinance, which if passed, would increase
by one the number of licenses authorized under the Class A1 liquor license classification. This
liquor license is being requested by Hickory Rooster Inc. (owner Ignacio Camacho) and is located
at 5440 New Wilke Road.

Definition of a Class “A1” Liquor License:
Class A1 licenses shall authorize the retail sale on premises of alcoholic liquors for consumption
on premises, but no such license shall be issued to any person, firm, corporation, or partnership
unless a restaurant is operating on the same premises, place or location for which the said alcoholic
liquor license is applied. No alcoholic liquor other than beer shall be sold by any class A1 license
holder for consumption off the premises. Beer may be sold in growlers and crowlers for offpremise consumption only as may be authorized by section 6-6.5 of the Liquor Control Act of
1934 (235 ILCS 5/6-6.5). Class Al license holders may permit social dancing on the premises by
patrons only. In addition, class A1 license holders may provide live music on the premises. Motor
fuel may not be sold by any class A1 license holder. Video gaming cafes (licensed as class GC)
may not operate under a class A1 license. The primary or major focus of a class Al establishment
shall be the service of alcohol and food and video gaming must be incidental to the service of
alcohol and food.
Previous Council Action:
•

None on this item.

Recommendation:
Approve 1st Reading to the proposed Ordinance and to forward it to the City Council meeting on
June 22, 2021 for 2nd Reading consideration.

Ordinance No. 21-00
AN ORDINANCE AMENDING THE ALCOHOLIC LIQUOR CODE
TO INCREASE THE NUMBER OF LICENSES PERMITTED
UNDER THE CLASS A1 LIQUOR LICENSE
Whereas, the Rolling Meadows Liquor Code currently provides for a Class A1 liquor
license that allows for the retail sale of beer, for consumption on premise, with respect to an
establishment operating as a restaurant; and
Whereas, the City Council has determined that it is necessary to amend the City’s Liquor
Code to increase by one (1) the number of licenses permitted under the Class A1 liquor license
classification, establishing the total number of Class A1 Liquor Licenses at six (6), in order to
allow for the granting of a Class A1 liquor license to the establishment Hickory Rooster Inc.,
located at 5440 New Wilke Road in Rolling Meadows, Illinois.
Now Therefore, Be it ordained by the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows,
Illinois, as follows:
Section One: Paragraph (a) of Sec. 6-37 entitled “Restriction on Number and
Classification,” of Article II entitled “Licenses,” of Chapter 6 entitled “Alcoholic Beverages,” is
amended, in part, by revising subparagraph (1) to read as follows:
(1) Six Class A-1 Licenses
Section Two: This Ordinance shall be in full force and effect from and after its passage
and approval as provided by law.
Section Three: This Ordinance shall be printed and published in pamphlet form by order
of the City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows.
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 22nd day of June, 2021.

_______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor

ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk
Published in pamphlet form this 23rd day of June, 2021.

______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Warrant Approval Summary Sheet
6/8/2021
May 19 to June 2, 2021 (for the June 8, 2021 City Council Meeting)
Manual Disbursements:
None

Description
$
Manual Check Subtotal: $

Warrant Disbursements:
Warrant Register - FY 2021 Refunds
Warrant Register - FY 2021 City Expenses
Payroll and Taxes:
Bi-Weekly P/R - May 21, 2021

-

$
$
Warrant Register Accounts Payable Subtotal: $

5,384.06
153,510.56
158,894.62

$
Payroll and Taxes Subtotal: $

748,699.61
748,699.61

Wire Transfers/ACH Payments:
JAWA (Wire Transfer)
Wires (Debt Service and Others)
ICMA (PEHP) (ACH Debit)
IPBC (health insurance)(ACH Debit)
ACH Payments/Wires-Palatine Oil Co., credit purchases, fees, postage, etc.
Wire Transfers/ACH Payments Subtotal:
TOTAL AMOUNT FOR APPROVAL

$
$
$
$
$
$

288,393.00
275,226.51
1,267.00
564,886.51

$

1,472,480.74

The preceding list of bills was reviewed and recommended for payment.
Submitted by Finance Department

(Date)

Mayor

(Date)

Deputy City Clerk

(Date)

Finance Director

ATTEST:

“A Great Place to Call Home”

ACCOUNT NUMBER DETAIL
FUND LISTING
01

General Fund
10 - General Government
20 - Finance
25 - IT
30 - Police
40 - Fire
70 - Public Works (Community Development is a Division of Public Works)
80 - Health, Welfare, Safety
90 - Administrative Overhead

03
04
14
16
20
23
25
33
37
38
45
47
61
83

Motor Fuel Tax
911 Emergency Telephone Fund
Municipal Garage Fund
Refuse Fund
Utilities Fund
Liability Insurance Fund
Vehicle & Equipment Replacement Fund
Buildings & Land Fund
TIF #2 Kirchoff/Owl Fund
TIF #4 Golf Road Fund
Health Insurance Fund
Debt Service Fund
Local Road Fund
Fire Stations Fund

ACCOUNT NUMBER BREAKDOWN
First 2 digits in the account number = FUND
Next 2 digits in the account number = DEPARTMENT
Next 4 digits in the account number = ACTIVITY/SUB-DEPARTMENT
Next 5 digits in the account number = OBJECT (WHAT EXPENSE IS)
Example: 01 -70 - 7020 - 54640

01

70

7020

54640

General
Fund

Public
Works

Streets &
Forestry

Contractual
Services

Thus, an account number in any fund with a "70" after the fund
number is Public Works related.

WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - REFUNDS

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

INVOICE DTL DESC
64163 06/08/2021 PRTD
517 BLUE CROSS BLUE SHIELD OF ILLINOI RLIL-21-000395:1
05/13/2021
Invoice: RLIL-21-000395:1
AMB RFND-PAPE
99.43 01
46550
AMBULANCE SVC
CHECK
64164 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 18015

2843 BOGUSLAW KOZAK

18015
89.67 20

13250

2844 CINDY SCHWEIKERT

18016
78.85 20

13250

060721

99.43

64163 TOTAL:

99.43

05/28/2021
060721
UB 8818201 3704 RYWICK
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER
CHECK

64165 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 18016

NET

89.67

64164 TOTAL:

89.67

05/28/2021
060721
UB 8810250 3404 OWL
ACCTS RCVBLE - BILLED WATER
CHECK

78.85

64165 TOTAL:

78.85

64166 06/08/2021 PRTD
2840 COVID 19 HRSA UNINSURED TESTING & RLIL-21-000205:1
05/13/2021
Invoice: RLIL-21-000205:1
AMB RFND-EBERWEIN
481.89 01
46551
COVID HHS AMBULANCE

060721

481.89

COVID 19 HRSA UNINSURED TESTING & RLIL-20-003452:1
05/13/2021
AMB RFND-LICCIARDI
407.22 01
46551
COVID HHS AMBULANCE

060721

407.22

64166 TOTAL:

889.11

Invoice: RLIL-20-003452:1

CHECK
64167 06/08/2021 PRTD
2845 IAT INSURANCE GROUP
Invoice: BUS LICENSE

BUS LICENSE
1,088.00 01

44210

05/27/2021
DUPLICATE BUSINESS LICENSE
BUSINESS LICENSE
CHECK

64168 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: REFUND

2842 J KEVIN O'BRIEN

REFUND
200.00 08

26035

05/26/2021
KNOX BOX REFUND
ESCROW - KNOX BOXES
CHECK

64169 06/08/2021 PRTD
2841 ANETA AND BLAGOY TAKEVA
Invoice: 2021REAL ESTATE XFER
439.00 01

Report generated: 06/01/2021 12:52
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

060721

1,088.00

64167 TOTAL:

1,088.00

060721

200.00

64168 TOTAL:

200.00

2021REAL ESTATE XFER05/21/2021
060721
INTRACITY MOVE-#15996 #15838
41170
REAL ESTATE TRANSFER TAX

439.00

Page
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - REFUNDS

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK
64170 06/08/2021 PRTD
1904 TENANT PROJECT SERVICES
Invoice: PLAN REVIEW 2021
2,500.00 08

WARRANT
64169 TOTAL:

PLAN REVIEW 2021
04/21/2021
060721
5521 MEADOWBROOK IND CT
26030
ESCROW - BUILDERS PLAN REVIEW
CHECK

NUMBER OF CHECKS

8

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

439.00
2,500.00

64170 TOTAL:

2,500.00

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

5,384.06

COUNT
8

AMOUNT
5,384.06

*** GRAND TOTAL ***

Report generated: 06/01/2021 12:52
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

NET

5,384.06

Page
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - REFUNDS

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
CLERK: AusterladeD
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
EFF DATE
2021 6
16
APP 01-20000
06/08/2021
APP 99-10001
06/08/2021
APP 20-20000
06/08/2021
APP 08-20000
06/08/2021

APP 99-01001
06/08/2021
APP 01-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-20001
06/08/2021
APP 20-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-08001
06/08/2021
APP 08-10001
06/08/2021

JNL DESC

REF 1

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

060721

R0608A

REF 2

REF 3

ACCOUNT DESC
LINE DESC

T OB

DEBIT

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL

2,515.54

DUE TO GENERAL FUND

2,515.54

5,384.06
168.52
2,700.00
5,384.06

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND

CREDIT

5,384.06

2,515.54
168.52

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM ESCROW FUND

168.52
2,700.00

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
JOURNAL 2021/06/16

Report generated: 06/01/2021 12:52
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

TOTAL

2,700.00
5,384.06

5,384.06

10,768.12

10,768.12

Page
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - REFUNDS

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
FUND
01

08

20

99

YEAR PER
ACCOUNT
GENERAL FUND
01-10001
01-20000
ESCROW FUND
08-10001
08-20000
UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000
TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-08001
99-10001
99-20001

Report generated: 06/01/2021 12:52
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

2021

2021

2021

2021

6

6

6

6

JNL
16

16

16

16

EFF DATE
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

2,515.54
2,515.54

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

2,700.00
2,700.00

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

168.52
168.52

06/08/2021
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM ESCROW FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
FUND TOTAL

DEBIT

CREDIT
2,515.54
2,515.54
2,700.00
2,700.00
168.52
168.52

2,515.54
2,700.00
5,384.06
168.52
5,384.06

5,384.06

Page
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - REFUNDS

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
FUND
01
08
20
99

DUE TO
GENERAL FUND
ESCROW FUND
UTILITIES FUND
TREASURY FUND

DUE FR
2,515.54
2,700.00
168.52

TOTAL

5,384.06
5,384.06

5,384.06

** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **

Report generated: 06/01/2021 12:52
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

64171 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 168856

18 AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

168856
140.00 01404010 54640

AIR ONE EQUIPMENT INC

168941

Invoice: 168941
164.00 01404010 54640

INV DATE

PO

21 ALEXANDER EQUIPMENT CO INC

177152

850.00 01707020 54640

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
05/18/2021 20210939 060821
BREATHING AIR QUALITY TEST
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

140.00

05/19/2021 20210936 060821
SCBA HYDROTEST
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64172 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 177152

WARRANT

164.00

64171 TOTAL:

304.00

05/12/2021 20210915 060821
STUMP GRINDER RENTAL
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

850.00

64172 TOTAL:

850.00

64173 06/08/2021 PRTD
28 AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES INC
16HV-13KW-9FTW
05/17/2021 20210856 060821
Invoice: 16HV-13KW-9FTW
PW TABLET AND VIDEO SOFTWARE
452.60 20705035 60020
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
452.62 61705010 56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

905.22

AMAZON CAPITAL SERVICES INC

16HV-13KW-4HC7
05/17/2021 20210857 060821
IT COMPUTER SUPPLIES
173.90 01252500 56215
COMPUTER SUPPLIES

Invoice: 16HV-13KW-4HC7

CHECK
64174 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 204724N

30 AMERICAN TAXI DISPATCH INC

204724N

10.00 01303010 54250

05/03/2021
TAXI SERVICE
TRAVEL AND LODGING
CHECK

64175 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 88587

1548 APEX LANDSCAPING INC

88587

5,040.00 20705030 54640

651 AUTO GLASS SERVICE

28441
333.00 14705015 54640

060821

10.00

64174 TOTAL:

10.00

64175 TOTAL:

5,040.00

05/14/2021 20210928 060821
REPLACED WINDSHIELD C199 POLICE VEHICLE
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

1,079.12

04/07/2021 20210885 060821
5,040.00
RESTORATION OF WATER MAIN BREAK OFF 3820 GOLF RD.
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64176 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 28441

64173 TOTAL:

173.90

333.00

64176 TOTAL:

333.00

Page
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64177 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: INV065053

59 AUTO TECH CENTERS INC

INV065053
508.80 14705015 56255

04/27/2021 20210933 060821
TIRES FOR STOCK
TIRES
CHECK

64178 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 262136

72 BEVERLY MATERIALS LLC

262136

1,250.49 20705040 56220

64179 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 105031

405 BOB ROHRMAN'S SCHAUMBURG FORD

105031

299.74 14705015 57280

64180 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 4036337096

2232 CANON SOLUTIONS AMERICA IN

4036337096

16.75 25005025 60003

91 CDS OFFICE TECHNOLOGIES

INV1380577

514.77 25255025 60006

107 COMCAST

299.74

05/21/2021
FINANCE COPIER
EQUIPMENT - CITYWIDE

1,453.13 01909000 54300

05/15/2021
MAY 2021 ETHERNET
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CHECK

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

64179 TOTAL:
060821

16.75

64180 TOTAL:

16.75

05/20/2021 20210518 060821
LENOVO DOCKING STATIONS
EQUIPMENT - IT

0443578 0518-061721 05/11/2021
CAMERAS 3240 KIRCHOFF
163.35 04005005 54300
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

122971414

1,250.49

CHECK

CHECK
64183 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 122971414

1,250.49

299.74

CHECK
64182 06/08/2021 PRTD
107 COMCAST
Invoice: 0443578 0518-061721

64178 TOTAL:

508.80

05/17/2021 20210927 060821
SEAT COVERS FOR C199 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CHECK
64181 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: INV1380577

64177 TOTAL:

04/10/2021 20210523 060821
GRADE 9 STONE FOR REPAIRS
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

508.80

514.77

64181 TOTAL:

514.77

060821

163.35

64182 TOTAL:

163.35

060821

1,453.13

64183 TOTAL:

1,453.13
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64184 06/08/2021 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 1479009161/APR 2021
COMED
Invoice: 1410113040/APR 2021

1479009161/APR 2021 05/17/2021
PRV #1 (4/16/21-5/17/21)
4.41 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

060821

4.41

1410113040/APR 2021 05/17/2021
060821
4.44
PRESSURE CONTROLLER-3910 KIRCHOFF-4/15/21-5/14/21
4.44 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

COMED
Invoice: 0141163000/APR 2021

0141163000/APR 2021 05/18/2021
060821
JWP WEST - 2410 HICK-4/16/21-5/1721
33.27 61705010 54290
UTILITIES

33.27

COMED
Invoice: 0328167077/APR 2021

0328167077/APR 2021 05/19/2021
060821
POND AERATORS-2900 FOX LN (4/19/21-5/18/21)
71.42 20705030 54290
UTILITIES

71.42

CHECK
64185 06/08/2021 PRTD
516 COMED
Invoice: 0732076014/APR 2021

113.54

0732076014/APR 2021 05/18/2021
060821
UNMETEREDST LITES TRAF-4/14/21-5/13/21
924.52 61705010 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

64186 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 0223526

64184 TOTAL:

549 CONCENTRIC INTEGRATION LLC

0223526

3,725.00 20705030 60020

924.52

64185 TOTAL:

924.52

05/20/2021 20210251 060821
3,725.00
21-R-14 SCADA SERVER UPGRADE IMPROVMENT PROJECT
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

64186 TOTAL:

3,725.00

64187 06/08/2021 PRTD
114 COPENHAVER CONSTRUCTION INC
PAY EST #2 FINAL
11/12/2020 20210898 060821
14,128.16
Invoice: PAY EST #2 FINAL
20-R-84 2809 OWL LN SITE IMPRV-REF TO PO 2021-1523
14,128.16 33705050 60010
BUILDING IMPROVEMENTS
CHECK
64188 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: O224679

652 CORE & MAIN

O224679
1,325.00 20705030 57280

CORE & MAIN

O214641

Invoice: O214641
6,480.00 20705030 57280

14,128.16

05/17/2021 20210101 060821
RES# 20-R-114
WATER METERS & SUPPLIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

1,325.00

05/17/2021 20210101 060821
RES# 20-R-114
WATER METERS & SUPPLIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

6,480.00

CHECK

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

64187 TOTAL:

64188 TOTAL:

7,805.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64189 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 151576

125 CUTLER WORKWEAR

151576
49.48 20705030 56100

04/10/2021 20210906 060821
UNIFORM-BELT&GLOVES/#724
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
CHECK

64190 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 4199/A

2610 DUKE'S ROOT CONTROL INC

4199/A
5.00 20705030 57280

64191 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 302118

153 FACTORY CLEANING EQUIPMENT INC

302118

542.95 14705015 56220

155 FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP

7-368-84437
138.39 01909000 54310

FEDERAL EXPRESS CORP

7-377-16870

Invoice: 7-377-16870
77.19 01909000 54310

169 GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV2078895

683.95 01303010 56230
GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV2080839

Invoice: PINV2080839
59.99 01303000 56210
GARVEY'S OFFICE PRODUCTS INC

PINV2082242

Invoice: PINV2082242
103.54 01303000 56210

CHECK

5.00

V90000034540
2,338.54 16705045 54225

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

64190 TOTAL:

05/13/2021 20210930 060821
FLOOR SOAP
OPERATING SUPPLIES

542.95

64191 TOTAL:

542.95

05/12/2021 20210907 060821
POSTAGE
POSTAGE

138.39

05/19/2021 20210943 060821
POSTAGE
POSTAGE

77.19

64192 TOTAL:

215.58

05/12/2021
060821
CHAIRS/BOOKING
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

683.95

05/17/2021
SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

060821

59.99

05/19/2021
SUPPLIES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

060821

103.54

64193 TOTAL:

847.48

CHECK
64194 06/08/2021 PRTD
2554 GFL ENVIRONMENTAL
Invoice: V90000034540

49.48
5.00

CHECK
64193 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: PINV2078895

64189 TOTAL:

04/28/2021
060821
SWAN ELECTRODE FOR CHLORINE MONITOR
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CHECK
64192 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 7-368-84437

49.48

05/15/2021 20210946 060821
DUMPING SWEEPER DEBRIS
DUMP FEES

2,338.54
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE
GFL ENVIRONMENTAL

V90000034511

Invoice: V90000034511
6,308.91 16705045 54225

INV DATE

183 GRAINGER

9896369973
171.92 20705035 56100

420 HANSON HARDWARE INC

80511
11.96 01303010 56230

HANSON HARDWARE INC

80659

Invoice: 80659
12.99 01404020 56230
HANSON HARDWARE INC

81204

Invoice: 81204
16.77 14705015 57280

190 HBK WATER METER SERVICE INC

210272

727.58 20705030 54640
HBK WATER METER SERVICE INC

210271

Invoice: 210271
2,579.00 20705030 54640

192 HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27208
75.00 61705010 56220

HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27233

Invoice: 27233
1,003.50 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27265

Invoice: 27265
1,035.00 61705010 56220

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

8,647.45
171.92

64195 TOTAL:

171.92
11.96

01/18/2021 20210940 060821
OIL DRY
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

12.99

04/01/2021 20210926 060821
HARDWARE FOR SHOP USE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

16.77

64196 TOTAL:

41.72

05/21/2021
060821
727.58
LG METER UPGRADES (2) RPZ TESTING (5)BENCH TESTING
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
05/24/2021 20210524 060821
LARGE METER TESTING
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64198 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 27208

6,308.91

01/18/2021
060821
KEYS
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

CHECK
64197 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 210272

64194 TOTAL:

NET

05/10/2021 20210916 060821
HIP WADERS, TONY MARCHIONNA #726
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
CHECK

64196 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 80511

WARRANT

INVOICE DTL DESC
04/30/2021 20210848 060821
DUMPING SWEEPER DEBRIS
DUMP FEES
CHECK

64195 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 9896369973

PO

2,579.00

64197 TOTAL:

3,306.58

05/18/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

75.00

05/19/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,003.50

05/20/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,035.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27058

Invoice: 27058
502.50 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27137

Invoice: 27137
20.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27155

Invoice: 27155
1,048.00 61705010 56220
HEALY ASPHALT CO LLC

27286

Invoice: 27286
910.00 61705010 56220

INV DATE

198 HIGH PSI LTD

71463
5,908.00 25405025 60034

237 INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV11885

231.50 20705040 54610
INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV11955

Invoice: INV11955
393.40 20705040 54610
INTEGRATED LAKES MANAGEMENT

INV11917

Invoice: INV11917
831.00 20705040 54640

05/13/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

1,048.00

05/21/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

910.00

64198 TOTAL:

13,336.68 23002040 54140
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT IVC0011815
Invoice: IVC0011815
3,060.00 23002040 54140

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
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apcshdsb

4,594.00

05/21/2021 20210160 060821
PRESSURE WASHING SYSTEM 16
EQUIPMENT - FIRE

5,908.00

64199 TOTAL:

5,908.00

05/21/2021 20210481 060821
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

PONDS

05/26/2021 20210481 060821
POND WEED CONTROL BARKER AND KENNEDY
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

PONDS

231.50

393.40

05/24/2021 20210953 060821
831.00
INSTALL NEW DIFFUSER ASSEMBLY KENNENDY BROTHER PON
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
64200 TOTAL:

64201 06/08/2021 PRTD
242 INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0019204
04/30/2021 20210912 060821
Invoice: SALES0019204
APRIL 2020 CLAIMS
7,095.66 23002040 54140
LIABILITY INSURANCE
INTERGOVERNMENTAL RISK MANAGEMENT SALES0019261

502.50

20.00

CHECK

Invoice: SALES0019261

NET

05/12/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

CHECK
64200 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: INV11885

WARRANT

INVOICE DTL DESC
05/07/2021 20210865 060821
ASPHALT MATERIAL FOR STREET PATCHING
OPERATING SUPPLIES

CHECK
64199 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 71463

PO

1,455.90
7,095.66

04/30/2021 20210914 060821
APRIL 2021 CLAIMS
LIABILITY INSURANCE

13,336.68

04/30/2021 20210913 060821
TACTICAL ATHLETE QUARTERLY FEE
LIABILITY INSURANCE

3,060.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK
64202 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 70123016

2016 INTERSTATE BATTERIES OF NORTH CHI 70123016
45.95 14705015 57280

245 J C K CONTRACTORS INC

29285
700.00 20705035 56220

248 J G UNIFORMS INC

84679
137.00 01303010 56100

J G UNIFORMS INC

84408

Invoice: 84408
85.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84428

Invoice: 84428
225.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84673

Invoice: 84673
137.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84612

Invoice: 84612
140.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84605

Invoice: 84605
91.75 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84399

Invoice: 84399
210.75 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84407

Invoice: 84407
85.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC
Invoice: 84422

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
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apcshdsb

84422

45.95

64202 TOTAL:

45.95

05/15/2021 20210630 060821
700.00
SEMI LOADS OF PULVERIZED BLACK DIRT FOR PKWY REPAI
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

64204 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 84679

23,492.34

05/12/2021 20210925 060821
BATTERY FOR GENERATOR
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

64203 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 29285

64201 TOTAL:

64203 TOTAL:

700.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/NOWACKI
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

137.00

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/SOTO
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

85.00

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/CHRACA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

225.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/SIRCHER
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

137.00

05/10/2021
UNIFORMS/MANFREDI
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

140.00

05/10/2021
UNIFORMS/TAYLOR
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

91.75

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/ESPOSITO
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

210.75

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/CALVARESI
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

85.00

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/WHETSONE

060821

42.50
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE
42.50 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84397

Invoice: 84397
42.50 01303010 56100

INV DATE

PO

248 J G UNIFORMS INC

84671
48.00 01303010 56100

J G UNIFORMS INC

84678

Invoice: 84678
48.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84676

Invoice: 84676
48.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84677

Invoice: 84677
48.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84670

Invoice: 84670
96.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84634

Invoice: 84634
360.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84669

Invoice: 84669
178.50 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84636

Invoice: 84636
360.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84659

Invoice: 84659
360.00 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84855

Invoice: 84855
82.50 01303010 56100

05/03/2021
UNIFORMS/MACK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

64204 TOTAL:

42.50

1,196.50

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/KAMICK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

48.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/ELLIS
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

48.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/OGOREK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

48.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/RATHBUN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

48.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/EVERETT
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

96.00

05/10/2021
UNIFORMS/KATSENIOS
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

360.00

05/11/2021
UNIFORMS/FIOR
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

178.50

05/10/2021
UNIFORMS/GEUNYOUNG
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

360.00

05/10/2021
UNIFORMS/LEVIN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

360.00

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/MCCORMACK
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

82.50

CHECK

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
Program ID:
apcshdsb

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

CHECK
64205 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 84671

WARRANT

64205 TOTAL:

1,629.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64206 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 84856

248 J G UNIFORMS INC

84856
91.75 01303010 56100

J G UNIFORMS INC

84857

Invoice: 84857
91.75 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84858

Invoice: 84858
91.75 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84859

Invoice: 84859
82.50 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84860

Invoice: 84860
82.50 01303010 56100
J G UNIFORMS INC

84735

Invoice: 84735
119.90 01303010 56100

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/BARRY
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

91.75

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/RIVERA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

91.75

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/CHRACA
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

91.75

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/HERMAN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

82.50

05/14/2021
UNIFORMS/EVERETT
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

82.50

05/12/2021
UNIFORMS/BILTGEN
UNIFORMS & CLOTHING

060821

119.90

64206 TOTAL:

560.15

CHECK
64207 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 2973

251 J M L OVERHEAD DOOR INC

2973

4,850.00 33705050 54640

03/23/2021 20210326 060821
4,850.00
REPLACE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT COUNTER ROLL UP DOOR
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64208 06/08/2021 PRTD
719 JASON EVERETT
Invoice: 050221-050821 REIM
JASON EVERETT
Invoice: 2021 EQUIP REIM

2839 JOSE L MURILLO

391.56

2021 EQUIP REIM
05/13/2021
060821
EQUIPMENNT REIMBURSEMENT
250.00 01303010 56230
SMALL TOOLS AND EQUIPMENT

250.00

100
400.00 01101070 59812

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
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4,850.00

050221-050821 REIM 05/17/2021
060821
TRAINING MEALS REIMBURSEMENT & FUEL
391.56 01303010 54250
TRAVEL AND LODGING

CHECK
64209 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 100

64207 TOTAL:

64208 TOTAL:

641.56

05/19/2021 20210918 060821
BLOCK PARTY 2021 ENTERTAINMENT
COMMUNITY EVENTS

400.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE
INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK

64210 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: IN166161

265 KIESLER POLICE SUPPLY INC

IN166161

312.88 01303010 53110

2337 KNOCKOUT PRINTS LLC

6010
84.90 20705030 56100

267 LAUTERBACH & AMEN LLP

55584

4,700.00 01909000 54610
LAUTERBACH & AMEN LLP

55714

Invoice: 55714
2,600.00 01909000 54610

304 MID AMERICAN WATER

238490W
5,187.00 20705030 57280

308 MIKE'S TOWING AUTO & TRUCK REPAIR 1067599
108.00 14705015 54610

76 MSC INDUSTRIAL SUPPLY CO

4510564001

508.74 14705015 57280

317 MUNICIPAL EMERGENCY SERVICES

IN1576842

711.54 01404010 54640

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
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64210 TOTAL:

312.88

64211 TOTAL:

84.90

2,600.00

64212 TOTAL:

7,300.00

05/07/2021 20210779 060821
5,187.00
HYDRANT AND MATERIALS FOR WELL#2 REPLACEMENT
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
64213 TOTAL:

5,187.00

05/14/2021 20210929 060821
SAFETY LANE INSPECTIONS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

108.00

64214 TOTAL:

108.00

04/13/2021 20210935 060821
SHOP SUPPLIES
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

64216 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: IN1576842

312.88

05/17/2021 20210352 060821
20R101 FY2020 CITY AUDIT SVCS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

CHECK
64215 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 4510564001

400.00

4,700.00

CHECK
64214 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 1067599

64209 TOTAL:

05/06/2021 20210352 060821
20R101 FY2020 CITY AUDIT SVCS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

CHECK
64213 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 238490W

NET

05/09/2021 20210791 060821
84.90
2 T-SHIRT, 1 QUARTER ZIP & SCREEN PRINTING (#727
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
CHECK

64212 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 55584

WARRANT

05/07/2021
060821
RANGE AMMUNITION
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CHECK

64211 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 6010

PO

508.74

64215 TOTAL:

508.74

05/06/2021 20210937 060821
SCBA REPAIRS
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE

711.54
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK
64217 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 4460-327801

325 NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-327801

30.39 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-328006

Invoice: 4460-328006
19.98 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-328209

Invoice: 4460-328209
58.59 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-328180

Invoice: 4460-328180
29.97 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

4460-328443

Invoice: 4460-328443
17.01 14705015 57280
NAPA AUTO PARTS OF PALATINE

322930

Invoice: 322930
51.48 14705015 57280

30.39

05/06/2021 20210924 060821
15W40 ENGINE OIL FOR C170 POLICE VEHICLE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

19.98

05/07/2021 20210958 060821
WATER PUMP FOR C432 COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

58.59

05/07/2021 20210956 060821
ENGINE OIL FOR T322 DUMP TRUCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

29.97

05/10/2021 20210957 060821
IDLER TENSIONER FOR C432 COMMUNITY DEVELOP
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

17.01

03/31/2021 20210955 060821
ENGINE OIL FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

51.48

64217 TOTAL:

60695400006 APR 202105/18/2021
060821
RM COMBINED FACILITY (4/16/21*5/17/21)
1,142.29 01707000 54290
UTILITIES

NICOR
Invoice: 92393964694 APR 2021

92393964694 APR 202105/14/2021
F/S #15 (4/15/21-5/14/21)
662.23 01707000 54290
UTILITIES

NICOR
Invoice: 78417714959 APR 2021

78417714959 APR 202105/18/2021
060821
FD # 16-2340 HICKS (4/19/21-5/18/21)
489.76 01707000 54290
UTILITIES
CHECK

64219 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: QUARTER_4

333 NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

QUARTER_4

3,885.00 01404010 54610

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
AusterladeD
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apcshdsb

711.54

05/05/2021 20210954 060821
SEALING DISCS FOR SHOP USE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES

CHECK
64218 06/08/2021 PRTD
337 NICOR
Invoice: 60695400006 APR 2021

64216 TOTAL:

207.42
1,142.29

060821

64218 TOTAL:

05/10/2021 20210960 060821
IN STATION FEE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

662.23

489.76

2,294.28
3,885.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK
64220 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 23324

333 NORTHWEST COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

23324

7,907.00 01404010 53090

359 ORION SAFETY PRODUCTS

00301295

1,126.45 01303010 56220

370 PERSONNEL STRATEGIES LLC

051821

600.00 01808020 54610

2654 QUEST

513751
48.75 01252500 54640

387 R & M COMMUNICATIONS

606

2,550.00 01101040 54610
247.50 01101040 54611

06/01/2021
JUNE 2021 E-NEWS
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
OTHER SERVICES
CHECK

64225 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 368501

396 R J N GROUP INC

368501
7,425.32 20705035 54610

768 REYNOLD J VELOZ

10036A
100.00 01101070 59810

Report generated: 06/01/2021 13:07
User:
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7,907.00

7,907.00
1,126.45

1,126.45
600.00

64222 TOTAL:

600.00
48.75

64223 TOTAL:

48.75

060821

2,797.50

64224 TOTAL:

2,797.50

05/07/2021 20210901 060821
ANNUAL MWRD REPORT PREPARED BY RJN GROUP
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

64226 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 10036A

3,885.00

04/30/2021 20210908 060821
IT EQUIPMENT MAINT
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64224 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 606

64221 TOTAL:

NET

05/21/2021
060821
PRE-EMPLOYMENT PSYCH ASSESSMENT/DEFRANCO
PROFESSIONAL SVCS
CHECK

64223 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 513751

64220 TOTAL:

05/18/2021 20210963 060821
FLARES
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

64222 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 051821

64219 TOTAL:

05/05/2021 20210941 060821
ANNUAL PHYSICALS
PHYSICAL EXAMS
CHECK

64221 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 00301295

WARRANT

64225 TOTAL:

7,425.32

7,425.32

05/06/2021 20210920 060821
CITY MARKET 2021-MUSIC 6/26/21
FARMERS & FOOD TRUCKS

100.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE
INVOICE DTL DESC
CHECK

64227 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 10036B

768 REYNOLD J VELOZ

10036B
100.00 01101070 59810

647 RYAN RIVARD

SPRING 2021
1,256.77 01707000 53110

527 SAFETY-KLEEN SYSTEMS INC

85989073

487.10 14705015 54610

425 SIKICH LLP

506630
1,414.00 01909000 54610

1823 STATE INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS CORPORA 901988351
1,044.43 20705035 56220

441 STRAND ASSOCIATES

0171302
2,236.95 20705030 60020

455 TERMINAL SUPPLY INC

43613
289.76 14705015 57280

100.00
1,256.77

64228 TOTAL:

1,256.77
487.10

64229 TOTAL:

487.10
1,414.00

64230 TOTAL:

1,414.00

64231 TOTAL:

64232 TOTAL:

1,044.43

1,044.43
2,236.95

2,236.95

05/14/2021 20210932 060821
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES FOR STOCK
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK
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64227 TOTAL:

05/11/2021 20190844 060821
RES #19-R-61 ENGINEERING FOR TANK PAINTING
IMPROVEMENTS NOT TO BUILDINGS
CHECK

64233 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 43613

100.00

05/19/2021 20210947 060821
PRIME ZYME PIT RAIDER WW TREATMENT PROGRAM
OPERATING SUPPLIES
CHECK

64232 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 0171302

100.00

05/17/2021 20210968 060821
FY 2020 AUDIT SERVICES
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

64231 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 901988351

64226 TOTAL:

05/05/2021 20210931 060821
USED OIL PICK UP SERVICE
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
CHECK

64230 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 506630

NET

05/24/2021
060821
TUIT REIMB-HUMAN RES MGT
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
CHECK

64229 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 85989073

WARRANT

05/06/2021 20210919 060821
CITY MARKET 2021-MUSIC 5/29/21
FARMERS & FOOD TRUCKS
CHECK

64228 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: SPRING 2021

PO

289.76

64233 TOTAL:

289.76
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64234 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: T10472INV

1187 THERM FLO INC

T10472INV
1,003.00 33705050 54640

05/13/2021 20210904 060821
1,003.00
HVAC REPAIRS / I.T. SERVER ROOM / INV - T10472INV
OUTSIDE REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
CHECK

64235 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 27652

474 TRI-TOWER PRINTING INC

27652

116.00 01101030 56210

479 ULINE INC

133702044
779.25 20705030 56100

1729 ULTIMATE PLUMBING

371152
504.80 20705030 57280

529 VERIZON WIRELESS

9879878182
739.60 01707010 54300
394.50 04005005 54300
811.78 20705030 54300

VERIZON WIRELESS

9880123764

Invoice: 9880123764
1,848.57
212.35
253.98
1,002.81

04005005
01707010
01707000
20705030

54300
54300
54300
54300

64235 TOTAL:

116.00
779.25

64236 TOTAL:

779.25

05/21/2021 20210934 060821
SUMP PUMP FOR PUMPING STATION 1
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

64238 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 9879878182

116.00

05/12/2021 20210917 060821
KLEENGUARD 6MIL NITRILE GLOVES
SUPPLIES UNIFORMS & CLOTHING
CHECK

64237 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 371152

1,003.00

05/21/2021
060821
BUSINESS CARDS-REYES AND MCHALE
OFFICE SUPPLIES
CHECK

64236 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 133702044

64234 TOTAL:

504.80

64237 TOTAL:

504.80

05/15/2021 20210942 060821
MAY 2021 TELECOM
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

1,945.88

05/19/2021
MAY 2021 TELECOM
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS

060821

3,317.71

64238 TOTAL:

5,263.59

CHECK

64239 06/08/2021 PRTD
492 VILLAGE OF BUFFALO GROVE
2021-00000017
02/25/2021 20210938 060821
Invoice: 2021-00000017
CPR ANNUAL FEE
230.00 01404010 54630
DUES AND SUBSCRIPTIONS
CHECK
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230.00

64239 TOTAL:

230.00
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH ACCOUNT: 99
CHECK NO CHK DATE

10001
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
TYPE VENDOR NAME
INVOICE

INV DATE

PO

WARRANT

NET

INVOICE DTL DESC
64240 06/08/2021 PRTD
Invoice: 253805-000

2153 ZIEBELL WATER SERVICE PRODUCTS IN 253805-000
359.20 20705030 57280

05/13/2021 20210909 060821
8 INCH C-900 PVE WATER MAIN PIPE
REPAIR & MAINTENANCE SUPPLIES
CHECK

NUMBER OF CHECKS

70

TOTAL PRINTED CHECKS

64240 TOTAL:

359.20

*** CASH ACCOUNT TOTAL ***

153,510.56

COUNT
70

AMOUNT
153,510.56

*** GRAND TOTAL ***
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359.20

153,510.56
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
CLERK: AusterladeD
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
EFF DATE
2021 6
24
APP 01-20000
06/08/2021
APP 99-10001
06/08/2021
APP 20-20000
06/08/2021
APP 61-20000
06/08/2021
APP 14-20000
06/08/2021
APP 25-20000
06/08/2021
APP 04-20000
06/08/2021
APP 33-20000
06/08/2021
APP 16-20000
06/08/2021
APP 23-20000
06/08/2021

APP 99-01001
06/08/2021
APP 01-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-20001
06/08/2021
APP 20-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-61001
06/08/2021
APP 61-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-14001
06/08/2021
APP 14-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-25001
06/08/2021
APP 25-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-04001
06/08/2021
APP 04-10001

JNL DESC

REF 1

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

REF 2

REF 3

ACCOUNT DESC
LINE DESC

ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
AP CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
GENERAL LEDGER TOTAL
DUE TO GENERAL FUND

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

T OB

DEBIT
39,712.35

153,510.56
43,478.68
6,004.41
3,348.23
6,439.52
2,406.42
19,981.16
8,647.45
23,492.34
153,510.56

39,712.35
43,478.68

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND

43,478.68
6,004.41

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM GARAGE FUND

6,004.41
3,348.23

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI

3,348.23
6,439.52

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM 911 FUND
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CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)

153,510.56

39,712.35

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND

CREDIT

6,439.52
2,406.42
2,406.42
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
YEAR PER
JNL
SRC ACCOUNT
EFF DATE
06/08/2021
APP 99-33001
06/08/2021
APP 33-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-16001
06/08/2021
APP 16-10001
06/08/2021
APP 99-23001
06/08/2021
APP 23-10001
06/08/2021

JNL DESC
060821

REF 1 REF 2
W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

060821

W0608A

REF 3

ACCOUNT DESC
LINE DESC

T OB

DUE TO DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND

DEBIT
19,981.16

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM REFUSE FUND

19,981.16
8,647.45

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE TO DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND

8,647.45
23,492.34

CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
SYSTEM GENERATED ENTRIES TOTAL
JOURNAL 2021/06/24
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TOTAL

CREDIT

23,492.34
153,510.56

153,510.56

307,021.12

307,021.12
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
FUND
01

04

14

16

20

23

25

33

61

YEAR PER
ACCOUNT
GENERAL FUND
01-10001
01-20000
911 FUND
04-10001
04-20000
GARAGE FUND
14-10001
14-20000
REFUSE FUND
16-10001
16-20000
UTILITIES FUND
20-10001
20-20000
LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
23-10001
23-20000
VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
25-10001
25-20000
BUILDING & LAND FUND
33-10001
33-20000
LOCAL ROAD FUND
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2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

2021

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

6

JNL
24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

24

EFF DATE
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

DEBIT

39,712.35
39,712.35

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

2,406.42
2,406.42

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

3,348.23
3,348.23

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

8,647.45
8,647.45

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

43,478.68
43,478.68

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

23,492.34
23,492.34

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

6,439.52
6,439.52

06/08/2021
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL

19,981.16
19,981.16

CREDIT
39,712.35
39,712.35
2,406.42
2,406.42
3,348.23
3,348.23
8,647.45
8,647.45
43,478.68
43,478.68
23,492.34
23,492.34
6,439.52
6,439.52
19,981.16
19,981.16

06/08/2021
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
FUND

YEAR PER

JNL

ACCOUNT
61-10001
61-20000
99

TREASURY FUND
99-01001
99-04001
99-10001
99-14001
99-16001
99-20001
99-23001
99-25001
99-33001
99-61001
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2021

6

24

EFF DATE
ACCOUNT DESCRIPTION
CASH - GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
FUND TOTAL
06/08/2021
DUE TO
DUE TO
CASH DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO
DUE TO

GENERAL FUND
DUE FROM 911 FUND
GROUP ACCOUNT (AP CASH)
DUE FROM GARAGE FUND
DUE FROM REFUSE FUND
DUE FROM UTILITIES FUND
DUE FROM LIABILITY FUND
DUE FROM VEHICLE & EQUI
DUE FROM BUILDING&LAND
DUE FROM LOCAL RD FUND
FUND TOTAL

DEBIT

CREDIT
6,004.41

6,004.41
6,004.41

6,004.41

39,712.35
2,406.42
153,510.56
3,348.23
8,647.45
43,478.68
23,492.34
6,439.52
19,981.16
6,004.41
153,510.56

153,510.56
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WARRANT - 6/8/2021 - CITY EXPENSES

City of Rolling Meadows
A/P CASH DISBURSEMENTS JOURNAL
JOURNAL ENTRIES TO BE CREATED
FUND
01
04
14
16
20
23
25
33
61
99

DUE TO
GENERAL FUND
911 FUND
GARAGE FUND
REFUSE FUND
UTILITIES FUND
LIABILITY INSURANCE FUND
VEHICLE & EQUIPMENT FUND
BUILDING & LAND FUND
LOCAL ROAD FUND
TREASURY FUND

DUE FR
39,712.35
2,406.42
3,348.23
8,647.45
43,478.68
23,492.34
6,439.52
19,981.16
6,004.41

TOTAL

153,510.56
153,510.56

153,510.56

** END OF REPORT - Generated by Austerlade, Debra **
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COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
H)

Resolution - Award a Contract for the Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) – Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project Phase 2 for
Construction Engineering Observation Services

Attachments:
•
Resolution
•
Exhibit 1, Proposal of City Engineer- Dated June 1, 2021
Background:
You are being asked to approve a resolution that would award a contract for civil
engineering services for the necessary construction observation and grant management
for the Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project, Phase 2.
The FY2021 budget provides funding for civil engineering services through the Local
Road Fund. These funds are to be utilized for construction observation and grant
management required by the Cook County Community Development Block Grant
(CDBG) Program pursuant to the $200,000 grant that was received for this work.
The proposal of Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd. is in an amount of $32,424, for
construction engineering services provided in the bid package, based on the Arbor Drive
construction limits identified in the coordinated council item.
The construction observation contract for this project, is being recommended for award
at this City Council meeting, pending the approval of the construction contract award.
Note this program has similar requirements to that of a State funded project, therefore,
the soil and materials testing fees of $5,000 for work completed by a sub-consultant is
included in this proposal, as required.
Previous Council Action:
•

11/24/2020 resolution # 20-R-110 Approval of the 2021 City Budget, which provides
for $50,000 funding for pavement rejuvenator application and services.

•

1/26/21 Resolution #21-R-07 to Award a Professional Design Engineering Services
Contract for the Proposed Community Development Block Grant Road Resurfacing
Project, Arbor Drive, Phase II

•

4/13/21 Resolution #21-R-35, Authorizing a Sub-Recipient Agreement for the 2020
Cook County Community Development Block Grant Award Program (FY 2021
Construction Project)

Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented.

RESOLUTION NO. 21-R-50

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK GRANT (CDBG) – ARBOR DRIVE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT, PHASE 2 FOR CONSTRUCTION ENGINEERING SERVICES

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of
the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that the proposal submitted for professional
engineering services for the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) – Arbor
Drive Infrastructure Improvement, Phase 2, inclusive of field preparation, construction
observation, material testing and inspection, and related grant administrative services,
by Christopher B. Burke Engineering, Ltd., located at 9575 W. Higgins Road, Suite 600,
Rosemont, IL 60018, at a cost of $32,424, is hereby accepted and that a contract for
said services is to be executed.
Funding for these professional services is to be provided by the Local Roads
Fund (61).
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 8th day of June, 2021.

______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

______________________________
Judith Brose, City Clerk

Exhibit 1

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 8, 2021
Agenda Location: Consent Resolutions
I)

Resolution – Award a Contract for the Community Development Block
Grant (CDBG) Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project, Phase 2 (FY
2021 Construction Project)

Attachments:
• Resolution
• Exhibit 1, City Engineer’s Bid Tab and Letter of Recommendation dated May
25, 2021
Background: You are being asked to approve a resolution that would award a contract
to Builders Paving, LLC, in the amount of $289,236 for the second phase of the CDBG
Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project for resurfacing. The City was awarded
funding from the Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) in the amount of
$200,000, which has already been authorized, to complete this project. The balance of
the project’s expenses is proposed to be paid with roughly $55K from Local Roads, with
savings realized from the reconstruction project, and $35K for roadway improvements
associated with the Arbor Drive Water Main Replacement Project from the Utilities Fund.
The advertising for bids occurred in early May. The bid opening was scheduled and took
place on May 25, 2021. Six (6) bids were received and opened, with bids ranging from
$289,236 to $337,623.81, as summarized in Exhibit 1.
This road resurfacing project is planned in
conjunction with the Arbor Drive water main
replacement. The water main replacement
serves as the City’s share of project grant
funding, as required through the CDBG
Program. The requirement of this project is
that the City contribute funding to the
project, which the City has achieved
through the Utility Fund. The first phase of
water main replacement was completed in
2019, with Phase 1 of the roadway
completed in 2020. Phase 2 of the water
main replacement was completed in 2020,
with the proposed Phase 2 roadway work to
be completed this year, shortly after the
Phase 3 water main work is completed.
The graphic shows the various phases of
both the water main and roadway
resurfacing work as currently planned.
Exact locations for the beginning and
ending of each phase are dependent on a
combination of the budget, bids received,
and CDBG funding awarded, which is
unpredictable.

Proposed Project
Limits

Phase 1 roadway work was completed with the $280,000 in CDBG Grant funding, and
achieved completion of roadway resurfacing all the way to the southeast corner of the
roadway loop. Phase 2 roadway work was only awarded $200,000 in CDBG funding,
necessitating use of the Local Road and Water funds to complete the loop up to the “T”
intersection at the north end of the western loop, where the loop runs straight east/west
before turning north again to the Algonquin intersection.
Next year’s Phase 3 road resurfacing project to be completed in 2022 (if awarded)
proposes the frontage road at the far north end of the project, which leaves the time
necessary for staff to complete discussions with Schaumburg about possible
realignments of the Phase 4 roadway improvement shown in the image above, planned
for construction in 2023.
The bid being recommended for acceptance was submitted by Builders Paving, LLC,
4413 Roosevelt Road, Hillside, Illinois 60162, for a unit price contract with a total cost of
$289,236. A tabulation of bids is provided in Exhibit 1.
Staff has had experience working with Builders Paving, LLC in the past, and their
performance was found to be acceptable to above average.
Once approved, Staff and the City Engineer will coordinate a pre-construction meeting.
Although exact dates are unknown, it is expected that the work will begin sometime in
May with a completion date (final restoration) in late August.
Budget Impact: The grant awarded funding for this project is $200,000. The contract
amount to complete this year’s work is $289,236. Therefore, $89,236 will be funded
through savings realized on the Annual Reconstruction project $55k, and $35K in
roadway repair contributions from the Arbor Drive Water Main Replacement Project from
the Utilities Fund.
Previous Council Action:
•

11/24/2020 Resolution # 20-R-110 Approval of the 2021 City Budget.

•

1/26/21 Resolution #21-R-07 to Award a Professional Design Engineering Services
Contract for the Proposed Community Development Block Grant Road Resurfacing
Project, Arbor Drive, Phase II

•

4/13/21 Resolution #21-R-35, Authorizing a Sub-Recipient Agreement for the 2020
Cook County Community Development Block Grant Award Program (FY 2021
Construction Project)

Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented.

Resolution No. 21-R-51

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR THE COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT
BLOCK GRANT (CDBG) ARBOR DRIVE INFRASTRUCTURE IMPROVEMENT
PROJECT, PHASE 2 (FY 2021 CONSTRUCTION PROJECT)

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of
the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, that a contract be awarded for the Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Arbor Drive Infrastructure Improvement Project
(Phase 2) (FY 2021 Construction Project) based upon the bid unit prices provided, to
Builders Paving, LLC, 4413 Roosevelt Road, Hillside, Illinois 60162, for a unit price
contract with a total cost of $289,236.00, for the portion of roadway limits identified on
Arbor Drive.

Funding for the proposed project is provided by the Cook County Community
Development Block Grant (CDBG) Program in the amount of $200,000, with $55,000
from Local Roads, and $35,000 from the Utilities Fund (Water).
YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 8th day of June, 2021.

_____________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:
______________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

Exhibit 1

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE ENGINEERING, LTD.
9575 W Higgins Road, Suite 600 Rosemont, Illinois 60018-4920 Tel (847) 823-0500 Fax (847) 823-0520

May 25, 2021
Rolling Meadows Public Works
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Attn:

Ms. Jo Ellen Charlton, Asst. Director of Public Works

Subject:

Recommendation for Award
Arbor Drive Improvements (Ph. 2)
CBBEL Project No. 98361.BR6V3

Dear Ms. Charlton:
Bids were opened for the subject project on May 25, 2021 at 10 AM at City Hall. Those bids have been reviewed
for accuracy and are tabulated as follows:
BIDDER

BID AMOUNT

Builders Paving, LLC

$289,236.00

Chicagoland Paving Contractors, Inc.

$290,000.00

Schroeder Asphalt Services, Inc.

$305,731.03

Maneval Construction Co., Inc.

$331,384.84

Alamp Concrete Contractors, Inc.

$337,623.81

Engineer’s Estimate of Probable Construction Cost

$292,313.00

The lowest responsive, responsible bidder for Arbor Drive Improvements (Ph. 2) is Builders Paving, LLC. We
recommend the City award the Arbor Drive Improvements (Ph. 2) contract to Builders Paving, LLC in the amount
of $289,236.00. CBBEL has worked with Builders Paving, LLC on past projects of similar scope and they have
completed the work satisfactorily and are IDOT prequalified. Please call if you have any questions.
Sincerely,

Ryan M. Lindeman, PE
Senior Construction Engineer

cc:

Bill Suchecki, PW Streets Supt.
file

N:\ROLLINGMEADOWS\980361.BR's\BR000's\98361BR6V3\Admin\Bid Assistance\L1.Recommendation_052521.docx

Bid Opening Results
May 25, 2021 – 10:00 AM
City of Rolling Meadows
Arbor Drive Improvements (Ph. 2) CDBG
CBBEL Project No. 980361 BR6V3
Bidder/Company
Schroeder Asphalt Services, Inc.
Maneval Construction
Builders Paving, LLC
A Lamp Concrete Contractors, Inc.
Chicagoland Paving Contractors, Inc.

Engineer’s Estimate $ 292,313.00

Bid
Bond

Signed
Addendum

Bid Amount
(as read)

Bid Amount
(verified)

Y

n/a

$305,731.03

$305,731.03

Y

n/a

$332,869.56
Error

$331,384.84
Corrected

Y

n/a

$289,236.00

$289,236.00

Y

n/a

$337,623.81

$337,623.81

Y

n/a

$290,000.00

$290,000.00

CHRISTOPHER B. BURKE ENGINEERING, LTD.
PREPARED BY: R. LINDEMAN
CITY OF ROLLING MEADOWS
ARBOR DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS (PH. 2)
CBBEL PROJECT NO. 98361BR6V3
DATE:
May 25, 2021
TIME:
10:00 AM
BID TAB
ENGINEER'S ESTIMATE OF
MANEVAL CONSTRUCTION CO., SCHROEDER ASPHALT SERVICES,
PROBABLE CONSTRUCTION COST
INC.
INC.

ARBOR DRIVE IMPROVEMENTS (PH. 2) ‐ BID TABULATION
SP

*

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

ITEM
20101400
20101500
20101600
20201200
20800150
21001000
21101615
25000110
25100630
28000510
30300001
40600290
40603200
40604060
44000157
44000200
55100300
55100400
55100500
60238800
70102620
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
NA
X6030310
Z0004510
Z0013798
Z0018600
Z0018700

ITEM DESCRIPTION
NITROGEN FERTILIZER NUTRIENT
PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZER NUTRIENT
POTASSIUM FERTILIZER NUTRIENT
REMOVAL AND DISPOSAL OF UNSUITABLE MATERIAL
TRENCH BACKFILL (SPECIAL)
GEOTECHNICAL FABRIC FOR GROUND STABILIZATION
TOPSOIL FURNISH AND PLACE, 4"
SEEDING, CLASS 1A
EROSION CONTROL BLANKET
INLET FILTERS
AGGREGATE SUBGRADE IMPROVEMENT
BITUMINOUS MATERIALS (TACK COAT)
POLYMERIZED HOT‐MIX ASPHALT BINDER COURSE, IL‐4.75, N50
HOT‐MIX ASPHALT SURFACE COURSE, IL‐9.5, MIX "D", N50
HOT‐MIX ASPHALT SURFACE REMOVAL, 2"
DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT REMOVAL
STORM SEWER REMOVAL 8"
STORM SEWER REMOVAL 10"
STORM SEWER REMOVAL 12"
INLETS, TYPE A
TRAFFIC CONTROL AND PROTECTION, STANDARD 701501
CLASS D PATCHING, 5"
COMBINATION CONCRETE CURB AND GUTTER REMOVAL AND REPLACEMENT
STORM SEWERS, 10" WMQ
STORM SEWERS, 12" PVC, SDR 26
FRAME & GRATE (SPECIAL)
DRAINAGE STRUCTURE TO BE ADJUSTED
FRAMES AND LIDS TO BE ADJUSTED (SPECIAL)
HOT‐MIX ASPHALT DRIVEWAY PAVEMENT, 3"
CONSTRUCTION LAYOUT
DRAINAGE STRUCTURES TO BE RECONSTRUCTED
DRAINAGE STRUCTURE TO BE REMOVED
INDICATES ERROR IN BID PROPOSAL UNIT PRICE EXTENSION

UNIT
POUND
POUND
POUND
CU YD
CU YD
SQ YD
SQ YD
ACRE
SQ YD
EACH
CU YD
POUND
TON
TON
SQ YD
SQ YD
FOOT
FOOT
FOOT
EACH
L SUM
SQ YD
FOOT
FOOT
FOOT
EACH
EACH
EACH
SQ YD
L. SUM
EACH
EACH

QUANTITY
17.00
17.00
17.00
55.00
32.40
163.00
920.00
0.19
920.00
10.00
55.00
4381.00
281.00
562.00
6490.00
36.00
32.00
32.00
70.00
3.00
1.00
649.00
3750.00
85.00
70.00
10.00
7.00
7.00
10.00
1.00
1.00
3.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
3.00
3.00
3.00
42.00
30.00
3.00
4.00
10,000.00
3.00
50.00
35.00
1.00
92.00
84.00
3.00
35.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
1,600.00
12,000.00
38.00
27.00
75.00
80.00
400.00
350.00
700.00
40.00
9,000.00
1,100.00
500.00
TOTAL

TOTAL COST
$
51.00
$
51.00
$
51.00
$
2,310.00
$
972.00
$
489.00
$
3,680.00
$
1,900.00
$
2,760.00
$
500.00
$
1,925.00
$
4,381.00
$ 25,852.00
$ 47,208.00
$ 19,470.00
$
1,260.00
$
256.00
$
320.00
$
840.00
$
4,800.00
$ 12,000.00
$ 24,662.00
$ 101,250.00
$
6,375.00
$
5,600.00
$
4,000.00
$
2,450.00
$
4,900.00
$
400.00
$
9,000.00
$
1,100.00
$
1,500.00
$ 292,313.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
2.10
2.10
2.10
52.20
52.20
0.79
6.30
6,825.00
2.10
127.60
63.80
0.12
101.88
94.63
3.25
9.28
11.60
11.60
11.60
1,682.00
15,800.00
40.60
33.60
81.20
71.92
400.20
516.20
754.00
104.40
6,772.50
1,096.20
174.00
TOTAL
AS READ

TOTAL COST
$
35.70
$
35.70
$
35.70
$
2,871.00
$
1,691.28
$
128.77
$
5,796.00
$
1,296.75
$
1,932.00
$
1,276.00
$
3,509.00
$
525.72
$ 28,628.28
$ 53,182.06
$ 21,092.50
$
334.08
$
371.20
$
371.20
$
812.00
$
5,046.00
$ 15,800.00
$ 26,349.40
$ 126,000.00
$
6,902.00
$
5,034.40
$
4,002.00
$
3,613.40
$
5,278.00
$
1,044.00
$
6,772.50
$
1,096.20
$
522.00
$ 331,384.84
$ 332,869.56

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
3.00
3.00
3.00
40.00
25.30
2.50
5.00
10,000.00
4.00
143.00
55.00
0.01
110.00
82.00
2.30
20.00
11.00
11.00
11.00
1,820.00
3,000.00
33.00
34.00
97.00
99.00
495.00
440.00
880.00
40.00
4,500.00
1,100.00
205.00
TOTAL
AS READ

TOTAL COST
$
51.00
$
51.00
$
51.00
$
2,200.00
$
819.72
$
407.50
$
4,600.00
$
1,900.00
$
3,680.00
$
1,430.00
$
3,025.00
$
43.81
$ 30,910.00
$ 46,084.00
$ 14,927.00
$
720.00
$
352.00
$
352.00
$
770.00
$
5,460.00
$
3,000.00
$ 21,417.00
$ 127,500.00
$
8,245.00
$
6,930.00
$
4,950.00
$
3,080.00
$
6,160.00
$
400.00
$
4,500.00
$
1,100.00
$
615.00
$ 305,731.03
$ 305,731.03

CHICAGOLAND PAVING
CONTRACTORS, INC.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
2.00
2.00
2.00
20.00
25.00
1.50
5.50
6,500.00
1.25
140.00
20.00
0.01
100.00
85.00
2.00
15.00
10.60
10.60
10.60
1,750.00
26,521.79
28.00
28.00
93.30
95.50
480.00
425.00
850.00
50.00
1,500.00
1,060.00
200.00
TOTAL
AS READ

TOTAL COST
$
34.00
$
34.00
$
34.00
$
1,100.00
$
810.00
$
244.50
$
5,060.00
$
1,235.00
$
1,150.00
$
1,400.00
$
1,100.00
$
43.81
$ 28,100.00
$ 47,770.00
$ 12,980.00
$
540.00
$
339.20
$
339.20
$
742.00
$
5,250.00
$ 26,521.79
$ 18,172.00
$ 105,000.00
$
7,930.50
$
6,685.00
$
4,800.00
$
2,975.00
$
5,950.00
$
500.00
$
1,500.00
$
1,060.00
$
600.00
$ 290,000.00
$ 290,000.00

ALAMP CONCRETE
CONTRACTORS, INC.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
1.00
1.00
1.00
10.00
40.00
3.00
4.00
10,000.00
5.00
110.00
10.00
0.01
100.00
90.00
3.00
15.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
2,000.00
50,000.00
35.00
28.00
85.00
85.00
650.00
450.00
650.00
45.00
10,000.00
1,500.00
500.00
TOTAL
AS READ

TOTAL COST
$
17.00
$
17.00
$
17.00
$
550.00
$
1,296.00
$
489.00
$
3,680.00
$
1,900.00
$
4,600.00
$
1,100.00
$
550.00
$
43.81
$ 28,100.00
$ 50,580.00
$ 19,470.00
$
540.00
$
32.00
$
32.00
$
70.00
$
6,000.00
$ 50,000.00
$ 22,715.00
$ 105,000.00
$
7,225.00
$
5,950.00
$
6,500.00
$
3,150.00
$
4,550.00
$
450.00
$ 10,000.00
$
1,500.00
$
1,500.00
$ 337,623.81
$ 337,623.81

BUILDERS PAVING, LLC.

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

UNIT COST
2.00
2.00
2.00
30.00
23.00
3.50
5.50
6,500.00
2.00
130.00
60.00
0.01
100.00
75.00
4.00
25.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
1,650.00
32,924.49
20.00
24.00
88.00
90.00
450.00
400.00
800.00
85.00
5,000.00
1,000.00
185.00
TOTAL
AS READ

TOTAL COST
$
34.00
$
34.00
$
34.00
$
1,650.00
$
745.20
$
570.50
$
5,060.00
$
1,235.00
$
1,840.00
$
1,300.00
$
3,300.00
$
43.81
$ 28,100.00
$ 42,150.00
$ 25,960.00
$
900.00
$
320.00
$
320.00
$
700.00
$
4,950.00
$ 32,924.49
$ 12,980.00
$ 90,000.00
$
7,480.00
$
6,300.00
$
4,500.00
$
2,800.00
$
5,600.00
$
850.00
$
5,000.00
$
1,000.00
$
555.00
$ 289,236.00
$ 289,236.00

COUNCIL ACTION SUMMARY – June 8, 2021
Consent Agenda: Consent Resolutions
J)

Resolution - Award a Contract for JULIE Utility Locating Services to
US Infrastructure Company (USIC)

Attachments:
•
•

Resolution
US Infrastructure Services Contract, dated June 2, 2021 (Exhibit 1)

You are being asked to approve a resolution that would authorize a contract for
$57,290.00 with US Infrastructure Services (USIC) for utility locating services.
This professional service contract enables the contractor that is already on site performing
locates for other utilities to utilize City GIS data to perform locates of City infrastructure at
the same time. Staff is proposing this service on a trial basis for one (1) year, which
includes a renewal option that includes a fixed 3% increase. At that time, performance
and costs will be evaluated to determine if this is a beneficial use for contracted work.
The contract is consistent with the other communities contracting these services that
participated in the Municipal Partnering Initiative. U.S.I.C. is the sole provider of locating
services in the vicinity that can meet the needs of communities of this size, and currently
conducts locating services for all the major utilities (ComEd, AT&T, Comcast, Nicor, etc.).
The community members that currently utilize their services include; Wheeling, Glenview,
and Highland Park.
The Public Works Department currently performs approximately 3,200 utility locates each
year, which results in approximately 1,200 hours of staff time annually.
The City created a full-time position (FTE) in the Water Operations Division as part of the
FY2020 budget that went into effect on January 1, 2020, to replace the thirty (30)
hour/week permanent part-time employee (PTE) when they retired in December of 2019.
The job responsibilities performed by the permanent part-time position have been placed
within the Water Operations Division. The PTE position’s total annual hours is 1,560.
As the Council will recall from previous discussions, Staff made a conscious decision to
not fill the budgeted full-time water meter reading/water operation position, to allow for the
addition of a Public Works administrative position. Upon consideration of this change,
staff felt that efficiencies could be found for certain job functions. However, by in large,
the utility locate services proposed are necessary to offset the additional work
responsibilities placed on the Water Operations Division. The implementation of this
service is a critical and necessary step in finalizing these efforts.
Staff will monitor this company’s performance and service costs and will keep the Council
abreast of any issues that arise as needed. The function of utility locating within the City
is an essential service that is crucial to protecting the integrity of the City’s water, sanitary,
storm sewer and electrical infrastructures. If it is determined that the performance of the
contractor is not of a standard that is acceptable to the City, then staff will request the
required personnel necessary to perform this task as part of the normal budget process.

The estimated cost of the contract is based on J.U.L.I.E. records from 2020 but these
costs are difficult to estimate and can vary greatly depending on the number and types of
locates requested. The estimated cost of a calendar year of service is $57,290.
Funding for this project is identified in the Utilities Fund Operating Budget (Water, Sewer,
Stormwater)
Previous Council Action: None.
Recommendation: To approve the Resolution as presented. Please note, the City and
Contractor Attorneys are in the process of making minor final revisions. Staff is
requesting this Resolution be approved, pending final review by the City Attorney.

RESOLUTION NO. 21-R-52

A RESOLUTION TO AWARD A CONTRACT FOR UTILITY LOCATING SERVICES

WHEREAS, the City of Rolling Meadows is a home-rule community, and the City
Council may waive formal bidding procedures if it determines that such action is in the
best interest of its residents; and
WHEREAS, the Public Works Director is recommending that the City’s use of US
Infrastructure Company (USIC), 9045 N River Road, Suite 300, Indianapolis, IN, 46240 to
perform JULIE Utility Locate Services as defined in the contract. USIC is recommended
for this service because of the uniqueness of the services they offer, the quality of their
expertise and technical support, their familiarity with the instrumentation and service
standardization in the City of Rolling Meadows.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the Mayor and the City Council of the
City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois as follows:
SECTION ONE: The Rolling Meadows City Council finds the public’s interest
would be served by waiving a formal bidding requirement to perform JULIE Utility Locates
during the time periods established in the contract.
SECTION TWO: The City Council of the City of Rolling Meadows, Illinois, accepts
and authorizes the Public Works Director’s signature on the contract submitted by USIC,
9045 N River Road, Suite 300, Indianapolis, IN, 46240, dated June 2, 2021, attached
hereto as Exhibit 1, to provide their services for providing locate services for the City’s
utility infrastructure, in an amount not to exceed $57,290, pending final review by the City
Attorney.

YEAS:
NAYS:
ABSENT:
Passed and approved this 8th day of June, 2021.

_______________________________
Joe Gallo, Mayor
ATTEST:

________________________________
Judith Brose, Deputy City Clerk

FACILITIES LOCATING AND MARKING
SERVICE CONTRACT

THIS CONTRACT is entered into as of June 2, 2021, and is by and between USIC
Locating Services, LLC, an Indiana limited liability company, (USIC), and City of Rolling
Meadows, (Customer), each individually a party, and collectively, the parties.
BACKGROUND
A. Customer owns and operates Facilities in the geographic area described on Exhibit A to
this Contract (Excavation Notification Area).
B. Customer desires to have USIC provide the necessary labor and equipment to provide
certain services relative to locating and marking Customer’s Facilities in the Contract
Service Area.
CONTRACT
Based on the Background set forth above and in consideration of the mutual
covenants, terms and conditions set forth below, USIC and Customer agree as follows:
1.

Definitions. In addition to the terms defined above the following capitalized terms
when used in this Contract shall have the following meanings:
1.1

Advance Locate Service means conductive, inductive, and map based
measurement locating methods which may include hand digging and/or
vacuum excavation to accurately complete a Locate which may include hand
digging and/or vacuum excavation.

1.2

Annual Contract Value means the aggregate of the last twelve months’
Contract revenue.

1.3

APWA means the American Public Works Association and its Underground
Utility Location and Coordination Council.

1.4

Atypical Condition (AC) means any unusual condition, exigency, or
occurrence at a given worksite that requires USIC’s use of extra resources

City of Rolling Meadows, IL

Contract #: 20001188

(including but not limited to manhole or vault entry, Unlocatable Facilities,
labor, time, and equipment) outside of those routinely expended by USIC to
accurately and safely complete a Locate.
1.5

Contract Year means the 365 (366 if period includes February during a leap
year) days beginning with the date this Contract begins and the anniversary
date each year after.

1.6

Custom Reporting means any reporting request from customer to USIC
that cannot be accomplished by customer via USIC customer portal.

1.7

Customer’s Facilities means any Facilities owned or operated by
Customer.

1.8

Damage Investigation Fee means the fee charged to Customer for any
damage investigation performed by USIC (to include Site photographs,
measurements and/or other applicable forensic data) from which it is
determined USIC is not at fault.

1.9

Damage to Customer’s Facilities means the penetration or destruction of
any protective coating, sheath, housing or other protective facility of
underground plant, the partial or complete severance of underground plant,
or the rendering of any underground plant partially or completely inoperable.

1.10

Emergency Normal Hours Locate means a request for a Locate that arises
from a condition that threatens life, health or property as defined by
applicable state law and are transmitted during USIC’s normal, non-holiday
business hours Monday through Friday (7:00 am – 5:00 pm).

1.11

Emergency After Hours Locate means a request for a Locate that arises
from a condition that threatens life, health or property as defined by
applicable state law and is transmitted on weekends or on weekdays outside
of the USIC’s normal business hours (7:00 am – 5:00 pm). All Emergency
After Hours Locates will be completed by the City of Rolling Meadows.
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Emergency Holiday Locate means a request for a Locate that arises from
a condition that threatens life, health or property as defined by applicable
state law and/or is transmitted on any Federally observed holiday (New
Year’s Day, Martin Luther King Jr. Day, President’s Day, Memorial Day,
Independence

Day,

Labor

Day,

Columbus

Day,

Veterans

Days,

Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day) or any state One-Call holiday. All
Emergency Holiday Locates will be completed by the City of Rolling
Meadows.
1.13

Environmental Handling Fee means a fee imposed to cover USIC’s cost
and labor associated with proper use, disposal, and storage or recycling of
any hazardous or harmful material to the environment.

1.14

Excavator means any person or entity which engages directly in excavation.

1.15

Facilities means any item used in connection with the storage or
conveyance of water, sewage, electronic telephonic or telegraphic
communications, cablevision, electric energy, petroleum products, gas,
gaseous vapors, hazardous liquids or other substance including, but not
limited to, pipes, sewers, conduits, cables, valves, lines, wires, manholes,
attachments and those parts of poles or anchors, either above or below
ground.

1.16

Gridding (also known as “Excavation Notification Area”) means the
geographic boundary area identified by Customer and provided to the
applicable state One-Call center which is used to determine whether a
request for Locate will generate a ticket for Customer after receipt of an
Excavator’s notification of intent to excavate (i.e., receipt of a locate ticket).

1.17

Hazardous Materials means any toxic or hazardous substance, hazardous
material, dangerous or hazardous waste, dangerous good, radioactive
material, petroleum or petroleum-derived products or by-products, or any
other chemical, substance, material or emission, that is regulated, listed or
controlled pursuant to any national, state, provincial, or local law, statute,
ordinance, directive, regulation or other legal requirement of the United
States (“U.S.”) or the country of the Site.
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High Profile Facilities means non-residential fiber cables, telecom cables
1200 pair or greater, electrical switchgears, 1000MCM(Mill) cable, 6” or

1.19

greater gas mains, and 10” or greater water mains.
Interruption of Service means an interruption in the services provided by
Customer to its customers arising from a Damage to Customer’s Facilities.

1.20

Locatable Facilities means Customer’s Facilities that can be located with
Reasonable Accuracy by using devices designed to respond to the presence
of Customer’s Facilities, together with records and facility prints, drawings,
and maps of sufficient accuracy, but shall specifically not include
Unidentifiable Facilities and Unlocatable Facilities.

1.21

Locate means the process of providing Locate Services in response to an
Excavator’s notice of intent to excavate in accordance with this Contract.

1.22

Locate Service means using Standard Locate Services or Advance Locate
Services to determine: 1) the presence or absence of Customer’s Facilities;
2) whether Customer’s Facilities conflict with proposed excavations; and 3)
where appropriate, the Marking of the proper path or routes of Customer’s
Facilities with Reasonable Accuracy.

1.23

Locator At Fault Damage means Damage to Customer’s Facilities caused
by an Excavator that occurs as a direct result of USIC not performing the
Locate with Reasonable Accuracy. Locator At Fault Damage does not
include alleged Damage to Customer’s Facilities arising from USIC’s late or
untimely Locates that were performed with Reasonable Accuracy prior to
the damage occurring.

1.24

Locator Not At Fault Damage means Damage to Customer’s Facilities
caused by an Excavator or other third party that occurs for any other reason
other than USIC not performing the Locate with Reasonable Accuracy.

1.25

Marking means the use of stakes and flags, paint or other clearly identifiable
materials at appropriately distanced intervals and at each divergence from
a straight line in accordance with the current marking standards of the
APWA.
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Project Locate is a ticket type designated by the state one call center or is
any Locate that involves multiple addresses or requires more than 30
minutes to Locate Facilities at the excavation Site. Project Locate time is
tracked using system time thresholds and may include any ticket type
(including but not limited to tickets designated as routine, normal, and/or
emergency).

1.27

Reasonable Accuracy means the placement of appropriate Markings
within the applicable state’s tolerance zone.

1.28

Repair Costs means the reasonable and customary, actual costs incurred
by Customer to repair Damage to Customer’s Facilities arising from Locator
At Fault Damages, but shall specifically exclude any Third Party Claims.
“Repair Costs” is equal to only the actual labor, equipment, and material
costs incurred by Customer to repair the Damage to Customer’s Facilities
as supported by actual invoice and/or receipts for work completed by each
repair contractor.

This shall include reasonable and customary costs

incurred by Customer’s in-house labor and 3rd party contractor(s), where an
itemized breakdown for all parties included in the repair is submitted. “Repair
Costs” specifically excludes, except where prohibited by law: the costs and
expenses listed in paragraph 7.2; overhead charges; costs arising from
betterment of plant (which shall include, among other things, any upgrade,
improvement, reinforcement, enlargement or extension of Customer’s
Facilities); administrative charges including third party administrator fees;
and costs arising out of collection actions, whether incurred by the Customer
or collection agencies.
1.29

Services means the services to be provided by USIC under this Contract.

1.30

Site means the premises where Services are performed and Customer has
ownership or exercises control.

1.31

Site Visit means to visit the Site of a request for a Locate, but there are no
Locatable Facilities to be marked.
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Standard Locate Service means 1) determining whether the Customer’s
Facilities are in conflict with proposed excavations when employing one
conductive hook-up point on either side of a Locate target that is Identifiable,
and 2) Marking, where appropriate, the proper path or routes of Customer’s
Facilities with Reasonable Accuracy.

1.33

Telecommunications Vault or Manhole Entry as stated 29 CFR
1910.269(x) is defined as an “enclosed space” or as a working space, such
as a manhole, vault, tunnel, or shaft, that has limited means of egress or
entry, that is designed for periodic employee entry under normal conditions,
and that does not contain a hazardous atmosphere, but that may contain a
hazardous atmosphere under abnormal conditions. “Manhole vaults” are
confined spaces where a person’s entire body can enter as opposed to
“handhole vaults” where a person can reach in only. USIC personnel are
authorized to only enter telecommunications manhole vaults when a second
person is onsite, but not inside the manhole vault, in a supporting safety role.

1.34

Third Party Claims means any claims for losses, fines, penalties, damages,
costs, fees, or expenses made by a person not a party to this Contract
arising from or related to Damages to Customer’s Facilities, including but
not limited to, claims as a result of (a) injury to or death of any person, (b)
damage to or loss or destruction of any property, or (c) losses identified in
Section 7.2.

1.35

Ticket means the document generated at and transmitted by the One-Call
center to USIC containing each request for Locate.

1.36

Unidentifiable Facilities means Customer’s Facilities that are neither
apparent on the records, facility prints, drawings, or maps provided by
Customer or from a Visual Examination.

1.37

Unlocatable Facilities, including untonable facilities, means Customer’s
Facilities whose presence is known either from records provided by
Customer or a Visual Examination, but which cannot be Marked with
Reasonable Accuracy using Standard Locate Service procedures employed
by USIC.
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Visual Examination means an attempt to determine the existence of
Customer’s Facilities at an excavation site by a reasonable visual inspection
of the dig site rather than from Customer’s maps and records.

1.39

Watch and Protect means to oversee Customer’s Facilities during unusual
or extensive excavation projects (i.e. road widening projects, sewer projects,
etc.) and providing appropriate Locate Services as may be dictated by the
nature and scope of the excavations. Service requires preauthorization or
prior agreement by the parties regarding criteria to be applied.

1.40

2.

White-Lining means the Excavator designates the route and/or area to be
excavated using white premarking either onsite or electronically (when
available through the One-Call center), prior to or during the request for the
Locate. The route of the excavation is marked with white paint, flags, stakes,
lines, polygons, or a combination of these to outline the dig site prior to or during
notification to the One-Call center and before the locator arrives on the job.

Responsibilities of USIC
2.1

USIC shall furnish all labor, materials, and equipment necessary to perform
Locate Services for Customer within the Contract Service Area, except for
the maps and records to be provided by Customer under Section 3.1. All
Ticket transmittals to USIC shall come directly from the One-Call center for
the Contract Service Area.

2.2

Upon receipt of a request for a Locate, USIC will assess whether a field visit
to the excavation site and a Visual Examination is required to determine if a
conflict exists between the Customer’s Facilities and the proposed
excavation. If USIC determines that no field visit or Visual Examination is
necessary, USIC will proceed under section 2.4 below.

2.3

If USIC determines that there are underground Locatable Facilities present
at the excavation site, USIC will indicate the presence of those Facilities with
appropriate Markings.
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If USIC determines that Customer’s Facilities are not present at the
excavation site, USIC will either notify Excavator prior to the proposed
excavation that Customer’s Facilities are not present or mark the excavation
site in a manner to indicate that Customer’s Facilities are not present at the
proposed excavation site.

2.5

Customer agrees that USIC will have the right to screen tickets via prints
and other technology which eliminates the requirement for an in person visit
to the Site. Customer also agrees that, notwithstanding anything to the
contrary contained in this Contract, USIC will not be liable for any damages
that occur because of incorrect prints.

2.6

If USIC determines that there are Unlocatable Facilities at the excavation
site, it will notify Customer and Customer will be responsible for determining
what course of action should be followed to assure that the Unlocatable
Facilities are not damaged by Excavator. USIC will not be liable for any
damages associated with an Unlocatable Facility.

2.7

Any maps and records furnished by Customer pursuant to section 3.1 shall
remain the property of Customer. USIC agrees to return all copies of such
maps and records to Customer upon Customer’s written consent or at the
termination of this Contract. This obligation of confidentially shall survive
the termination of this Contract. All customers maps and records shall be
kept confidential by USIC unless 1) such maps and records were previously
known to USIC free of any obligation to keep them confidential; 2) such
maps and records are given to USIC by a third party not obligated to keep
them confidential; 3) such maps and records become public without any act
or omission of USIC; or 4) otherwise, as required by law.

2.8

Subject to the terms of section 3.2, USIC shall perform the Services as an
independent contractor and as such, USIC has the right to exercise control
and supervision of the work and full control over the employment, direction,
compensation and discharge of all persons assisting it in performing the
Services. Further, USIC agrees that it will be solely responsible for the
payment of its employees and for the payment of all federal, state, county
and municipal taxes and contributions pertaining thereto.
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USIC shall comply with the provisions of all applicable permits and licenses
relative to the Services to be performed hereunder.

3.

Responsibilities of Customer
3.1

Customer agrees not to suppress or screen any tickets in the Excavation
Notification Area that would otherwise come to USIC from the state OneCall center. All Customer tickets shall be transmitted directly to USIC from
the state One-Call center.

3.2

Customer shall not change existing Gridding such that the volume of tickets
received by USIC is reduced with the applicable state One-Call center on or
after the Contract Effective Date except as provided in Section 5.4.

3.3

Customer agrees to provide USIC with the maps and prints in a GIS format
(.shp, .mdb, or .gdb) and One-Call ticket information (One-Call format for the
applicable state) via e-mail or web services to USIC’s Ticket Management
System, so as to permit USIC to provide the Locate Services. Customer
acknowledges that it is Customer’s responsibility to keep all applicable
maps, records, and prints up to date and provide them to USIC in a timely
manner via Secure File Transfer Protocol (SFTP.) USIC bears no liability
for Customer’s failure to provide accurate maps, records, and/or prints, or
any damage which arises from inaccurate maps, records, and/or prints.

3.4

Customer agrees that it will reasonably cooperate with USIC regarding
receipt and resolution of Third Party Claims, which cooperation shall include
but not be limited to reasonable information sharing.

3.5

Customer will pay USIC for the Locate Services in accordance with the
charges set forth on Exhibit A. USIC shall bill for all tickets received from the
State One-Call center, on behalf of Customer. USIC will not be responsible
for the accuracy, updates to or the completeness of the definition of the
Contract Service Area that Customer has provided to the State One-Call
center.
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Customer agrees to provide USIC with all state-issued 811 codes and a
comprehensive Customer Point of Contact list within twenty-four (24) hours
of Contract execution.

3.7

Customer recognizes White-Lining as a best practice for safe excavations.
Customer agrees to use its best efforts to promote proper “White-Lining” by
Excavators.

3.8

For Locates involving subsurface electric transmission of voltages greater
than 33kV: (1) Customer will provide a qualified electric worker to identify
the utility locating equipment connection point(s), via Customer’s
transmission engineering and system expertise; (2) Customer will make the
connection(s) safely without requiring entry inside the Minimum Approach
Distance for such hazards; (3) Markings will be provided outside the
Minimum Approach Distance. The Locate may require the Customer to
make multiple connections to safely reach the full scope of the
Ticket. Customer will be notified via email of any Locates with an electric
transmission line on the Site and once the Marking is complete.

4.

Invoicing and Payment Terms
4.1

USIC will remit monthly invoices to Customer via Customer specified email
address.

4.2

All amounts payable under this Contract shall be paid on a net thirty (30)
days basis, following the date of invoice.

4.3

A 3% late payment fee will be assessed for any invoice past due.

4.4

If Customer fails to pay any invoice pursuant to the payment terms set out
in this section, then USIC may give written notice describing such breach
(“Notice of Default”). If such material breach is not curable or the Customer
fails to pay USIC’s invoices within ten (10) days following receipt of the
Notice of Default then, at the option of USIC, this Agreement shall terminate,
in addition to all the other rights and remedies available to the non-breaching
party under this Agreement and at law and in equity.
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If Customer fails to pay any Invoice according to the provisions of this
Agreement and (a) such failure continues for a period of five Business Days
after written Notice of such failure is provided to Customer or (b) USIC has
reasonable grounds for insecurity regarding the performance by Customer
of any obligation under this Agreement, then USIC, by delivery of written
Notice to Customer, may demand Adequate Assurance by Customer.
“Adequate Assurance” means, at the option of Customer, (i) the advance
payment in cash by Customer to USIC for Work or (ii) delivery to USIC by
Customer of a letter of credit in an amount equal to not less than the
aggregate amounts owed from Customer to USIC hereunder for the prior
two month period. If Customer fails to provide Adequate Assurance to USIC
within 72 hours of USIC’s request, USIC shall have the right to, at its sole
option, (i) renegotiate payment terms under the Agreement; (ii) terminate
this Agreement upon written Notice to Customer, or (iii) suspend or reduce
all services under this Agreement without prior Notice to Customer, in each
case, without limiting any other rights or remedies available to USIC under
this Agreement or otherwise. If USIC exercises the right to terminate this
Agreement or suspend or reduce any services, then Customer shall not be
entitled to take, or cause to be taken, any action hereunder or otherwise
against USIC for such termination, suspension, or reduction.

5.

Term, Termination, Changes and Exclusive Nature of Contract
5.1

This Contract shall be effective as of June 1, 2021, and continue for a period
of one (1) year, with automatic renewal for consecutive periods of one (1)
year on each expiration date, unless sooner terminated pursuant to Section
5.3.

5.2

Customer shall use USIC as its exclusive provider of Locate Services within
the Excavation Notification Area as identified in Exhibit A.

5.3

Either party to this Contract can terminate this Contract upon thirty (30) days’
prior written notice to the other. Upon such termination Customer shall only
be liable for payment for any Services performed by USIC prior to the
effective date of termination. Failure by Customer to provide proper notice
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under this provision will result in a penalty equal to 30 days average billing
over the prior twelve-month period.
5.4

Either party may at any time propose changes in the schedule or scope of
this Contract. USIC is not obligated to proceed with any change until both
parties agree upon such change in writing.

The written change

documentation will describe the changes in the scope and schedule, and the
resulting changes in price and other provisions, as agreed.
5.5

The scope, pricing, schedule and other provisions may, as appropriate, be
equitably adjusted by USIC within 30 days of written notification to reflect
additional costs or obligations incurred by USIC resulting from a change in
Customer’s requirements or procedures, or in industry specifications, codes,
standards, applicable laws or regulations.

5.6

Without prejudice to any other right or remedy USIC may have under the
Agreement, at law and/or in equity and upon providing written notice of such
termination to Customer, USIC may terminate the Agreement without any
liability being owed thereby by Customer to Contractor, in the event of the
occurrence of any of the following:
5.6.1. insolvency of Customer;
5.6.2. filing of a voluntary petition in bankruptcy by Customer;
5.6.3. filing of an involuntary petition in bankruptcy against Customer;
5.6.4. appointment of a receiver or trustee for Customer;
5.6.5. execution by Customer of an assignment or any general assignment
(other than an assignment undertaken in connection with a financing) for the
benefit of creditors;
5.6.6. commencement of any legal proceeding against Customer that, in
USIC's opinion, may interfere with USIC's ability to perform in accordance with
the Contract;
5.6.7. or Customer consolidates with, or merges with or into, or transfers all
or substantially all of its assets to, another entity and/or sells, assigns or
otherwise transfers the Contract; in each case without USIC's advance written
consent.
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Investigations of Damage to Customer’s Facilities
6.1

Should Customer become aware of any Damage to Customer’s Facilities
that occurs after USIC has been asked to perform a Locate for Customer,
the Customer shall promptly, and not later than twelve (12) hours from
becoming aware of the Damage, notify USIC. This notification may be made
by calling USIC at 1-800-778-9140 or by sending an email to
USICDispatch@usicllc.com and should include the street address of the
damage location, damage date and size/type of facility. Both parties to this
Contract reserve the right and shall be entitled to investigate any reports of
Damage to Customer’s Facilities.

6.2

USIC will investigate incidents of Damage to Customer’s Facilities and
provide, upon request, a written report of its findings to Customer. Such
report will contain USIC’s determination as to whether the Damage to
Customer’s Facilities constitutes a Locator At Fault Damage. Customer
shall have thirty (30) days after notification of USIC’s completion of the
investigation to contest USIC’s conclusion. Unless Customer notifies USIC
in writing within such time period that it disputes USIC’s conclusion as to a
Locator At Fault Damage, USIC’s conclusion with regard to that issue shall
be deemed final and binding with respect to this Contract. If Customer
disputes USIC’s conclusion, the parties will seek to mutually resolve such
dispute and if they cannot, such dispute will be resolved in accordance with
section 12.

6.3

USIC shall be entitled to collect a Damage Investigation Fee for each
investigation, performed by USIC relating to a potential or alleged Damage
to Customer’s Facilities, unless such investigation concludes or the parties
ultimately agree that the damage was Locator At Fault.

6.4

Customer agrees that should it fail to notify USIC as provided in section 6.1
of any Damage to Customer’s Facilities within twelve (12) hours after
Customer receives notice of the damage, then USIC shall not be liable to
Customer for Repair Costs arising from that Damage to Customers’
Facilities and Customer shall indemnify USIC against Third Party Claims as
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applicable, in accordance with Section 7, even if it is later determined that
such damage constitutes a Locator At Fault Damage.
6.5

When damages are determined to be Locator at Fault Damage, Customer
agrees that USIC will be invoiced for repair costs only with supporting
documentation provided with the invoice. Customer agrees not to invoice
USIC for third party claims administrator fees.

6.6

Customer agrees to submit all supporting documents and detail for any
claims related to USIC’s failure to perform within 6 months of date of claims
invoice. If USIC does not receive supporting detail to justify the invoice,
Customer shall waive the ability to further request payment or withhold
payment for USIC due to any contested invoices. This provision does not
preclude Customer from seeking remedies in a court of competent
jurisdiction.

7.

Limitation of Liability and Indemnification
7.1

USIC will be responsible for paying Customer’s Repair Costs only if: a) USIC
receives a request to provide Locate Services with respect to Customer’s
Facilities at the location of the Damage, and b) the Damage to Customer’s
Facilities constitutes a Locator At Fault Damage. Repair Costs payable by
USIC shall at no time collectively exceed $5,000 per incident. If the Damage
to Customer’s Facilities is not At Fault Damages or if Customer’s Facilities
are Unidentifiable Facilities or Unlocatable Facilities, USIC’s only
responsibility will be to provide whatever support to Customer it can
reasonably provide to establish whether the Excavator or another third party
is liable for such Damage to Customer’s Facilities. The total liability of USIC
for all claims of any kind arising from or related to the formation, performance
or breach of this Contract or any products or Services shall not exceed one
times the annual collected contract value determined by trailing twelve
month period, to the extent compliant with applicable law.

7.2

To the fullest extent compliant with applicable law, USIC shall not be liable
for loss of profit or revenues, loss of use of equipment or systems,
Interruption of Service, cost of replacement power, cost of capital, downtime
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costs, increased operating costs, administrative costs including third party
administrator fees, and any special, consequential, incidental, indirect or
punitive damages, or claims of any customers of Customer for any of the
foregoing types of damages. Nothing in Sections 7.1 or 7.2 shall be
interpreted to limit liability on the part of USIC for wanton, willful, reckless,
or grossly negligent conduct on the part of USIC.
7.3

Each Customer and USIC (as an “Indemnifying Party”) shall defend and
indemnify the other party (as an “Indemnified Party”) from and against claims
brought by a third party, on account of personal injury or damage to the third
party’s tangible property, to the extent caused by the negligence of the
Indemnifying Party in connection with this Contract. In the event the injury
or damage is caused by joint or concurrent negligence of Customer and
USIC, the loss or expense shall be borne by each party in proportion to its
degree of negligence. The Indemnifying Party may retain counsel of its
choosing, at its own expense. The Indemnified Party may retain separate
or additional counsel as well, but cost of such counsel shall be borne by the
Indemnified Party. USIC shall not indemnify Customer for claims resulting
from Damages that are not caused by USIC’s negligence or for damages to
Unidentifiable Facilities, Unlocatable Facilities or Third Party Claims that
arise from the sole negligence or willful misconduct of Customer, its agents
or employees.

8.

Price Revisions
8.1

At the beginning of each Contract Year subsequent to the first Contract
Year, the charges for Locate Services set forth on Exhibit A shall be
increased annually by 3%.

8.2
Section
requires
revision

Notwithstanding Section 8.3, USIC may, following the first contract year,
adjust the prices for Locate Services set forth on Exhibit A upon reasonable
justification and thirty (30) days’ notice to Customer. Unless Customer
contests, in writing within the thirty (30) day notice period, the price increase
will become effective on the date identified in USIC’s notice. If Customer
contests the basis for the price increase as provided above, the parties shall
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either negotiate a mutually agreeable resolution or resolve the dispute as
provided in section 12.1.
8.3

USIC may on a semiannual basis adjust fees based upon fluctuation in fuel
prices. The adjustment will be based on “U.S. Regular Conventional Retail
Gas

Prices”

from

the

US

Department

of

Energy

site:

http://www.eia.doe.gov/oil_gas/petroleum/data_publications/wrgp/mo
gas_history.html.
9.

Environmental Health and Safety Matters
9.1

Customer shall maintain safe working conditions at the Site, including,
without

limitation,

implementing

appropriate

procedures

Hazardous Materials, confined space entry, and

regarding

energization and de-

energization of power systems (electrical, mechanical and hydraulic) using
safe and effective lock-out/tag-out (“LOTO”) procedures including physical
LOTO or a mutually agreed upon alternative method.
9.2

Customer shall timely advise USIC, in writing, of all applicable Site-specific
health, safety, security, and environmental requirements and procedures,
which shall include any instructions to USIC’s personnel regarding
Customer’s safety practices.

Without limiting Customer’s obligations

pursuant to Article 3 USIC may, from time-to-time, review and inspect
applicable health, safety, security and environmental documentation,
requirements and/or procedures at the Site.
9.3

If, in USIC’s reasonable opinion, the health, safety, or security of personnel
at a Site may be imperiled by security risks, terrorist threats/acts, potential
exposure to Hazardous Materials, or unsafe working conditions; USIC may:
(1) evacuate some or all of its personnel from Site; (2) suspend performance
of all or any part of the Contract; (3) remotely perform or supervise work;
and/or (4) take any other action necessary to protect such personnel. Any
such occurrence shall be considered an excusable event. Customer shall
reasonably assist in any such evacuation.
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Operation of Customer’s equipment is the responsibility of Customer.
Customer shall not require or permit USIC’s personnel to operate
Customer’s equipment at Site.

9.5

Customer will make its Site medical facilities and resources available to
USIC personnel who need medical attention.

9.6

USIC has no responsibility or liability for the pre-existing condition of
Customer’s equipment or the Site. Prior to USIC starting any work at Site,
Customer will provide documentation that identifies the presence and
condition of any Hazardous Materials existing in or about Customer’s
equipment or the Site that USIC may encounter while performing under this
Contract.

Customer shall disclose to USIC industrial hygiene and

environmental monitoring data regarding conditions that may affect USIC’s
work or personnel at the Site. Customer shall keep USIC informed of
changes in any such conditions.
9.7

USIC shall notify Customer if USIC becomes aware of: (i) conditions at the
Site differing materially from those disclosed by Customer, or (ii) previously
unknown physical conditions at Site differing materially from those ordinarily
encountered and generally recognized as inherent in work of the character
provided for in the Contract. If any such conditions cause an increase in
USIC's cost of, or the time required for, performance of any part of the work
under the Contract, an equitable adjustment in price and schedule shall be
made.

9.8

Information Transfer: As referenced in OSHA 1910.269(a)(3) and (a)(4),
before work begins, the appropriate Customer’s Representative shall
provide USIC access to the following information:
a.

Existing characteristics and conditions of the Customer’s
installations that are related to the safety of the work to be
performed;

b.

Information about the design and operation of the Customer’s
installations that USIC needs;

c.
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d.

Ground fault studies;

e.

Hand hole, manhole, and utility vault details; and

f.

Danger poles tagging

As referenced in OSHA 1910.269(a)(3), USIC shall ensure that each of its
employees is instructed in hazardous conditions relevant to the work, and
USIC shall advise the Customer of any hazardous conditions found before
and during the work.

9.10

If USIC encounters Hazardous Materials in Customer’s equipment or at the
Site that require special handling or disposal, USIC is not obligated to
continue work affected by the hazardous conditions. In such an event,
Customer shall eliminate the hazardous conditions in accordance with
applicable laws and regulations so that USIC’s work under the Contract may
safely proceed, and USIC shall be entitled to an equitable adjustment of the
price and schedule to compensate for any increase in USIC’s cost of, or time
required for, performance of any part of the work. Customer shall properly
store, transport and dispose of all Hazardous Materials introduced,
produced or generated in the course of USIC’s work at the Site.

9.11

Customer shall indemnify USIC for any and all claims, damages, losses, and
expenses arising out of or relating to any Hazardous Materials which are or
were (i) present in or about Customer’s equipment or the Site prior to the
commencement of USIC’s work, (ii) improperly handled or disposed of by
Customer or Customer’s employees, agents, contractors or subcontractors,
or (iii) brought, generated, produced or released on Site by parties other
than USIC.

10.

Equal Employment
10.1

USIC is an equal opportunity employer. We are committed to ensuring equal
employment opportunities for all applicants and employees, and do not to
discriminate on the basis of sex, race, religion, color, national origin, age,
disability, genetic information, or veteran status, or any other basis protected
by federal, state or local law.
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Insurance
11.1

USIC provides the following insurance coverage:

INSURANCE COVERAGE:

LIMITS:

Workers Compensation

Statutory Limit

Employers’ Liability
Each Accident

$1,000,000

Disease, Policy Limit

$1,000,000

Disease, Each Employee

$1,000,000

Comprehensive General Liability
(contractual liability limited to terms and conditions of the insurance policy)
Each Occurrence

$2,000,000

(bodily injury, advertising injury, personal injury and advertising injury)

12.

General Aggregate

$8,000,000

Products Completed Operations Aggregate

$8,000,000

Medical Limits

Not Covered

Damages to Premises Rented to You Limit

$1,000,000

Automobile Liability CSL

$5,000,000

Cyber

$10,000,000

Dispute Resolution
12.1

The parties agree that any dispute, controversy, or claim arising out of or
related to this Contract, including any question regarding its existence or
validity, shall be resolved in accordance with this Section 12.

12.2

Prior to seeking third party adjudication relating to a dispute under the terms
of this Contract, the party will first informally attempt to resolve the dispute with
the other party by seeking a meeting with the appropriate higher management
representative(s) of the other party via written notice. Such meeting shall be
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held within twenty (20) business days after the giving of notice. All negotiations
and resolutions pursuant to this Section 12.1 are confidential and shall be
treated as compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes of the
applicable rules of evidence. If the dispute is not resolved within thirty (30)
business days after the giving of notice, or such later date as may be mutually
agreed, either party may pursue formal resolution in accordance with the
below Section 12.3.
12.3

The Parties shall attempt to resolve any claims, disputes and other
controversies arising out of or relating to this Agreement (collectively,
“Disputes”) promptly by negotiation between individuals who have authority to
settle the Dispute and who are at a higher level of management than the
persons with direct responsibility for administration of this Agreement. All
negotiations pursuant to this Section are to be deemed confidential and shall
be treated as compromise and settlement negotiations for purposes of
applicable rules of evidence.
If the Dispute has not been resolved by negotiation within sixty (60) Days of
the disputing Party’s initial notice, or if the Parties failed to meet for the first
time within ten (10) Days of the initial notice, then either Party may initiate
arbitration or litigation for matters in dispute of $250,000 or less. For all
matters in dispute over $250,000, either party may initiate litigation in a court
of competent jurisdiction. Either Party shall have the right, in its discretion, to
include by joinder persons or entities substantially involved in a common
question of law or fact whose presence is required if complete relief is to be
accorded in any litigation.

13.

Non Solicitation
13.1

Customer agrees that during the Term of this Contract and for a period of
twelve (12) months thereafter, Customer will not hire or solicit for hire any
employee of USIC who has been used by USIC within the last six months
for the purpose of providing the Services to Customer.

Section
requires
revision
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Force Majeure
14.1

Neither party shall be deemed to be in default of this Contract to the extent
that any delay or failure to perform its obligations, other than the payment
of money, results from any cause beyond its reasonable control and
without its fault or negligence, such as acts of God, acts of civil or military
authority, embargoes, epidemics, pandemics, war, riots, insurrections,
fires, explosions, earthquakes, floods, unusually severe weather conditions
or strikes. If USIC claims that it is delayed by such a cause, it shall notify
Customer immediately and Customer shall be entitled to obtain the
Services from any other person until such cause terminates as evidenced
by a notice from USIC that such cause has ended.

15.

Contract Modification and Assignment
15.1

This Contract may only be modified or amended by a written instrument
signed by an authorized representative of USIC and Customer. The term
“Contract” shall include any such future amendments or modifications.

15.2

Customer may not assign, delegate, or otherwise transfer its rights or
obligations under this Agreement, voluntarily or involuntarily, whether by
merger, consolidation, dissolution, affiliation, operation of law, or any other
manner, without at least 60 days’ advance notice and the prior written
consent of USIC.

16.

Contract Entirety
16.1

This Contract shall constitute the entire contract between the parties with
respect to the subject matter of this Contract. Customer and USIC each
represent that it has read this Contract, agrees to be bound by all terms and
conditions contained in this Contract, and acknowledge receipt of a signed,
true exact copy of this Contract.

17.

Severability Clause
17.1

The parties expressly agree that if any provision of this Contract is held
unenforceable, then such provision will be modified to reflect the parties’
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intention. All remaining provisions of this Contract shall remain in full force
and effect.
18.

Contract Notification
18.1

Any notice, consent or other communication given under this Contract shall
be in writing (unless otherwise specified in this Contract as permitting oral
or verbal communication) and delivered to the below authorized
representative of each party, specifying the subject matter and any other
persons at USIC or Customer who should be notified of the notice, consent,
or other communication. Notice shall be effective on the date when sent via
email or, if delivered via certified mail, such notice shall be effective five (5)
days after the date of mailing thereof.
18.1.1 USIC authorized representative:
Attn: Contracts
9045 River Road, Suite 300
Indianapolis, IN 46240,
contracts@usicllc.com
18.1.2 Customer authorized representative:
Attn: Ryan Rivard
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
rivardr@cityrm.org

[Signature page follows]
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be
executed by their duly authorized officers or representatives.

City of Rolling Meadows

USIC Locating Services, LLC

By:

By:

__________________________
(Signature)
__________________________
(Please print)

Title:

__________________________

Darin Stalbaum
(Please print)
Title:

Date 6/2/2021
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Exhibit A

USIC Locating Services, LLC shall provide Water, Sanitary & Storm Sewer Locating
Services:
In the State of Illinois
Member Codes (state One-Call CDC or Customer Description Codes): ROLL0A
USIC Locating Services, LLC Pricing:
$ 16.85

Per Ticket Received from the One Call

$ 40.00

Per Normal Business Hour Emergency Call Out Ticket

$ 15.00

Project Price Per Quarter Hour for Tickets that Exceed 30 Minutes

$ 275.00

Damage Investigation Fee

All City Holiday Emergency & After Hour Emergency tickets will be completed InHouse by the City of Rolling Meadows Staff.

Mail Invoices To:

City of Rolling Meadows
ATTN: Ryan Rivard
3900 Berdnick Street
Rolling Meadows, IL 60008
Phone: 847-963-0500
Email: rivardr@cityrm.org’

USIC shall render invoices and statements to Customer on a monthly basis. Each
statement shall be paid by Customer within thirty (30) days of invoice date.
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SR1)
TOPICS TO MENTION
June 8, 2021
1)

Congratulations & Happy Retirement to Deputy Fire Chief Rick Acosta on Friday,
June 18th. Rick started as a firefighter/paramedic with the Rolling Meadows Fire
Department on August 16, 1993 and has successfully moved up the ranks during his
tenure. As Deputy Fire Chief, he has been challenged in helping eliminate some
duplications in the Fire Department, increase safety in the Department, and working
with Fire Chief Moxley he has been able to prepare the Fire Department personnel for
the future. His administrative skills have been highly respected by other employees
as well as other Departments in the area. Rick has been deployed from the City to
help out as Illinois has responded to numerous natural disasters in his tenure (mostly
with his swift water experience).

2)

Congratulation to Battalion Chief Pete Sutter who has been selected as the next
Deputy Chief in the Fire Department. He will start his new duties after Deputy Chief
Acosta’s retirement.

3)

Friday, June 11th – Annual Block Party to be conducted on Central Road (Barker
Avenue to Jay Lane) from 4:30 pm to 8:30 pm. [Be prepared for a road closure]. Jet
Set 4 Chicago (a Latin band) will be playing from 4:30 pm to 5:30 pm and American
English (Beatles tribute band) will be playing from 6:30 pm to 8:30 pm.

4)

Friday, June 11th from 4:00 pm to 5:30 pm there will be a Food Pantry/Bike
Safety/Taco Truck event held at East Park Apartments (located at 2260 Algonquin
Road). Thank you to Willow Creek Church for being the main sponsor of this event.

5)

Sunday, June 13th the Annual Special Olympics Law Enforcement Torch run will be
conducted on Golf Road in the morning. For further information, to participate, or to
donate please contact Police Chief Nowacki at 847-255-2416.

6)

Monday, June 14th is the annual Flag Retirement Ceremony led by Scout Troop 168
and this will be conducted at 7:00 pm at the Kimball Hill Park Fire Pit/Bowl. Anyone
can bring flags to be retired or drop them off at City Hall and we will make sure they
are brought over for the event.

7)

Friday, June 18th is the first scheduled Friday Rock and Roll in Meadows. This event
takes place from 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm at Kimball Hill Park (3266 Kirchoff Road).
Music will be provided by the musical group Hi-Infidelity (80’s cover band).

8)

The next schedule Blood Drive with Vitalant is set for Thursday, June 24th from 1:00
pm to 7:00 pm in City Hall (Council Chambers). Due to the need for social
distancing, appointments are really needed for this event and may be scheduled by
contacting Vitalant at 877-258-4825. Wearing of a face covering (mask) is required.

Walk-ins will only be accommodated if no scheduled appointments are present in the
Council Chambers. (Future Blood Drives for 2021 are now scheduled to be
conducted on August 26th, October 28th, and December 23rd).

9)

If you missed the May 29th City Market, the next one is scheduled for June 26th from
10:00 am to 2:00 pm at Community church (2720 Kirchoff Road).

10)

Do you have a crime tip or information that may help the Rolling Meadows Police?
Please contact Rolling Meadows crime Stoppers at 1-847-590-7867 (1-847-590STOP).

11)

Please Shop, Dine and Order in Rolling Meadows (it is more important than ever).
During these times, it is significant to remember our big boxes, restaurants and
small businesses.

SR2) Traffic Review Committee Report

No Report for May

SR3)

AGENDA
COMMITTEE OF THE WHOLE
June 15, 2021 – 7:30 p.m.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)

FY 2020 City Audit
Actuarial Discussion on Police and Fire Pensions
FY 2022 Budget Parameters
Police Social Worker Update
Assistant City Manager Position Discussion
Revise Drainage Program
2800 Brockway Recapture Discussion

SR4)

AGENDA
CITY COUNCIL MEETING
June 22, 2021 -7:30 p.m.
CALL TO ORDER: Mayor Joe Gallo
PLEDGE OF ALLEGIANCE TO THE FLAG:
ROLL CALL:

KAREN MCHALE, NICK BUDMATS, KEVIN O’BRIEN, JENIFER VINEZEANO,
JON BISESI, MANDY REYEZ, LARA SANOICA

MOTION TO APPROVE CITY COUNCIL MINUTES OF JUNE 8, 2021 CITY COUNCIL
MEETING
MOTION TO DEVIATE:
NEXT ORDINANCE NO. 21-00
NEXT RESOLUTION NO. 21-R-00
MAYOR’S REPORT:
WARD REPORTS:
MEETING OPEN TO THE PUBLIC FOR 20 MINUTES:
PENDING:
A) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (2nd Reading)
B) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances to Provide for
a New Restaurant Incentive (2nd Reading)
C) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend Chapter 102 “Taxation” of the Code of Ordinances in Order to
Create a Retail Home Rules Sales Tax Incentive (2nd Reading)
D) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Amend the Alcohol Liquor Code to Increase the Number of Licenses
Permitted Under the Class A1 Liquor License - Hickory Roosters, Inc. located at 5440 New Wilke
Road (2nd Reading)

City Council
June 22, 2021
Page 2
CONSENT ORDINANCES:
E) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve an Ordinance Confirming and Extending the State of Emergency
within the City of Rolling Meadows Due to the COVID-19 Pandemic (1st Reading)
F) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve a Text Amendment to Add Outdoor Storage as an Allowed
Special Use in the M-1 and M-2 Zoning Districts to Section 122-331 of City Zoning Code of
Ordinances, City of Rolling Meadows, Petitioner (1st Reading)
G) Ordinance No. 21-00 – Approve a Special Use Pursuant to Section 122-301(3) of the City of
Rolling Meadows Zoning Code of Ordinances to Allow Outdoor Storage of Company Vehicles,
and Other Relief Necessary to Accommodate the Outdoor Storage, in an M-1 Zoning District,
3835 Industrial Avenue (1st Reading)
NEW BUSINESS:
H) MOTION TO APPROVE PAYMENT OF BILLS ON WARRANT 6/22/2021
CONSENT RESOLUTIONS:
I) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Extend Contract with Flood Brothers
J) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for Public Works Parking Lot Repaving Phase III
K) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Accept Homeowner’s Association Agreement from Meadows Edge
L) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Accept Homeowner’s Association Agreement from Plum Tree
M) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Approve a Change Order for Roadway Patching Operations at
Various Locations
N) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for 2021 Sewer Lining Program
O) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for the Purchase of Public Works Truck #1
P) Resolution No. 21-R-00 – Award a Contract for the Purchase of Public Works Truck #2
OTHER BUSINESS & REPORTS:
Mayor's Appointments:
Mayor's Proclamations:
City Clerk's Report:
City Staff Reports:

1)
2)
3)
4)

Community Items of Interest
May 2021 Financials
May 2021 New Businesses
July 13, 2021 City Council Draft Agenda

MATTERS NOT ON THE AGENDA:
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CLOSED SESSION:
ADJOURNMENT:

Committee of the Whole Agenda – June 8, 2021

1)

Elected Officials Training

Attachment:
• 2021 Elected Officials Training PowerPoint (with signoff)
Background:
City Attorney Melissa Wolf will be conducting elected officials training at tonight’s
Committee of the Whole meeting. [Attorney Wolf will also be reaching out to the City
Council to do some additional training & clarification discussions on a one-to-one or
two-to-one bases].
If the May 18th Committee of the Whole meeting does go extremely late, then the training
will be continued at the June 15th Committee-of-the-Whole meeting.
Topics that will be included in this training and additional discussions will consist of:
What is a Home Rule Community; Managerial Form of Government; Elected Officials
Roles and Responsibilities; City Council Interaction with City Staff; City Council
Meetings; Closed Sessions; Roberts Rules; Open Meetings Act; Freedom of Information
Act; Ethics and Gift Ban Act; Prohibited Political Activities; Conflict of Interest;
Harassment Training; Lobbying; Zoning & Comp Plan; Recommendations from the City
Committees; Other Taxing Bodies; Library & the City Relation; Professional Services;
Competitive Bidding and the Lowest Responsible Bidder; Unions & Collective
Bargaining; Fire & Police Commission; Fire & Police Pension Boards; Basic Economic
Development Tools like TIF & SSA’s; the City Budget as a Policy Tool; Election Code;
Respecting Staff’s Neutrality; and Avoiding Interfering in the Day-to-Day Operations.

Staff Comments & Recommendation:
The City’s Attorneys have conducted this training every two to four years for the City.
[This training provides for a good overview of duties, responsibilities, obligations &
pitfalls for elected officials]. It is also good to discuss and emphasize open meetings and
procedures.
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City of Rolling Meadows is a Home Rule Community


Powers of Home Rule Communities:
◦

Increased Taxing Authority


◦

As a Home Rule municipality the City has the power to tax except as limited by the Constitution
or the state legislature. The Constitution prohibits the City to tax income, earnings or
occupations.

Increased Regulatory Authority


While Non-Home Rule municipalities have only the power to regulate as provided by statutes,
the City as a Home Rule municipality has broader powers to regulate to protect the health, safety
and welfare of its citizens, provided a regulation is not:



a) Pre-empted by the state legislature. (Examples of those limitations on occupations
consist of licensing and regulating real estate brokers, architects, barbers or engineers, or;
b) Are prohibited by the constitution as matters of “state wide” concern. (Examples of
matters of state wide concern are the Illinois Motor Vehicle Code, the Open Meetings Act or
the Freedom of Information Act.)

2





The City Manager is responsible for the day-to-day operations of the City. The City Manager is also in
charge of hiring and firing except for items before the Police & Fire Commission. Duties, authority,
personnel, and limitations of authority are prescribed by State Statue or the City Code of Ordinances.
The City Manager is appointed by a majority of the City Council. City Manager sets agendas. The City
Manager has a broad range of powers which are specifically set forth in 2-224 of the Code of
Ordinances.
City Council Determines the Policy for the City. This policy is in the form of ordinances and resolutions
adopted by the City Council and as may be codified into the City’s Code of Ordinances. The City
Council determines the City’s annual budget and attendant therewith the taxes and fees imposed by
the City.
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Section 2-42 of the City Code dictates procedure for Council and staff interaction, as follows:











Inquiries by any member of the city council for the city staff to research or investigate a matter will be
handled as follows:

(1) City councilmembers may directly request that department heads provide research or investigation
on matters relevant to their respective departments if the research and response will take less than one
hour to complete.
(2) The department head will make the estimate of how much time the inquiry will require.

(3) If the councilmember knows or the department head determines that the inquiry will take more
than one hour of staff time for a response, the inquiry shall be referred to the city manager for
approval. The city manager may approve or deny the request or discuss the matter further with the city
councilmember.
(4) If the city manager determines that the inquiry will require more than four hours of staff time to
complete, the inquiry shall be referred to the city council for determination by motion of the city
council as to whether the city councilmember's inquiry should proceed.

(5) Department heads shall advise the city manager, in writing, of all inquiries by members of the city
council. The city manager shall report to the city council the results of all city councilmember inquiries
made to department heads.
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Duties of the Mayor:
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦

◦

The Mayor is the chief executive officer of the City
The Mayor acts for and on behalf of the City on formal occasions and receptions. In his absence or
inability to attend any such function, the Council may select any other City officer to so act.
As the Local Liquor Commissioner, the Mayor has the power to revoke or suspend and/or fine liquor
licenses.
The Mayor signs ordinances, resolutions and contracts on behalf of the City; and
In addition, the Mayor performs all other duties and shall have all additional powers that are or may
be prescribed by state laws or City ordinances.
The Mayor is the presiding officer at meetings of the City Council.
Voting
 According to the City Code, the Mayor does not vote on any ordinance, resolution or motion
except: (i) where the vote of the aldermen has resulted in a tie and the matter does not involve a
resolution, or motion which creates any liability against the City or the expenditure or
appropriation of its money; or (ii) where four of the aldermen then holding office have voted in
favor of an ordinance, resolution or motion; or (iii) where a vote greater than a majority of the
corporate authorities is required by law to adopt an ordinance, resolution, or motion. In each
instance specified, the Mayor shall vote unless the ordinance, resolution, or motion has received
a vote sufficient for adoption. Nothing in this section shall deprive an acting Mayor or Mayor pro
tem from voting in his capacity as alderman, but he shall not be entitled to another vote in his
capacity as acting Mayor or Mayor pro tem. (City Code, §2-40),
Notwithstanding the above, in the event that an ordinance or resolution requires a vote of the
“corporate authorities” the Mayor votes.
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◦

Veto Power

◦

The Mayor has the power to veto any ordinance and any resolution or motion providing for the
expenditure of funds or incurring any liability. The Mayor performs the veto by submitting his
written objections at the next regular meeting of the city council occurring not less than five days
after the passage of the matter. The City Council may override the veto by a 2/3rds vote of the
Council. (City Code, §2-48).
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Duties of Aldermen
◦

The Council shall be the legislative division of the City government and shall perform such other
duties and have such powers as may be authorized by statute.

◦

Voting


◦

The passage of all ordinances for whatever purpose and of any resolution or motion (i) to create
any liability against the City or (ii) for the expenditure or appropriation of its money, shall
require the concurrence of a majority of the aldermen, unless otherwise expressly provided by
law. The yeas and nays shall be taken upon the question of the passage of the designated
ordinances, resolutions, or motions and recorded in the journal of the City Council. Likewise, the
yeas and nays shall be taken upon the question of the passage of any other resolution or motion
at the request of any alderman and shall be recorded in the journal.

The City’s ordinances provide that each Council member shall vote unless excused by the Council.
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City Clerk – An Elective Office which is currently vacant and has been for years



Duties and authority
◦
◦
◦
◦
◦



The City clerk shall seal and attest all City contracts and all other documents as shall require this
formality.
The clerk shall be the custodian of the City seal and shall affix its impression on documents
whenever this is required.
The City clerk shall be the custodian of all documents belonging to the City, which are not assigned
to the custody of some other City officer by law.
The City clerk shall keep and maintain a proper index to all documents and records kept by the
clerk, so that ready access thereto and use thereof may be had.
In addition to the duties provided in this division, the City clerk shall perform such duties and
functions as may be required by statute or ordinance.

Deputy City Clerk
◦

The City Manager is authorized to appoint a deputy clerk, who shall have the power and duty to
execute all documents required by law or ordinance to be executed by the City clerk and affix the
City seal thereto whenever required. The City Manager can appoint himself as the deputy clerk.
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Regular Meetings.
◦

The regular meetings of the City Council are published at the end of each year for the following
year. A quorum of the City Council is required to conduct a meeting. A quorum would consist of 5
members of the City Council. In the event there was not a quorum, the City Council would call the
meeting to order, state that a quorum is not present and adjourn the meeting.

Special Meetings.
◦

Special meetings of the City Council may be called by the Mayor or by any three members of the
Council in writing filed with the clerk. Notice of all special meetings shall be given as required by
the Illinois Open Meetings Act, 5 ILCS 120/1 et seq. Not less than 48 hours prior to such meeting,
the City clerk shall cause notice of such meeting to be given to each member of the City Council.
The notice shall specify the time and purpose of such meeting and shall be delivered to each
member of the Council personally if he can be found, and if he cannot be found by leaving a copy of
such notice at the home of such Councilmember with an adult member of the family of the
alderman. The clerk shall execute an affidavit showing service of such notice as provided in this
section or a bona fide attempt to make service on each alderman as provided in this section, which
affidavit shall be filed in his office prior to the time fixed for such special meeting. Special meetings
may be held without such notice in a bona fide emergency. Any special meeting attended by all
members of the Council shall be a regular meeting for the transaction of business, provided that
agenda items are disclosed at the time of notification of the special meeting.
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Consent Agendas


The City agenda contains ordinances and resolutions which are located on a consent agenda. The
consent agenda is designed to allow the Council to pass several ordinances or resolutions by
unanimous consent of the Council. If Council member wishes to remove a matter form the consent
agenda, the alderman shall request that the item be pulled from the agenda to allow discussion on that
particular item. If the matter is not pulled from the consent agenda, it may be approved by unanimous
consent without discussion.

Preparation of Agenda Matters

The City Manager prepares the agenda. The City Manager presents the draft agenda at the first regular
city council meeting of each month for the upcoming regular City Council meeting, including the
subsequent month's committee of the whole meeting. The City Council, by motion, may amend,
approve, or reject the proposed agenda. The City Manager may add items to the approved proposed
agenda if the city manager determines that the additional agenda item relates to the public health,
safety, or welfare of the city, or is otherwise essential to the efficient operation of the City. (City Code,
§2-43)

When a member wishes to present a new matter at the meeting of the Council, the communication,
petition, order, resolution, ordinance or other original matter, must be sent by the Alderman to the
office of the City Clerk prior to the regularly scheduled Council meeting for distribution to the other
members or address the matter at the ward report segment of the agenda or at such time that the
pertinent matter appears on the City Council meeting agenda for Council action. (City Code, §2-89).


Roberts Rules.
◦ The City has adopted Roberts Rules of Order unless the City Council has adopted an ordinance to
the contrary of Roberts Rules of Order in which case the City’s ordinance takes precedence.
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The presiding officer of the City Council shall preserve order and decorum and may
speak to points of order in preference to other members and shall decide all questions
of order subject to appeal. (City Council, §2-82).
All City officials are required to conduct themselves appropriately and in a professional
manner. (City Code, §2-53). During in person meetings, please be reminded that the
microphones are live and recording in the Council chambers. For virtual meetings,
please be reminded that such meetings should be conducted and governed with the
same professional decorum required during in-person meetings of the City Council.
Examples of this include refraining from eating or drinking anything (other than water)
and remaining in attendance and on camera for the duration of the meeting. In
addition, the recordings of the virtual meetings easily pick up back ground noise and
others’ voices, so please continue to follow the instructions of the Mayor and make sure
that your microphones are muted, with the exception of when you are personally called
to speak or vote.
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Motions
◦ When a motion is made, it requires a second to place the matter for discussion or debate before the
Council. A Council member is permitted to speak not more than two times on a pending motion,
unless allowed by the Council and then only when a Council member who has not spoken desires to
speak on the question. No member shall speak for more than 10 minutes. Once the Mayor has
called for a vote, a Council member must vote yea or nay. A Council member cannot explain or
make a speech prior to voting. Once the Mayor announces the vote, a Council member cannot
change the vote.
The Code of Ordinances provides for the precedence of motions and how motions are to be made.
They are set forth at Section 2-103 through 2-113. Those sections are as follows:
◦

Sec. 2-103. - Precedence of motions.
 When a question is under debate in the Council, the following motions shall be in order and shall
have precedence over each other in order, as listed:
 1) To adjourn to a day certain;
 2) To adjourn;
 3) To take a recess;
 4) To lay on the table;
 5) The previous question;
 6) To refer;
 7) To amend;
 8) To defer or postpone to a time certain;
 9) To defer or postpone (without reference to time); and
 10) To defer or postpone indefinitely

◦

Motions to adjourn, to lay on the table, and to call the previous question shall be decided without
debate
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Sec. 2-104. - Motions to adjourn.
◦ (a) A motion to adjourn the Council shall always be in order except: (1) When a member is in
possession of the floor; (2) While the yeas and nays are being called; (3) When the members are
voting; (4) When adjournment was the last preceding motion; and (5) When it has been decided that
the previous question shall be taken. (b) A motion simply to adjourn shall not be subject to
amendment or debate, but a motion to adjourn to a time certain shall be. (c) The Council may at
any time adjourn over one or more regular meetings, on a vote of a majority of all the aldermen
authorized by law to be elected.
Sec. 2-105. - Moving the previous questions.
◦ When the previous question before the Council is moved on the main question and seconded, it
shall be put in this form: "Shall the main question now be put?" If such motion is carried, all further
amendment and all further motions and debate shall be excluded and the question put without
delay, upon the pending amendments in proper order, and then upon the main question. Since this
motion may prematurely cut short the debate of the Council, it requires a 2/3 vote to pass.
Sec. 2-106. - Motions to lay on the table and take from the table.
◦ (a) A Councilmember's motion simply to lay a question on the table shall not be debatable; but a
motion to lay on the table and publish, or with any other condition, shall be subject to amendment
and debate. (b) A motion to take any motion or other proposition from the table may be proposed
at the same meeting at which such motion or proposition was laid upon the table, provided twothirds of the aldermen vote therefor. (c) A motion to lay any particular motion or proposition on the
table shall apply to that motion or proposition only. An amendment to the main question or
pending question may be laid on the table, and neither the main question nor such other pending
question shall be affected thereby.
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Sec. 2-107. - Motion to postpone or defer.
◦ (a) When consideration of a Councilmember's motion or other proposition is postponed indefinitely, it shall
not be again taken up at the same meeting. (b) A motion to postpone indefinitely shall not open the main
question to debate. (c) A motion to defer or postpone, without any reference to time, shall not be construed
as a motion to postpone indefinitely, but shall be considered to be of the same general nature and to
possess the same general attributes, so far as applicable under the rules in this division, as a motion to
postpone indefinitely or to a time certain.
Sec. 2-108. - Motion to amend.
◦ (a) A Councilmember's motion to amend an amendment shall be in order, but to amend an amendment to an
amendment shall not be entertained. (b) An amendment modifying the intention of a motion shall be in
order, but an amendment relating to a different subject shall not be in order. (c) On an amendment to strike
out and insert, the paragraph to be amended shall first be read as it stands, then the words proposed to be
stricken out, then those to be inserted, and finally the paragraph as it will stand if so amended shall be read.
(d) An amendment to the main question or other pending question may be referred to a committee, and
neither the main question nor such other pending question shall be affected thereby.
Sec. 2-109. - Filling of blanks.
◦ When a blank is to be filled by the Council, and different sums or times proposed, the question shall be
taken first on the least sum or the longest time.
Sec. 2-110. - Motion to substitute.
◦ A substitute for any original proposition under debate or for any pending amendment to such proposition
may be entertained, notwithstanding that at such time further amendment is admissible, and if accepted by
the Council by vote shall entirely supersede such original proposition or amendment, as the case may be,
and cut off all amendments appertaining thereto.
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Sec. 2-111. - Motion to reconsider.
◦

(a) A vote or question may be reconsidered at any time during the same Council meeting or at the
first regular meeting held thereafter. A motion of reconsideration, having been once made and
decided in the negative, shall not be renewed, nor shall a motion to reconsider be reconsidered. (b)
A motion to reconsider must be made and seconded by members who voted on the prevailing side
of the question to be reconsidered, unless otherwise provided by law. However, when a motion has
received a majority vote in the affirmative, but is declared lost solely on the ground that a greater
number of affirmative votes is required by statute for the passage or adoption of such motion, a
motion to reconsider may be made and seconded only by those who voted in the affirmative on
such question to be reconsidered.
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The Open Meetings Act (“OMA”) provides that all meetings, with certain exceptions, shall be open to
the public. If an exception to the OMA applies, the Council may retire to a closed session to discuss the
matter.
The intent of the Open Meetings Act (5 ILCS 120 et seq.) is to ensure that the actions of public bodies
be taken openly and that their deliberations be conducted openly.
The Act declares it is the public policy of the state that citizens be given advance notice of the right to
attend all meetings at which any business of a public body is discussed or acted upon in any way.
The exceptions to the public’s right to attend a meeting of a public body exist only in limited
enumerated circumstances.
Prior to going into a closed session, there must be a vote to go into a closed session, a second to the
motion and a roll call vote. The Mayor will also announce the section of the OMA allowing to go into
closed session along with a general description of the notice of the matter to be discussed. The Mayor
will also announce whether the Council plans to return to open session.
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Meetings must be held at specified times and in a location that is convenient and open to the public.
No meeting may be held on a legal holiday unless the regular meeting day falls on that holiday.
According to the Open Meetings Act, a meeting is, “…any gathering, whether in person or by video or
audio conference, telephone call, electronic means (such as, without limitation, electronic mail,
electronic chat, and instant messaging), or other means of contemporaneous interactive
communication, of a majority of a quorum of the members of a public body held for the purpose of
discussing public business.”
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The corporate authorities of the City consist of 8 members: the Mayor and 7 Aldermen.



A quorum, or majority, of the corporate authorities is 5 members.










As a result, a majority of a quorum of the corporate authorities is 3 members.

Discussion between 3 or more members of the corporate authorities regarding City business outside of
a properly noticed public meeting is prohibited. (As such, 2 members can discuss public business at
any time without violating the Act).
A majority of a quorum is permitted to meet in casual situations, but may not discuss City business at
these functions unless proper notice of the meeting is given.

As set forth in the definition of a “meeting”, the communication can be of an electronic means such as
telephone calls, e-mails, texts or chat rooms. There is no clear definition as to what is considered
“contemporaneously”. If a Council member sends an e-mail discussing City business to each of the
other aldermen, there is no violation of the OMA at that point since there is no discussion of City
business. If an alderman responds, then a discussion begins. If that response is only to one other
Council member, there is no violation of the OMA since it is not taking place by a majority of a quorum.
However, if the Council member “replies to all” then a discussion violates the OMA as it would be the
same as if all of the Council members were in one room discussing City business.
Contemporaneous e-mail correspondence (or instant messaging, which may included text messages)
between 3 or more members of the corporate authorities outside of a properly noticed public meeting
is prohibited.
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Each elected or appointed member of a public body must successfully complete an electronic training
curriculum on the Act, which is developed and administered by the Public Access Counselor. The
training must be completed by no later than the 90th day after the date the member (1) takes the oath
of office (if an oath is required) or (2) otherwise assumes responsibilities as a member of a public body
(if an oath is not required).
Each member successfully completing the electronic training curriculum must file a copy of the
certificate of completion with the City, which will be maintained by the Deputy Clerk in the personnel
file of the member.
An elected or appointed member who has successfully completed the training will not be required to
complete the training again in relation to their elected or appointed position.
The failure to complete the training does not invalidate any action of the City.
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All meetings required by the Act to be public must be held at specified times and places which are convenient
and open to the public. No meeting required to be public may be held on a legal holiday unless the regular
meeting day falls on that day.
Public notice of the schedule of the regular meetings shall be given at the beginning of each year.
If a change is made in regular meeting dates, at least 10 days’ notice of such change must be given by
publication in a local newspaper and must also be posted at the principal office of the public body.
An agenda for each regular meeting shall be posted at the principal office of the public body and at the location
where the meeting is to be held at least 48 hours in advance.
If the City has a website maintained by a “full-time staff,” the agenda of any regular meeting and notice of all
public meetings must be posted on the website. This notice requirement includes posting of the schedule of all
regular meetings. The minutes of any regular meeting open to the public must also be posted within 10 days of
Board approval and must remain on the website for at least 60 days.
Under the Open Meetings Act (OMA), the Council may not take any action on a matter, unless such matter is
specifically identified on the agenda and that agenda is posted in accordance with the notice requirements of
the OMA. This OMA agenda requirement in no way precludes the discussion of items not specifically set forth on
the agenda, but only restricts formal action on any matter not on the agenda. As such, the Council should feel
free to discuss City business matters not specifically identified on the agenda, in accordance with the meeting
rules of procedure, but may not make any motion related to or vote on such matter. The logical time to discuss
these additional matters at the City Council meeting, is during the “Ward Reports” or “Matters Not On the
Agenda” component of the meeting. However, please be reminded that no motions or seconding of motions
should take place during these components of the meeting. If the member has documentation relevant to the
new matter for discussion, he or she should present that documentation to the City Clerk prior to the meeting, if
possible, for distribution to the other Council members in accordance with City Code, §2-89.
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At regular meetings, an item not listed on the agenda can be discussed, but not aced upon.
The requirement of a regular meeting agenda shall not preclude the consideration of items not
specifically set forth in the agenda; however, the Illinois Appellate Court in Rice v. Board of Trustees of
Adams, County, Illinois, 326 Ill. App. 3d 1120 (4th Dist., 2002), held that consideration of an item of
new business not included on the agenda for the meeting is limited to deliberation and discussion, and
does not include the taking of action on the item.
The validity of any action taken by the City which is germane to a subject on the agenda shall not be
affected by other errors or omissions on the agenda.
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Except in the case of a bona fide emergency, public notice of any special meeting, rescheduled regular
meeting or of any reconvened meeting shall be given at least 48 hours before each meeting, which
notice shall also include the agenda of such meeting.
Only items on the agenda of a special meeting may be discussed.

Reconvened meetings open to the public do not require public notice if: (a) the meeting is reconvened
within 24 hours; or (b) an announcement of the time and place of the reconvened meeting was made at
the original, open meeting and there is no change in the agenda.
Notice of meetings due to a bona fide emergency shall be given as soon as practicable, but in any
event, prior to the holding of the meeting to any news medium which has filed an annual request for
notice.
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A proper motion must be made in an open meeting in order for the corporate authorities to enter into a
closed meeting.
The motion to go into a closed meeting must contain the identification of the specific exception
allowing the closed meeting, and a roll call vote of each member must be taken.

No final action may be taken in a closed meeting. Final action taken in an open meeting must be
preceded by a public recital of the nature of the matter being considered and other information that
will inform the public of the business being conducted.

The exceptions to the Open Meetings Act which authorize closed meetings are to be strictly construed
against closed meetings and extend only to subjects clearly within their scope.
Exceptions authorize, but do not require, closed meetings to discuss a subject covered by an
exception.
Only the topics specified in the motion to enter into a closed meeting may be considered during the
closed meeting.
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Not every matter may go into closed session. Section 2(c) of the Open Meetings Act specifically identify
those subject which are allowed to be discussed in a closed meeting, as follows:
(1) The appointment, employment, compensation, discipline, performance, or dismissal of specific
employees, specific individuals who serve as independent contractors in a park, recreational, or
educational setting, or specific volunteers of the public body or legal counsel for the public body,
including hearing testimony on a complaint lodged against an employee, a specific individual who
serves as an independent contractor in a park, recreational, or educational setting, or a volunteer of
the public body or against legal counsel for the public body to determine its validity. However, a
meeting to consider an increase in compensation to a specific employee of a public body that is
subject to the Local Government Wage Increase Transparency Act may not be closed and shall be open
to the public and posted and held in accordance with this Act.
(2) Collective negotiating matters between the public body and its employees or their representatives,
or deliberations concerning salary schedules for one or more classes of employees.
(3) The selection of a person to fill a public office, as defined in this Act, including a vacancy in a public
office, when the public body is given power to appoint under law or ordinance, or the discipline,
performance or removal of the occupant of a public office, when the public body is given power to
remove the occupant under law or ordinance.
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(4) Evidence or testimony presented in open hearing, or in closed hearing where specifically authorized by
law, to a quasi-adjudicative body, as defined in this Act, provided that the body prepares and makes
available for public inspection a written decision setting forth its determinative reasoning.
(5) The purchase or lease of real property for the use of the public body, including meetings held for the
purpose of discussing whether a particular parcel should be acquired.
(6) The setting of a price for sale or lease of property owned by the public body.
(7) The sale or purchase of securities, investments, or investment contracts. This exception shall not apply
to the investment of assets or income of funds deposited into the Illinois Prepaid Tuition Trust Fund.
(8) Security procedures, school building safety and security, and the use of personnel and equipment to
respond to an actual, a threatened, or a reasonably potential danger to the safety of employees, students,
staff, the public, or public property.
(9) Student disciplinary cases.
(10) The placement of individual students in special education programs and other matters relating to
individual students.
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(11) Litigation, when an action against, affecting or on behalf of the particular public body has been filed
and is pending before a court or administrative tribunal, or when the public body finds that an action is
probable or imminent, in which case the basis for the finding shall be recorded and entered into the
minutes of the closed meeting.
(12) The establishment of reserves or settlement of claims as provided in the Local Governmental and
Governmental Employees Tort Immunity Act, if otherwise the disposition of a claim or potential claim
might be prejudiced, or the review or discussion of claims, loss or risk management information, records,
data, advice or communications from or with respect to any insurer of the public body or any
intergovernmental risk management association or self insurance pool of which the public body is a
member.
(13) Conciliation of complaints of discrimination in the sale or rental of housing, when closed meetings are
authorized by the law or ordinance prescribing fair housing practices and creating a commission or
administrative agency for their enforcement.
(14) Informant sources, the hiring or assignment of undercover personnel or equipment, or ongoing, prior
or future criminal investigations, when discussed by a public body with criminal investigatory
responsibilities.
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(15) Professional ethics or performance when considered by an advisory body appointed to advise a
licensing or regulatory agency on matters germane to the advisory body's field of competence.
(16) Self evaluation, practices and procedures or professional ethics, when meeting with a representative
of a statewide association of which the public body is a member.
(17) The recruitment, credentialing, discipline or formal peer review of physicians or other health care
professionals, or for the discussion of matters protected under the federal Patient Safety and Quality
Improvement Act of 2005, and the regulations promulgated thereunder, including 42 C.F.R. Part 3 (73 FR
70732), or the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, and the regulations
promulgated thereunder, including 45 C.F.R. Parts 160, 162, and 164, by a hospital, or other institution
providing medical care, that is operated by the public body.
(18) Deliberations for decisions of the Prisoner Review Board.
(19) Review or discussion of applications received under the Experimental Organ Transplantation
Procedures Act.
(20) The classification and discussion of matters classified as confidential or continued confidential by the
State Government Suggestion Award Board.
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(21) Discussion of minutes of meetings lawfully closed under this Act, whether for purposes of approval by
the body of the minutes or semi-annual review of the minutes as mandated by Section 2.06.
(22) Deliberations for decisions of the State Emergency Medical Services Disciplinary Review Board.
(23) The operation by a municipality of a municipal utility or the operation of a municipal power agency or
municipal natural gas agency when the discussion involves (i) contracts relating to the purchase, sale, or
delivery of electricity or natural gas or (ii) the results or conclusions of load forecast studies.
(24) Meetings of a residential health care facility resident sexual assault and death review team or the
Executive Council under the Abuse Prevention Review Team Act.
(25) Meetings of an independent team of experts under Brian's Law.
(26) Meetings of a mortality review team appointed under the Department of Juvenile Justice Mortality
Review Team Act.
(27) (Blank).
(28) Correspondence and records (i) that may not be disclosed under Section 11-9 of the Illinois Public Aid
Code or (ii) that pertain to appeals under Section 11-8 of the Illinois Public Aid Code.
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(29) Meetings between internal or external auditors and governmental audit committees, finance
committees, and their equivalents, when the discussion involves internal control weaknesses, identification
of potential fraud risk areas, known or suspected frauds, and fraud interviews conducted in accordance
with generally accepted auditing standards of the United States of America.
(30) Those meetings or portions of meetings of a fatality review team or the Illinois Fatality Review Team
Advisory Council during which a review of the death of an eligible adult in which abuse or neglect is
suspected, alleged, or substantiated is conducted pursuant to Section 15 of the Adult Protective Services
Act.
(31) Meetings and deliberations for decisions of the Concealed Carry Licensing Review Board under the
Firearm Concealed Carry Act.
(32) Meetings between the Regional Transportation Authority Board and its Service Boards when the
discussion involves review by the Regional Transportation Authority Board of employment contracts under
Section 28d of the Metropolitan Transit Authority Act and Sections 3A.18 and 3B.26 of the Regional
Transportation Authority Act.
(33) Those meetings or portions of meetings of the advisory committee and peer review subcommittee
created under Section 320 of the Illinois Controlled Substances Act during which specific controlled
substance prescriber, dispenser, or patient information is discussed.
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(34) Meetings of the Tax Increment Financing Reform Task Force under Section 2505-800 of the
Department of Revenue Law of the Civil Administrative Code of Illinois.
(35) Meetings of the group established to discuss Medicaid capitation rates under Section 5-30.8 of the
Illinois Public Aid Code.
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Any person may record the proceedings at any public meeting by tape, film, or other means.
Any witness may refuse to testify while a meeting is being taped or filmed; if so, the taping or filming
shall be prohibited during the witness’ testimony.
Reasonable rules governing the right to record a meeting may be prescribed.
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All public bodies must keep written minutes of all of their meetings.



The minutes shall include, but are not limited to:

(a) the date, time and place of the meeting;

(b) the attendance of the members of the public body recorded as present or absent; and
(c) a summary of discussion on all matters, proposed, deliberated, or decided, and a record of
any votes taken.






A public body must approve the minutes of an open meeting within 30 days of the meeting or at the
second subsequent regular meeting. Minutes of open meetings must be available for public inspection
within 7 days of their approval by the public body.

Minutes of closed meetings are only made available to the public if the public body determines that it is
no longer necessary to protect the public interest or an individual’s privacy by keeping them
confidential.
Closed minutes are reviewed semi-annually to determine if they should remain closed or be released as
open to the public.
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Any person may file a “Request for Review” with the Public Access Counselor of the Illinois Attorney
General’s Office seeking review as to whether or not the corporate authorities of a public body have
complied with the requirements of the Open Meetings Act.
Any person, including the State's Attorney, may institute a civil suit in the circuit court where the
violation of the Act occurred or is about to occur or where the principal office of the public body is
located.

Suit brought by anyone other than the State’s Attorney must be brought within 60 days of the meeting
alleged to be in violation of the Act.
Suit brought by the State’s Attorney must be brought within 60 days of the meeting alleged to be in
violation of the Act, or, if facts concerning the meeting are not discovered within the 60-day period,
within 60 days of the discovery of a violation.

A court may grant any relief it finds appropriate, including requiring that a meeting be open to the
public, injunction against future violations of the Act, public disclosure of meeting minutes, and
declaring null and void any final action taken at a closed meeting in violation of the Act. The court may
also assess attorney’s fees and litigation costs to the prevailing party.
Violation of the Act is a Class C misdemeanor. (A Class C misdemeanor in Illinois carries a maximum
penalty of up to 30 days in county jail and a maximum fine of $1,500 plus any mandatory court costs.
The defendant may be placed on a period of court supervision, conditional discharge or probation for
up to 2-years.)
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The intent of the Freedom of Information Act (5 ILCS 140 et seq.) is to ensure that all citizens are
provided full and complete information regarding the affairs of government and the official acts and
policies of those who represent them.
The Act promotes the transparency, accountability and openness of all levels of government.
All citizens have the right to full and free access to public records maintained by the City.
Purpose of FOIA (5 ILCS 140/1 et seq.) – to open governmental records to public scrutiny

Public policy of Illinois that all persons are entitled to full and complete information regarding the
affairs of government and the official acts and policies of public officials and public employees
Public access is necessary to enable the full and free discussion of issues, make informed political
judgements and monitor government to ensure it is being conducted in the public interest.

For further training, the Illinois Attorney General usually offers FOIA training on its website, but such
training is not available at this time. The City will keep its officials posted on additional training as it
becomes available.
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The General Assembly recognizes that the Act imposes fiscal obligations on public bodies to provide
adequate staff and equipment to comply with the Act; however, compliance with the Act is determined
to be a primary duty of public bodies to the people of the state.

There is a presumption that all records are open to inspection and copying. As a result, documents,
including letters, e-mails and memoranda prepared, used, received, possessed or under the control of
the City must be disclosed to the public upon request.
While some exceptions to disclosure exist, including disclosures which would violate personal privacy,
officials should be aware that most documents drafted regarding City business must be disclosed to
the public when requested.
The limited exceptions to the Act are to be strictly construed. A public body that asserts that a record
is exempt from disclosure has the burden of proving the exemption by clear and convincing evidence.
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FOIA defines “public record” as:
◦ “all records, reports, forms, writings, letters, memoranda, books, papers, maps, photographs,
microfilms, cards, tapes, recordings, electronic data processing records, electronic communications,
recorded information and all other documentary materials pertaining to the transaction of public
business, regardless of physical form or characteristics, having been prepared by or for, or having
been or being used by, received by, in the possession of, or under the control of any public body.”
(FOIA – 5 ILCS 140/2(c))
To qualify as a public record, the following two criteria must be met:
◦

The record must pertain to public business rather than private affairs; and

◦

The record must have been either (1) prepared by a public body, (2) prepared for a public body, (3)
used by a public body, (4) received by a public body, (5) possessed by a public body, or (6)
controlled by a public body.

FOIA defines “public body” as:
◦

“all legislative, executive, administrative, or advisory bodies of the State, state universities and
colleges, counties, townships, cities, villages, incorporated towns, school districts and all other
municipal corporations, boards, bureaus, committees, or commissions of this State, any subsidiary
bodies of any of the foregoing including but not limited to committees and subcommittees thereof.”
(FOIA – 5 ILCS 140/2(a))
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While the FOIA does not normally involve Council members, it is important to note that e-mails and
text messages from a Council member’s private device may be required to be produced to respond to a
FOIA request. While the courts have held that a Council member is not a “Public body” as defined in the
FOIA, there are exceptions.
Certain communications that are stored in a public official’s personal e-mail or text account may be
subject to disclosure pursuant to the Freedom of Information Act.
Communications that are stored in a public official’s personal e-mail or text account must pertain to
public business. Private communications not pertaining to public business are not subject to
disclosure.
In addition, communications in personal accounts must be that of the “public body.” In other words,
there must be a nexus to the City.
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Communications Subject to Disclosure
◦ Communications pertaining to public business that sent to or received during a public meeting
◦ Communications pertaining to public business that are sent to or received by a quorum of the
members of a public bodies
◦ Communications pertaining to public business and such public official (i.e. Mayor, City Manager,
Department Head) has the authority to make unilateral decisions that are binding on the City (i.e.
authority to enter into contracts, authority to hire or discipline employees).
Unilateral and Unbinding Decision
◦ Relevant inquiry:
◦ Can the official function as the public body without having to convene an official meeting?
You may wish to and it would be greatly preferred, that you use your City e-mail account for e-mails to
other Council members. In the event that one of the above three (3) exceptions apply, you will need to
obtain any of the e-mails which may be the subject of a FOIA request to the City. If the City e-mail
account is used, the City can more easily obtain those e-mails and respond to a FOIA request.
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Actions Required for FOIA Request






When a request for records, stored in a public official’s personal e-mail or text account, is made
pursuant to the FOIA, the public body and the public official /employee must do the following:
◦ A public body must ask the public officials/employees who are the subject of the records request if
they used their personal e-mail and text accounts to conduct public business related to the
requested records
◦ If the answer is yes, the public official/employee must conduct a reasonable search of their personal
e-mail and text accounts to determine whether the requested records pertaining to public business
are stored in their personal e-mail or text accounts.
Reasonable / Adequate Search
◦ The critical issue is not whether relevant documents might exist, but whether the agency’s search
was reasonably calculated to discover the requested documents
◦ Public bodies are not required to perform an exhaustive search of every possible location for a
public record, but must search places that are reasonably likely to contain responsive records
Search Results
◦ If public records exist in personal e-mail or text accounts, the public official/employee shall
disclose such records to the City’s FOIA officer for review and response
◦ If no public records exist in personal e-mail or text accounts, the public official/employee must
provide the City’s FOIA officer with a reasonably detailed affidavit setting forth: (1) the type of
search that such public official/employee performed and (2) attesting that all accounts likely to
contain any such requested records were searched and no such records were found
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Best Practices






Avoid using personal e-mail or text accounts to send or receive communications pertaining to public
business

Inform others that communications pertaining to public business should be directed to City e-mail or
text accounts

Forward any communications pertaining to public business maintained on your personal e-mail or text
account to your City e-mail or text account



Refrain from sending e-mails or text messages pertaining to public business to a quorum of the public



Refrain from sending e-mails or text messages pertaining to public business during a public meeting
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FAQ’s


Can the City now search my private accounts or other private locations in response to a FOIA request?
◦



If I maintain a City-issued device or cell phone, am I still required to conduct a search of my private
accounts?
◦



No, there is no law that imposes any such requirement. The City is merely required to ask the
public official/employee whether their personal accounts contain responsive records.

Yes, if requested and even if you maintain a City-issued device or cell phone, you are still required
to conduct a reasonable search of your private accounts for public records and provide the City’s
FOIA officer with an affidavit regarding your search. If you have not used your personal accounts
to conduct public business, you must say so in your affidavit.

If there are public records on my personal accounts, is my private information still protected?
◦

Yes, FOIA exempts from disclosure private information, such as the financial information, personal
telephone numbers, personal e-mail addresses and home addresses of public officials. Private
information is such that is “highly personal or objectionable to a reasonable person and in which
the subject’s right to privacy outweighs any legitimate public interest in obtaining the information.”
In addition, any statutory exemptions listed in FOIA still apply.
And remember, only those communications that pertain to public business are potentially subject
to disclosure. BGA v. City of Chicago Office of Mayor specifically provides that no information
concerning an official’s private life need be disclosed to the FOIA officer.
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A public record that is not in the possession of a public body but is in the possession of a party with
whom the agency has contracted to perform a governmental function on behalf of the public body, and
that directly relates to the governmental function and is not otherwise exempt under this Act, shall be
considered a public record of the public body, for purposes of this Act.”
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Some of the exemptions under the FOIA include, but are not limited to:
◦ Preliminary drafts/notes/recommendations/memorandum
◦ Private information - includes home addresses, home and personal telephone numbers, and
personal e-mail addresses
◦ Personal information that would constitute a “clearly unwarranted invasion of personal privacy”
◦ Bid documents until contract award or final selection
◦ Plans – architect, engineering, and technical
◦ Closed session meeting minutes
◦ Certain communications with the attorney of the public body
◦ Records related to a public body’s adjudication of employee grievances or disciplinary cases;
however this exemption shall not extend to the final outcome of cases in which discipline is
imposed
◦ Records relating to collective bargaining matters, not including final contract
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FOIA requires inspection and copying of public records except those specifically exempted by the Act.



FOIA does not require staff to answer questions or to create a new record to comply with the request.








FOIA requests must be in writing and the written request can be tendered by any means.
Response to a request is required within 5 working days.

A public body that fails to respond within 5 working days, without properly requesting an extension of
time to respond in accordance with the Act, but thereafter provides copies, may not collect a fee for
such copies.
A municipality may request an extension for an additional 5 working days.

The person making the request and the public body may agree, in writing, to an extension beyond 5
working days to a period determined by the parties.
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Requests calling for all records falling within a category shall be complied with unless compliance with
the request would be unduly burdensome, and there is no way to narrow the request and the burden
on the public body outweighs the public interest in the information.
Before invoking this exemption, the public body must extend to the person making the request an
opportunity to confer with it in an attempt to reduce the request to manageable proportions.

If a public body responds to a request stating that it is unduly burdensome, it must do so in writing
specifying the reasons why it would be unduly burdensome and the extent to which compliance will
burden the operations of the public body.
Such a response shall be treated as a denial of the request for information.

Repeated requests from the same person for the same records that are unchanged or identical to
records previously provided or properly denied under this Act will be treated as unduly burdensome.
A public body that fails to respond to a request is prohibited from treating the request as unduly
burdensome.
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“Commercial Purpose” means the use of any part of a public record in any form for sale, resale, or
solicitation or advertisement for sale or services. A public body must respond to a request for a
commercial purpose within 21 working days in a specific manner set forth in the Act.
It is a violation of the Act for a person to knowingly obtain a public record for a commercial purpose
without disclosing that information to the public body if the public body has requested it.
A public body need not advise requestors regarding the meaning or significance of public records.
The requests of news media or non-profit scientific or academic organizations are not requests
considered for a commercial purpose if the principal purpose of the request is to (i) access and
disseminate information concerning news and current or passing events; (ii) for articles of opinion or
features of interest to the public; or (iii) for the purpose of academic, scientific, or public research or
education.
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“Recurrent Requestor” means a person who files more than 50 requests for records in a 12 month
period, more than 15 requests in a month, or more than 7 requests in a week.
Within 5 business days of receiving a FOIA request from a recurrent requestor, the City must notify the
requestor that the public body is treating the request as one from a recurrent requestor, the reasons
why the request is being treated as a recurrent requestor, and that the City will send a response within
21 business days of the receipt of the request. The City must then respond within 21 days from the
receipt of the request.
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The public body is required to establish Freedom of Information Act Officer(s).
The FOIA Officer(s) is/are charged with receiving requests under the Act, ensuring that the public body
is responding in a timely fashion, and issuing responses under the Act.
The FOIA Officer(s) must develop a list of documents or categories of documents that the public body
must immediately disclose upon request.
Whenever a new FOIA Officer is designated by the public body, the employee must complete an
electronic training curriculum within 30 days.
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Notice of denial must be in writing and must state the specific exemption claimed with detailed facts
supporting the basis for the exemption.
Notice must state the name and position of person responsible for denial.

Notice must inform the requestor of their right to review by the Public Access Counselor (“PAC”) and
provide the address and phone number of PAC and the requestor’s right to judicial review under
Section 11 of FOIA.

Copies of all notices of denial must be maintained in a single central office file that is open to the
public and indexed according to the asserted exemption.
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A requestor may file a “Request for Review” with the Public Access Counselor of the Illinois Attorney
General’s Office seeking review of the City’s decision to deny disclosure of certain records or
information.

A requestor may also file suit in civil court, and if the requestor prevails, the court shall award
attorneys’ fees. In determining reasonable attorneys’ fees, the court shall consider the degree to which
the relief obtained relates to the relief sought.
If the court determines that a public body willfully and intentionally failed to comply with the Act, or
otherwise acted in bad faith, the court shall also impose upon the public body a civil penalty of not less
that $2,500 nor more than $5,000 for each occurrence. In assessing the civil penalty, the court will
consider the budget of the public body and whether the public body has previously been assessed
penalties for violations of the Act. If the public body refuses to comply with a court order, the court
may impose an additional penalty of up to $1,000 for each day the violation continues, under certain
circumstances.
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The State Officials and Employee Ethics Act (5 ILCS 430 et seq.) prohibits elected or appointed officials
and employees from soliciting or accepting gifts from prohibited sources. The City of Rolling Meadows
has incorporated the State Officials and Employee Ethics Act into Chapter 2, Article VII of the Municipal
Code.
A gift is any gratuity, discount, entertainment, hospitality, loan, forbearance, or other tangible or
intangible item having monetary value including, but not limited to, cash, food and drink, and
honoraria for speaking engagements related to or attributable to government employment or the
official position of an employee.
Municipal employees are prohibited from soliciting or accepting any gift from any prohibited source in
violation of state or federal law.

Prohibited sources include the following:
◦ persons seeking official action by the employee, the employee’s supervisor, or a City official;
◦ persons doing business or seeking to do business with the employee, the employee’s supervisor, or
a City official;
◦ persons conducting activities regulated by the employee, the employee’s supervisor, or a City
official;
◦ persons having an interest that may be substantially affected by the performance or
non-performance of the official duties of the employee;
◦ registered lobbyists; or
◦ an agent of, a spouse of, or an immediate family member who is living with a prohibited source.
◦ Spouses and immediate family members residing with the municipal employee are also prohibited
from accepting gifts under this statute.
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Some exceptions to items considered as gifts under the Act include:
◦
◦

◦

◦
◦



A gift from a relative (“relative” is defined in the Act);
Anything provided by an individual on the basis of a personal friendship unless the employee has
reason to believe that, under the circumstances, the gift was provided because of the official
position or employment of the employee, and not because of the personal friendship (factors in
making this determination are outlined in the Act);
Food or refreshments not exceeding $75.00 in a single calendar day; provided that the food
or refreshments are (i) consumed on the premises from which they were purchased or prepared;
or (ii) catered;
Any item or items from any one prohibited source during any calendar year having a cumulative
total value less than $100.00; or
Intra-governmental or inter-governmental gifts; “intra-governmental gift" means any gift given to a
member, officer, or employee of a State agency from another member, officer, or employee of the
same State agency; and "inter-governmental gift" means any gift given to a member, officer, or
employee of a State agency, by a member, officer, or employee of another State agency, of a federal
agency, or of any governmental entity.

An employee does not violate the Act if the employee promptly takes reasonable action to return a
prohibited gift to its source or gives the gift or an amount equal to its value to an appropriate charity.
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The State Officials and Employees Ethics Act, adopted by the City, also prohibits certain political
activities.
Prohibited political activities include participating in a political meeting, soliciting for political
contributions, conducting opinion polls in connection with a campaign, surveying voters, assisting at
the polls on election day, soliciting votes, circulating petitions, distributing campaign literature, and
managing or campaigning for an elective office or for or against any referendum question.
Employees may not intentionally perform any prohibited political activity during any compensated time
(other than vacation, personal, or compensatory time off).
Employees may not intentionally misappropriate any government property or resources by engaging in
any prohibited political activity for the benefit of any campaign or elective office or any political
organization.
At no time may an officer intentionally misappropriate the services of an employee by requiring the
employee to perform a prohibited political activity: (1) as part of the employee’s government duties; (2)
as a condition of employment; or (3) during any time off that is compensated by the State (such as
vacation, personal, or compensatory time off).
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In accordance with the State Officials and Employees Ethics Act (5ILCS 430/1 et seq.), the ethics
provisions contained in sections 2-966 through 2-981 of the City Code bar elected officials from
intentionally performing any “prohibited political activity” during any compensated time or use any
property or resources of the City in connection with any prohibited political activity. In other words,
while an elected official of the City is executing his or her official duties or while on City property, such
elected official must refrain from engaging in any prohibited political activity. In addition, the property
or resources of the City may not be intentionally used or misappropriated for the benefit of any
campaign for elective office.
Prohibited political activity is specifically defined in section 2-967 of the City Code, as follows:
◦
◦
◦
◦

(1) Preparing for, organizing, or participating in any political meeting, political rally, political
demonstration, or other political event.
(2) Soliciting contributions, including but not limited to the purchase of selling, distributing, or
receiving payment for tickets for any political fundraiser, political meeting, or other political event.
(3) Soliciting, planning the solicitation of, or preparing any document or report regarding anything
of value intended as a campaign contribution.
(4) Planning, conducting, or participating in a public opinion poll in connection with a campaign for
elective office or on behalf of a political organization for political purposes or for or against any
referendum question.
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(5) Surveying or gathering information from potential or actual voters in an election to determine
probable vote outcome in connection with a campaign for elective office or on behalf of a political
organization for political purposes or for or against any referendum question.

(6) Assisting at the polls on election day on behalf of any political organization or candidate for elective
office or for or against any referendum question.
(7) Soliciting votes on behalf of a candidate for elective office or a political organization or for or
against any referendum question or helping in an effort to get voters to the polls.

(8) Initiating for circulation, preparing, circulating, reviewing, or filing any petition on behalf of a
candidate for elective office or for or against any referendum question.
(9) Making contributions on behalf of any candidate for elective office in the capacity or in connection
with a campaign for elective office.
(10) Preparing or reviewing responses to candidate questionnaires.

(11) Distributing, preparing for distribution, or mailing campaign literature, campaign signs, or other
campaign material on behalf of any candidate for elective office or for or against any referendum
question.



(12) Campaigning for any elective office or for or against any referendum question.



(13) Managing or working on a campaign for elective office or for or against any referendum question.




(14) Serving as a delegate, alternate, or proxy to a political party convention.

(15) Participating in any recount or challenge to the outcome of any election.
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In addition to the ethics provision dictated in the City Code, the Election Code also prohibits the use of
public funds, in order to urge any elector to vote for or against any candidate. Section 9-25.1, entitled
“Election interference,” of the Illinois Election Code provides that no public funds shall be used to urge
any elector to vote for or against any candidate or proposition. (10 ILCS 5/9-25.1). In practice, this
statute prohibits more than the spending of public funds on literature or other forms of electioneering
communication. (Electioneering communication includes any broadcast, cable, or satellite
communication, including radio, TV, or internet communication, that refers to a clearly identified
candidate, political party, or question of public policy that will appear on the ballot, is targeted to the
relevant electorate, and is clearly an appeal to vote for or against the candidate or question (10 ILCS
5/9-1.14)). It also prohibits the use of public buildings and facilities that were constructed with or
supported by public funds, in order to advocate for or against any candidate. Therefore, although
elected officials are not barred from ever advocating for or against a candidate, the location where such
advocacy occurs may not be in a publicly-funded facility. Any such advocacy should occur away from
public facilities and not involve the expenditure of public funds (e.g., during a City Council meeting,
while on City property, or while using City-funded equipment).
City officials who are not engaged in their official duties may participate in political activities, provided
they do not use City funds and resources to do so. The best indication of when a City official would
not be acting in his/her official capacity would be during the official’s personal time, at which time
political activities would be conducted on a voluntary basis and not linked to the official’s duties to the
City. Additionally, when engaging in political activities, the City official should not wear City shirts or
anything with a City emblem, such as City buttons, that were gifted to the City official because of
his/her official position. It is likely that wearing such a gift would violate the provision of the Election
Code that prohibits public funds from being used to urge a vote for or against a candidate. However, if
the City official paid money for a City shirt or button, it would be appropriate for the official to wear it
while engaging in permissible political activities.
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Please also be reminded that certain campaign disclosures may be required as a result of political
fundraising activities. Candidates who raise or spend more than $5,000 in any 12-month period in
support of or in opposition to a candidate or for electioneering communication made within the 60
days before a general or consolidated election, or 30 days before a primary election, generally must file
paperwork to create a political committee with the State Board of Elections. Once created, political
committees must then file disclosure reports with the Board, detailing the money they raise and spend.
This filing obligation continues until a committee ceases operations, disposes of any remaining assets,
and files an acceptable “Final Report” with the Board.
Note: Political signs are protected free speech. Article X of the City Code regulates signs and other
than regulations as to size, nothing in the City’s sign ordinance prohibits the display of outdoor
political campaign signs on residential property;
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State statute generally prohibits public officers from having an interest in contracts with the
governmental body that they serve, subject to some limited exceptions.
See Public Officer Prohibited Activities Act (50 ILCS 105/3); Section 3.1-55-10 of the Illinois Municipal
Code (65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10); Section 4-8-6 of the Illinois Municipal Code (65 ILCS 5/4-8-6)



Statutory Conflicts



Section 3.1-55-10(a) of the Illinois Municipal Code states:



A municipal officer shall not be financially interested directly in the officer's own name or indirectly in
the name of any other person, association, trust, or corporation in any contract, work, or business of
the municipality, or in the sale of any article whenever the expense, price, or consideration of the
contract, work, business, or sale is paid either from the treasury or by an assessment levied by statute
or ordinance. A municipal officer shall not be interested, directly or indirectly, in the purchase of any
property that (i) belongs to the municipality, (ii) is sold for taxes or assessments, or (iii) is sold by
virtue of legal process at the suit of the municipality.
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The Municipal Code excepts the following from the statutory conflicts:
A. Council member may provide materials, merchandise, property, services, or labor to the municipality
if the contract is with a person, firm, partnership, association, corporation, or cooperative association
in which the interested member has less than a 7 ½ % share in the ownership and
◦ (1) the interested member publicly discloses the nature and extent of the interest prior to or during
deliberations concerning the proposed award of the contract;
◦ (2) the interested member abstains from voting on the award of the contract; and
◦ (3) those members presently holding office approve the contract by a majority vote. In addition, if
the amount of the contract exceeds $1,500, the contract must be awarded after sealed bids to the
lowest responsible bidder or awarded without bidding if the amount is less than $1,500. The
contract may not be awarded if it would cause the aggregate amount of all contracts awarded to the
same person, firm, association, partnership, corporation, or cooperative association in the same
fiscal year to exceed $25,000. or;
B. The amount of the contract does not exceed $2,000 and the award of the contract would not cause
the aggregate amount of all contracts awarded to the same person, firm, association, partnership,
corporation, or cooperative association in the same fiscal year to exceed $4,000 provided the Council
member
◦ (1) publicly disclose the nature and extent of the interest prior to or during the deliberations
concerning the proposed award of the contract;
◦ (2) abstain from voting on the award of the contract; and
◦ (3) the award of the contract is be approved by a majority vote of the City Council.
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C. A Council member may provide goods and services if the contract is with a person, firm,
partnership, association, corporation, or cooperative association in which the interested member has
less than a 1 % share in the ownership and
◦ (1) the Council member publicly discloses the nature and extent of the interest before or during
deliberations concerning the proposed award of the contract;
◦ (2) the interested member abstains from voting on the award of the contract; and
◦ (3) the remaining of the Council approve the contract by a majority vote.
D. Public utility service contracts awarded when one or more members of the governing body are
employees of or hold an ownership interest of no more than 7 1/2% in the public utility company are
not barred by statute.
E. The Council member is not deemed interested if he or she owns or holds an interest of 1% or less
through a mutual fund, in a company doing business with the municipality and that company's stock is
traded on a nationally recognized securities market.
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F. A Council member is not deemed interested if the Council member is an employee of a company or
owns or holds an interest of 1% or less in the officer's individual name in a company, or both, that
company is involved in the transaction of business with the municipality, and that company's stock is
traded on a nationally recognized securities market, provided the Council member:
◦
◦
◦
◦



(1) publicly discloses the interest before deliberations;
(2) refrains from evaluating, recommending, approving, deliberating, or otherwise participating in
the negotiation, approval, or both, of the contract, work, or business;
(3) abstains from voting on the award of the contract; and
(4) the contract is approved by a majority vote of the City Council.

Indirect Interests
◦

The above statutory provisions relative to conflicts apply whether a Council member has a direct
interest or holds the interest in the name of another individual or entity. If the municipal contract is
to benefit an employer of the Council member there may be an indirect conflict. The courts have
held that awarding a contract to a spouse, in and of itself, is not a per se conflict. The reason being
that spouses have the right to enter into contracts for their own business and those contracts are
considered to be the property of the spouse and not of the marriage.
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2021 Elected Officials Training
I certify that I have carefully read and reviewed the content of, and completed, the 2021 Elected Officials
Training.
Training Participant Information:
_________________________________ _________________________________
(Printed Name)

(Signature)

______________
(Date)
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ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

A Comprehensive
Guide for Newly
Elected Officials
2021 Edition

BY I L L I N O I S M U N I C I PA L L E AG U E L EG A L STA F F
Congratulations to all of the newly elected officials and
thank you for your ongoing commitment to all returning
officials that are continuing or starting a new term. The
Illinois Municipal League (IML) provides a version of this
guide every municipal election year to introduce newly
elected officials to a variety of responsibilities, and to
explain many areas of law that regulate the conduct of a
municipal corporation. For returning officials, this guide can
serve as a refresher of the basics.
The operation of a municipality has many legal requirements,
the vast majority of which are found in the Illinois Municipal
Code (65 ILCS 5, et seq.). In addition, many other statutes and
regulations will affect your annual cycle of events and impact
your routine activities. Case law interprets all of those statutes
and usually adds additional considerations.
IML is here to assist you as you meet a wide variety of
challenges while serving your community. IML is your

association and we strive to provide you with the resources
you need to succeed in your role as a municipal official.
Some tools at your disposal include the Illinois Municipal
Review magazine, a variety of publications, such as the
Illinois Municipal Handbook and the Handbook for Newly
Elected Officials, our comprehensive website (iml.org),
electronic newsletters including the Statehouse Briefing
and the Legal Bulletin, as well as workshops and seminars
throughout the year, particularly IML’s Annual Conference,
which hosts more than 2,000 municipal officials. More
detailed information regarding the variety of IML resources
is explained throughout this guide.
While the Illinois Municipal Code is the fundamental state
statute, your municipality has adopted a municipal code
that consists of ordinances specific to your municipality that
must be reviewed and followed when making decisions. It
is important to familiarize yourself with your municipality’s
ordinances and their content. These local ordinances are
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the starting point for the routine
business of regular council or board
meetings, committee structures,
regulations and controlling local
issues. Most municipal codes deal
with a substantial range of issues
from administration, business
licenses, amusements and animals,
to building codes, land use and
zoning, motor vehicle and traffic
regulation, health and sanitation, fire
and police regulations and authority,
and everything else that has been
considered and approved as a
municipal ordinance.

ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL CODE
The Illinois Municipal Code is the
primary statute for municipalities
looking for guidance, authority
and direction on how to conduct
most operations of a municipal
corporation. The Municipal Code is
divided into 11 articles; each is briefly
outlined below.
ARTICLE 1 – GENERAL PROVISIONS
Scope of the Municipal Code,
ordinances, administrative
adjudication, code hearing
departments and membership in the
Illinois Municipal League
ARTICLE 2 – ORGANIZATION
OF MUNICIPALITIES
Incorporation of cities and villages
and changing the name of a
municipality
ARTICLE 3.1 – OFFICERS
Elected and appointed officers
and their functions and duties, city
councils, boards of trustees and
compensation
ARTICLE 4 – COMMISSION
FORM GOVERNMENT
Organization, election of officers,
functions and duties of council and
officers and compensation

ARTICLE 5 – MANAGERIAL FORM
OF MUNICIPAL GOVERNMENT
Election of officers, functions and
duties of officers and compensation
ARTICLE 6 – STRONG MAYOR
FORM GOVERNMENT
Organization, election of
officers, functions and duties of
mayor, council and officers and
compensation
ARTICLE 7 – TERRITORY
Annexation, disconnection,
dissolution and consolidations
ARTICLE 8 – FINANCE
Appropriation ordinances, levy and
collection of taxes, issuance of bonds,
debt limits, audits, purchasing and
public works contracts and certain
revenue taxes
ARTICLE 9 – LOCAL IMPROVEMENTS
Local improvement procedures
restricted to certain municipalities,
procedures for specified local
improvements, improvements
affecting property not within a
municipality and financing of certain
improvements
ARTICLE 10 – EMPLOYEES
AND EMPLOYMENT
Civil service, board of fire and police
commissioners, hours, wages and
working conditions of police officers
and firefighters, general corporate
powers respecting employment and
insurance for volunteer firefighters
ARTICLE 11 – CORPORATE
POWERS AND FUNCTIONS
• Public Health, Safety and Welfare
•	Police Protection and Public
Order
• Fire Protection
•	Planning, Zoning and Urban
Rehabilitation
• Health Regulations
• Hospitals and Sanitariums

•	Control Over Building and
Construction
• Vehicles
• Powers Over Certain Businesses
• General Assistance
• Boats and Harbors
• Cultural Activities
• Cemeteries
• Weights and Measures
•	Athletic Contests and Other
Amusements
• Coin Operated Devices
• Oil and Gas
• Railroad Safety
• Continuity of Government
•	General Powers — Licensing and
Nuisances
•	Public Works, Buildings and
Property
•	Eminent Domain and Public
Works
• Public Buildings
• Parking Facilities
• Trees and Forestry
• Commercial Blight Areas
•	Lease, Sale and Transfer of Public
Property
• Streets and Public Ways
• Recreational Facilities
• Airports
• Harbors and Watercourses
• Public Land Dedications
• Exhibitions on Public Property
•	Bridges, Viaducts, Tunnels and
Ferries
•	Drains, Culverts, Cesspools and
Sewers
• Flood Control and Drainage
• Monuments and Memorials
• Municipal Utilities
• Heat, Power and Light Services
• Transportation Systems
• Harbors and Terminals
•	Water Supply and Sewage
Systems
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Illinois “Sunshine Laws”
Two important statutes govern public meetings and
public documents that should be guiding principles of
your local government service. These laws are the Open
Meetings Act (5 ILCS 120/) and Freedom of Information
Act (5 ILCS 140/).

OPEN MEETINGS ACT
The Open Meetings Act (OMA) is the guiding state
statute on the conduct of meetings concerning an open
format, with the public being able to witness the events
and discussion of public officials when conducting the
public’s business. OMA requires openness, and the public
has a right to be informed as to the conduct of their
business. OMA provides exceptions for closed “executive
sessions” of the public body, but those are to be strictly
construed. Meeting in closed session is not mandatory,
but the statutory rules within OMA governing closed
sessions must be followed. OMA covers public notice,
agenda of meetings, schedules of meetings, recording
meetings, minutes, procedures for closing a meeting
and attendance by means other than physical presence.
OMA has been amended to offer remote meetings in
the case of declared emergencies and disasters. The
provisions also include enforcement and penalties to
assure compliance.
The Illinois Attorney General’s office, through the Public
Access Counselor (PAC), has the authority to review
allegations of violations of OMA. Any individual can
also bring a civil action in the local circuit court alleging
non-compliance.
Each municipality must submit a list of OMA designees
to the PAC’s office. The list must name designated
employees, officers or members, and those listed must
complete training annually. To accomplish this, go to the
Attorney General’s website (illinoisattorneygeneral. gov)
and click on the box “Public Access Counselor” and then
“Ensuring Open and Honest Government,” then register.
Next, you will be guided through training and questions.
When you are finished, you will receive a certificate.
All newly elected or appointed members of a public
body are required to complete OMA training within 90
days of taking office. Electronic training is provided by
the Attorney General’s office. The online training will
provide you with a good working knowledge of OMA’s
provisions. IML is an authorized provider of the required
OMA training and offers the opportunity for in-person

OMA training at IML workshops and conferences.

FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT
The Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) pertains to
the public’s right of access to public records in the
possession of public bodies in whatever form they
exist. The provisions of FOIA are the guiding principles
for allowing citizens and interested parties to have
knowledge of government records, balanced by the
fact that certain limited records shall be exempt from
disclosure. The FOIA statute begins with a broad policy
statement and definitions. It then provides for the
copying or inspection, dissemination of information
about the public body, and a list of types or categories
of records and the ability to charge reasonable copying
fees. The law also includes a list of public records and
information exempt from disclosure to the public.
It should be noted that if a portion of a record is
determined to be exempt that information can be
deleted, and the redacted record must be tendered to
the requester.
FOIA requires each public body to designate one or
more official(s) or employee(s) to act as its Freedom of
Information (or FOIA) officer(s). Those individuals must
take online training within 30 days of being appointed
and annually thereafter. This is available through the
Attorney General’s website.
The PAC can review denial of documents under a FOIA
request when asked by the requester. An individual may
also file suit in the local circuit court to enforce FOIA.
Both of these “Sunshine Laws,” OMA and FOIA, should
be embraced with a spirit of public service and desire
to keep the public informed and educated about the
public’s business. A strong word of encouragement
— adhere to the provisions of both laws in your
municipal public office; it will serve you well as an
elected official and keep your constituents included in
their government.
IML publishes a “Sunshine Laws” manual, which is
intended as a practical guide for local officials in
complying with these two statutes. This comprehensive
manual is available for purchase online at
iml.org/publications. Further information is available
on the Public Access Counselor’s website at
foia.ilattorneygeneral.net.
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Overview of Illinois Ethics Statutes
for Municipal Officials
requirements that mandate more
information than required by the
Illinois Governmental Ethics Act.8

STATE OFFICIALS AND
EMPLOYEES ETHICS ACT

Any unit of local government may enact financial disclosure
requirements that mandate more information than required by the
Illinois Governmental Ethics Act.
The issue of governmental ethics
permeates Illinois’ political landscape.
There is always an interest in
ensuring that elected and appointed
officials in Illinois adhere to ethical
standards. While much of the recent
focus has been on tightening the
ethical standards for conduct of
state officials, there are a number of
existing statutes that contain ethics
requirements for local municipal
officials. Following is a brief overview
of those statutes.

STATEMENTS OF
ECONOMIC INTEREST
Article 4A of the Illinois
Governmental Ethics Act1 requires
certain individuals within a unit of
local government (among other
people) to file a statement of
economic interest with the county
clerk.2 These individuals include:
(1) a
 ny person who is elected
to office in a unit of local
government, and candidates
for nomination or election to
that office;3
(2) any person who is appointed

to the governing board of
a unit of local government,
any person appointed to a
zoning board, zoning board
of appeals, municipal plan
commission, and any person
appointed to a board or
commission of a unit of
local government who has
authority to authorize the
expenditure of public funds;4
and
(3) any person employed by a
unit of local government and
meets one of six criteria listed
in the statute.5
The statement must be filed by May
1 of each year, unless the individual
has already filed a statement in that
calendar year in relation to the same
unit of government.6 The guidelines
for the content, notification and
examination of the statements of
economic interest are outlined in the
remaining sections of Article 4A. The
statute sets forth criminal penalties
for any person who willfully files a
false or incomplete statement.7
Any unit of local government
may enact financial disclosure

In 2003, the Illinois General Assembly
revamped the state’s ethics laws by
repealing the former Gift Ban Act9
and, in its place, enacting the State
Officials and Employees Ethics Act.10
Despite its name, this Act affects
more than just state officials and
employees — it also affects municipal
officials and employees. Under the
provisions of this Act, municipalities
must adopt certain provisions of
the Act by passing an ordinance or
resolution concerning prohibited
political activities of officers and
concerning prohibited gifts. This
ordinance must be no less restrictive
than the Act’s provisions concerning
political activities of officers and
prohibited gifts.11
IML created a model ordinance
pertaining to this ethics legislation
in 2004. The model ordinance is still
relevant, and adopts the statutory
requirements by reference, which
allows for accommodating any future
legislative changes without municipal
action. The Act has been amended to
require local governmental entities to
adopt, by ordinance or resolution, a
policy prohibiting sexual harassment.
Although many governmental
entities already had sexual
harassment policies in place, the
law sets forth minimum standards
for sexual harassment policies. IML
provides a model ordinance and
model policy to assist members in
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complying with the law, available at
iml.org/legal.

influence, and potentially corrupt,
their duties as public officials.

Public Act 101-0221 further amended
the State of Illinois and Employees
Ethics Act, effective May 9, 2019.
This amendment added the
requirement for local governmental
entities to provide a mechanism
for reporting, and independent
review, of allegations of sexual
harassment made against an
elected official by another elected
official.12 This law also amends the
Illinois Human Rights Act,13 which
mandates that all Illinois employers,
including municipalities, provide
sexual harassment training to all
employees. This must be completed
by December 31, 2020, and annually
thereafter. IML has developed a
sexual harassment prevention
training program. This resource
may be presented to all municipal
employees, appointees and elected
officials and can be completed in
person, as a group or individually,
as long as each individual submits
the necessary acknowledgement
form. This training can be found at
iml.org/harassmentprevention.

In addition, the Public Officers
Prohibited Activities Act specifically
prohibits public officials from holding
two separate offices that conflict
with each another.15

Local entities may adopt additional
regulations on ethics beyond
those minimum requirements
under state law, so it is important
to become familiar with all local
ordinances. IML model ordinances
and policies on ethics and sexual
harassment prevention are available
at iml.org/legal.

CONFLICTS OF INTEREST
A number of statutes prohibit public
officials from having a conflict of
interest in contracts. One of the
statutes that applies to municipal
officials includes the Public Officer
Prohibited Activities Act.14 These
statutes prohibit public officials
from having financial interests and
interests in contracts that would

The Illinois Municipal Code also
includes an “interests in contracts”
section, which restricts municipal
officials from having financial interests
in any contract, work or business of
the municipality. Limited exceptions
are provided in the statute.16
The penalties for violating these
statutes can be severe. Under
the Public Officers Prohibited
Activities Act, an improper conflict
of interest in a contract or the
holding of incompatible offices is a
Class 4 felony.17

The official
misconduct statute
should not be taken
lightly; even minor
infractions can lead to
a felony conviction.
OFFICIAL MISCONDUCT
According to the Illinois Criminal
Code regarding official misconduct,
“a public officer or employee or
special government agent commits
misconduct when, in their official
capacity or capacity as a special
government agent, they commit any
of the following acts:
(1) Intentionally or recklessly fails to
perform any mandatory duty as
required by law; or

(2) Knowingly performs an act which
they know they are forbidden by
law to perform; or
(3) W
 ith intent to obtain a personal
advantage for themselves or
another, they perform an act in
excess of their lawful authority; or
(4) S
 olicits or knowingly accepts for
the performance of any act a fee
or reward which they know is not
authorized by law.”18
The official misconduct statute
should not be taken lightly; even
minor infractions can lead to a
felony conviction. This notion was
articulated in People v. Howard,19
in which a mayor was convicted of
official misconduct. The mayor had
used the municipal credit card for
personal expenses, but paid the
credit card bills with his own money
as they came in. The mayor argued
that, because the municipality was
not out any money, the prosecution
was overzealous and out of
proportion with the nature of his
actions. The Illinois Supreme Court
disagreed and affirmed the mayor’s
conviction. According to the court,
there is no de minimis exception
to this law, and the fact that the
expenses were on the city’s account
— even temporarily — was sufficient
to sustain a conviction.

HANDLING BIDS AND
AWARDING PUBLIC
CONTRACTS
There are also criminal offenses
associated with the manner of
handling bids and awarding public
contracts. It is a felony offense for a
public official to engage in any of the
following activities:
(1) B
 id rigging, which occurs when
a local official, with the intent
to influence a contract award,
provides information to a bidder
concerning the price or other
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material term or terms of the
bid that would otherwise not
be disclosed to a competitor in
an independent non-collusive
submission of bids. Bid rigging is
a Class 3 felony.20
(2) K
 nowingly opening a sealed bid
at a time or place other than as
specified in the invitation to bid.
This is a Class 4 felony.21
(3) K
 nowingly disclosing to
any interested person any
information related to the
terms of a sealed bid. This is a
Class 3 felony.22
(4) K
 nowingly conveying, either
directly or indirectly, outside
of the publicly available official
invitation to bid, any information
concerning the contract
specifications or the identity of
particular subcontractors if that
information would influence the
acceptance of a bid or offer. This
is a Class 4 felony.23
(5) K
 nowingly informing a bidder or
offeror that the bid or offer will
be accepted or executed only if
certain individuals are included
as subcontractors. This is a Class
3 felony.24

(6) K
 nowingly awarding a contract
based on criteria that were not
publicly disseminated through
the invitation to bid. This is a
Class 3 felony.25
(7) S
 oliciting or accepting
any kickback. This is a
Class 3 felony.26
(8) Failing to report to law
enforcement officials after
receiving an offer of a kickback
or being solicited to make
a kickback. This is a Class 4
felony.27
(9) B
 ribing an inspector employed
by a contractor for the purpose
of obtaining a wrongful
certification or approval of
the quality or completion of
any goods or services under a
contract. This is a Class 4 felony.
(10) Approving a change order
that increases or decreases
by $10,000 or more or that
increases or decreases the time
of completion by 30 days or
more without first obtaining
a written determination by
the municipality. This is a
Class 4 felony.28

With the numerous issues creating
the current political climate
throughout the country and the
State of Illinois, public confidence in
local government may be a serious
concern for municipal officials.
Understanding the statutory ethical
requirements for public officials is
imperative to successfully serving
your city, town or village.
5 ILCS 420/4A.
5 ILCS 420/4A-101.5.
5 ILCS 420/4A-101.5(a).
4
5 ILCS 420/4A-101.5(b).
5
5 ILCS 420/4A-101.5(c).
6
5 ILCS 420/4A-105.
7
5 ILCS 420/4A-107.
8
5 ILCS 420/4A-101.
9
5 ILCS 425/1 et seq., repealed by P.A. 93-617,
effective December 9, 2009.
10
5 ILCS 430/1-1 et seq.
11
5 ILCS 430/70-5.
12
Id.
13
775 ILCS 5/2-109
14
50 ILCS 105/3.
15
50 ILCS 105/2.
16
65 ILCS 5/3.1-55-10.
17
50 ILCS 105/4.
18
720 ILCS 5/33-3.
19
People v. Howard, 228 Ill. 2d 428 (April 17, 2008).
20
720 ILCS 5/33E-3.
21
720 ILCS 5/33E-5.
22
Id.
23
720 ILCS 5/33E-6.
24
Id.
25
Id.
26
720 ILCS 5/33E-7
27
Id.
28
720 ILCS 5/33E-9.
1
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Self Evaluation Services for Cities, Villages and Towns
ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE

If your municipality is a member of IML, our staff may be able to assist you with
convening a discussion to develop solutions for issues that are impacting the
effectiveness of your local elected governing board.
For more information, contact us today: (217) 525-1220 or inquiry@iml.org
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Essential Resources from IML
IML provides numerous resources for the benefit of our member municipalities and
their officials. Some of these resources include:

CALENDAR FOR
MUNICIPAL OFFICIALS
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IML has an extensive library of affordablypriced publications designed to answer a wide
range of municipal questions. Below is a list
of publications that can be ordered online at
iml.org/publications.

30

Every year, the IML Legal Department prepares
a calendar of statutory duties for municipal
officials. Each month’s duties are published in
the corresponding issue of the Illinois Municipal
Review magazine, and the complete annual
calendar is published in the December issue.
The calendar can also be found at iml.org/
calendar.

	A Candidate’s Guide to Municipal
Government

Pursuant to Illinois law, municipal officials are
required to perform certain duties at specified

	Conflicts of Interests, Ethics and Liability of
Illinois Elected Officials

times throughout the calendar year. Non-

	Illinois Municipal Directory

home rule municipal officials must always

	Financing Municipal Improvements

comply with these statutory requirements.
Home rule municipal ordinances may provide
otherwise, unless the authority to do so
has been specifically preempted by statute.
Some requirements are set according to the

	Handbook for Newly Elected Officials
	Manual on Home Rule vs. Non-Home Rule
Status
	Illinois Municipal Handbook

calendar year, while others are set according

	Illinois Municipal Policy Journal

to the municipal fiscal year, which begins on

	Manual on Liquor Licensing and Regulation

May 1. It is important to review the calendar
with your retained municipal attorney or

	Manual on Police and Fire
Disciplinary Matters

other qualified counsel.

	Manual on Municipal Forms of Government
	Parliamentary Motion Guide
	The Sunshine Laws (OMA & FOIA)
	Zoning Handbook for Municipal Officials
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Essential Resources from IML
MEMBERSHIP SERVICES
Since 1913, IML has worked
continuously for the benefit
of municipalities, promoting
competence and integrity in
the administration of municipal
government. We offer services to our
members that range from traditional
to cutting edge, in order to educate
and motivate them to remain
focused on their passion for the
constituencies they represent. Some
of these services are listed below.
Learn more at iml.org/membership.

•	Educational training opportunities
throughout the year
•	Illinois Municipal Review
magazine — a monthly magazine
with a broad spectrum of
articles and features containing
information of both general and
specific interest to municipalities

• Legal Bulletin — a monthly
e-newsletter that provides
case summaries to keep
municipal attorneys of our
member municipalities up to
date on the latest court rulings,
as well as upcoming events,
new publications and other
announcements
• Statehouse Briefing — a
weekly e-newsletter during
the legislative session that
informs municipal officials and
staff about legislation affecting
municipalities at the state capitol

•	Legislative advocacy at the state
and federal level
• Full-time in-house legal counsel

• Federal Focus — an e-newsletter
that is sent on an as-needed
basis to inform municipal officials
and staff on federal issues
affecting municipalities

•	Comprehensive website
(iml.org) with the latest news,
legislative updates, events
and valuable resources for
municipal officials

IML ANNUAL CONFERENCE AND TRAINING OPPORTUNITIES
IML offers a number of convenient and affordable
opportunities to meet the professional development needs
of elected officials and staff. The IML Annual Conference
is the municipal event of the year, where more than 2,000
registrants are offered unparalleled access to education and
professional development, as well as the opportunity to
network with fellow elected officials.
Each year, the event offers dozens of diverse sessions that
provide innovative ideas, proven best practices and practical
information over the course of three days. Conference topics
are carefully vetted to ensure we offer the most relevant,

timely solutions to the problems facing Illinois communities.
The speakers who present these topics are among the best
in their field.
In addition to the three-day Annual Conference, we also
offer trainings, workshops and seminars throughout the
year. Newly Elected Officials Workshops are conducted in
odd-numbered years, with Not So Newly Elected Officials
training offered in even-numbered years. These trainings
include the required OMA training. Municipal Attorneys
Seminars are held in the spring and fall, with the latter held
on the first day of the Annual Conference.

Once again, congratulations on your successful election and we thank you for your commitment to local government. We value
your membership and are pleased to be of service to you. Please feel welcome to contact us. We are here to Educate, Advocate
and Empower municipal officials and their cities, villages and towns throughout Illinois.

ILLINOIS MUNICIPAL LEAGUE
500 East Capitol Avenue | P.O. Box 5180 | Springfield, IL 62705-5180
Phone: 217.525.1220 | Fax: 217.525.7438 | Website: iml.org
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